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This report presents the analyses required to
design and analyTe a direct space condenser-radi-
ator of general geometry utilizing any working
fluid including a combination of a condensable
vapor and noncondensable gas. These analyses are
then reduced to a computer-usable form and a series
of five computer programs (in Fortran IV) capable
of designing and analyzing these radiators are
described. Lastly, the instructions for the
operation of these computer programs are deline-
ated.
These computer programs consider such items as:
flat plate, triform, cruciform, cylindrical, and
conical panel configurations; operation in a
variable _ravitational f_l d (In_I ._g _ _ •
automatic bypass and segmentation to control
outlet temperature; fixed inventory or pressure
regulated condensers; non-uniform sink temperature;
and single and parallel tube flow stability.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The design of extended surface rejection of waste heat from space vehicles lends
itself readily to optimization by c_uter techniques. This is a result of the
radiator weight (the parameter normally minimized within various constraints)
being a function of the number of tubes, tube dlmmeter, tube length, and fin
width/thickness and the interaction of these factors for a given design condition.
Furthermore, in many cases, the weight of these radiators is a significant
fraction of a total vehicle weight. Consequently, many co_uter progrsms have
been conceived for the purpose of designing these radiators in an effort to
minimize their weight.
A problem of size and complexity results, however, when one attempts to devise
a single computer program to satisfy the requirements of all systems in need of
a means of rejecting waste heat in space. Figure i, as an example, groups some
of the heat-rejection-requiring systems according to temperature level and heat
rejection mode. It is obvious that a single computer program spplicable to even
the small number of types shown in Figure 1 would be unwieldy. As a result, the
computer programs developed to date are limited to a specific type or types of
systems based on the need of the sponsor. As examples, References l, 2 and 3
consider a 0°R sink temperature, which, for the purpose of the program (high
temperature liquid metal Rankine cycle power system), is acceptable but results
in large error when spplied to the systems radiating at lower temperatures to
a non-zero sink. Some programs (Reference 1 and 3) are limited to the consider-
ation of certain fluids whose properties are built into the program. Others
consider only single phase fluids, non-isothermal rejection of heat (Reference
isothermally (References i, 2 and B).
expended in the computer analysis for off-design conditions of a previously
defined radiator.
Early in 1965, the Manned Spacecraft Center of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration had a need for a computer program or programs to design and
aual_ze direct radiating condensers for (a) high and low temperature R_--Ine
cycle power systems, (b) refrigeration cycles for environmental control systems,
and (c) fuel cell power systems.
Category (a) had been extensively treated in the high temperature area in the
literature, but the low temperature area and category (b) was somewhat less
completely covered, and no treatment of category (c) was found. In addition,
very little consideration had been given to the off-design performance of
radiators, most of these being limited to a specific system or radiator design.
As a result, in June 1965, NASA/_SC awarded a contract to the Equipment Labora-
tories Division of TEW to perform the analyses and write and debug the program(s)
necessary to satisfy this need.
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After evaluating the differences and similarities in the requirements of (a),
(b) and (c) ehove, it was decided to separate the problem into five programs as
follows :
I - Fuel Cell Design Program
II - Isothermal Design Program
III - Primary/SecondaryDesign Program
IV - Fuel Cell Performance Analysis Program
V - Isothermal Performance Analysis Program
A detailed description of the operation of each of these programs can be found
in Section 4.0.
In addition to the normal capabilities of considering various tube numbers,
diameters and lengths and fin widths and thicknesses, these programs consider:
a) non-constant sink temperature such as might be seen by a cylindrical radiator
in a lunar orbit, b) effects of gravity environment on flow stability, c) auto-
matic segmentation or bypass to control condenser outlet temperature, d) constant
liquid inventory or constant pressure regulation in the condenser, and e) a wide
range of tube/fin and panel configurations.
2
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2.0 DISCUSSION
The camputer programs developed under this contract are applicable to direct
condensing fin and tube radiators in a space enviromment. They consider the
desuperheating of the v_por, condensing of the vs_or and the subcooling of the
condensate. In the special case of non-isothermal condensation of water vs_or
in hydrogen gas (fuel cell), the effect of desuperheating, condensing, and
diffUsion are considered.
The systems to which the design and analyses are applicable are: (a) high and
low temperature Raukine cycle electrical power systems, (b) active environmental
control systems, and (c) fuel cell power systems all employing direct condenser
radiators. Schematics of these systems are shown in Figure 2.
Much similarity exists in systems (a) and (b), but system (c) requires special
treatment since the presence, in large quantity, of the noncondensable hydrogen
and the resultant incomplete condensing of the input vs_or requires a unique
series of considerations. As a result, the environmental and Rankine systems
have been treated identically in the programs and separate from the fUel cell,
or sometimes referred to herein as the non-isothermal system.
_ne primary/secondary concept is a special case of the environmental/Rankine
case cs_able of operation in high "g" fields. Basically, it is a series
combination of a parallel and a single tube direct radiator-condenser which
ccmbines the lightness of the former with the stability of the latter. This
concept was conceived of, developed, and successfully operated with condensate
flow in opposition to ! g _ +_ _ower I contra=t bet_en the Le_s Research
Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and TRW. The
theoretical background of this approach is contained in _q_ction B_B o_ud
A_endix B-_.
2.i Configurations
Three types of tube/fin construction are considered: central fin, open sandwich,










The central fin construction is the classical geometry considered in most
analytical exercises. From a fabrication standpoint, however, it is less
practical than either of the other two geometries. An alternate fabrication
of this geometry is shown below.
braze or weld/
Alternate Central Fin Construction
This has the disadvantage of requiring the same material be used for tubes
and fins at approximately the same thickness but is more easily fabricated.
The open sandwich construction is the most easily fabricated lending itself
to tube-to-fin furnace brazing, torch brazing, or welding, depending on the
tube and fin materials, strength requirements, and/or furance capacity. Its
use in a conical or cylindrical panel configuration with the tubes on the
inside makes maximum use of the meteoroid protection effect of the fins.
The closed sandwich has the advantages of strength and the meteoroid protection
afforded by the fin location for any panel configuration but is somewhat more
difficult to fabricate than the open sandwich.
Although other variations in tube/fin geometry exist, most notably a closed
sandwich honeycomb, the programs contained herein are necessarily limited to
the geometries discussed.
Five panel configurations are considered in conjunction with the three tube/fln
types: flat plate, triform, cruciform, cylinder (or segment) and cone (segment


























Flat Plate Triform Cruciform
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Cylinder Cone
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The panel choice, of course, is detemined by the envelope available. In
general, the flat plate will be the lightest for a given heat rejection but
will require greater envelope dimensions. Conversely, the cone end cylinder
may be heavier but will fit into a _wller envelope. The triform and cruciform
fall between the flat plate end cone/cylinder with regard to weight end
envelope size. In short, it can be said ths_ the optimum panel configuration
can be determined only in the specific case.
Figure 3 shows which of these panel configurations are considered in each
progrmn, (denoted with an X).
In cylindrical and conical panels using closed sandwich tube/fin geometry, the
inner fin thickness is specified by the designer in all progr_ns and is not
considered to effect or affect heat transfer. With the same panel configurations
employing an open sandwich, the tubes are alws_s assumed to be on the "inside".
A single inlet end single outlet are assumed in all panel configurations, and in
all cases, the three tube/fin configurations may be considered.
2.2 Operating Environment
.a__.... _^ohi_Ic-_ _........_ _ u_si_c Lhc earth:s atmosphere will enc_r conditions
unlike those on the ground. These conditions are fairly well understood and
include: exposure to meteoroids, loss of convection-type external heat
rejection as a result of the vacuum environment, low or zero "g" acceleration
levels, and exposure to high energy electrically charged particles. The last
characteristic _s not co____=_ in ÷_ co_uter pro_ams, u-_ the others are
handled in the manner discussed in the following paragrs_hs.
2.2.1 Meteoroid _rnt_t.lnn
Meteoroids of varying size, density and velocity are one of the hazards
encountered by space vehicles. If the integrity of a particular component would
be diminished or lost due to a puncture resulting from a collision with one of
these meteoroids, suitable precautions must be taken. This is precisely the
case with condenser-radiator tubes.
Meteoroids, of cometary and asteroidal origin, travel in eccentric orbits
within our solar system. About 20% of those near the earth are members of a
meteoroid shower, whose behavior can be predicted and, consequently, they can
be avoided. The _4n_ng 80%, however, are sporadic in nature and must be
treated on a probability basis. Meteoroid protection requires the determination
of i) the frequency of the meteoroids, 2) the mass, density and velocity of the
meteoroids, and 3) the penetrating power assuming the mass, density end velocity
are known. F_ny earth observations and satellite experiments have been performed
to determine (i) and (2), but most have had significant limitations of time,
area or sensitivity, i.e., ability to count only meteoroids above a certain
m_n4_m size. Many earthbound experiments have investigated (3) but have been
limited in significance because meteoric velocities (28 to 40 km/sec) have not
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been attainable. Despite these shortcomings, some assessment of the problem
must be made before intelligent designs of future systems can be undertaken.
Reference 5 appears to be the best assessment to date.
After surveying available data and experimental results, Reference 5 concludes
with the equation: j
where
ta = thickness of required armor, in.
=l.O
a = 1.75; correction for a finite target, i.e., the target that will be
penetrated by a projectile is 1.75 times the depth of penetration
in an infinitely thick target (due to spalling).
_p = meteoroid density_ 0.44 _n/cm 3
_a = armor density, lb/ft 3
Vp = meteoroid velocity, 98,400 ft/sec |
c = sonic velocity in armor, ft/sec or 12
Et gc
Et = modulus of elasticity of armor, lb/in 2
gc = gravitational constant_ 32.2 ft/sec 2
oc = 5-3 x lO-ll ft2-d_y (defines flux/mass relationship of meteoroids)
_-- 1.B4
= _tsideareaofvulner_le surf_e: tubes, headers, etc. in a
r_i_or
= exposure time, days
P(o) = desired probability of no penetration by a meteoroid in T days
Equation (1) is included in the design programs to calculate the necessary
meteoroid armor. This calculation can be bypassed, if desired, by specifying
a tube wall thickness in the input data.
In the programs, the headers are assumed to be protected from meteoroid impact
by structure and their area is not considered vulnerable. The use of bumper-type
6
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meteoroid protection, i.e., lesser amounts of protection separated from the
vulnerable area, is not considered in the progrsms since gross uncertainties
currently exist in this spproach.
2.2.2 Vactu_ Envlromment
The high vacuum environment of space has an effect on the long-term surface
characteristics of the exposed areas. But of even more significance to a
space ccmdenser-radlator is the loss of external convection. Heat rejection
becomes a matter of radiation to the environment of space. This thermal
enviramnent is comprised of planets emitting infra-red and reflecting solar
energy and the sun emitting direct solar energy. The level of incident
radiation from each of these sources is a function of the radiator's location
and attitude in space. In each design progrsm, the magnitude of the radiation
and the absorptivity of the radiator surface to the radiation can be specified
in the input data. In lieu of these radiation level and absorptivity combina-
tions, a sink temperature may be specified (see paragrsph 3.1.2). Furthermore,
in the performance analysis progrsms, =p to twelve different levels of incident
energy may be considered simultaneously (such as that which may be seen by a
cylindrical radiator).
In all cases the computer progrsms add this energy absorbed fr_n the environment
to the heat rejection requirement of the radiator.
2.2.3 Acceleration Environment
Almost all ground-based condensers rely on gravitational attraction to transport
the condensate to the desired location. In the case of Rankir_ nv_1_ _.+_I
power s_a_Ions, gravity also supplies a _ortion of the _umm Ruction _._,_
An space _ravel, however, the majority of amy Journey will be spent In zero or
near-zero gravity, and, consequently, some other means of condensate tramsport
and pump inlet pressure supply must be found.
To solve the first problem, the vspor is condensed in small tubes such that the
vs_or velocity is great enough to produce a drag on the condensate and drive
all the liquid to the condenser outlet. This problem is magnified if orbital
transfer or mid-course correction maneuvers cause accelerations in directions
which require the vspor to move the condensate "uphill". In this event, the
v_por drag must be even higher to overcome the external body forces. In the
cc_puter progrsms, the v_por velocity necessary to achieve not only condensate
transport, but multiple tube stability, is observed as a minimum. These
considerations are discussed in detail in paragrsph 3.2.4.
The problem of aden_ate _PSH in space Rankine cycles is normally solved by
designing the condenser to operate at a pressure level which will maintain the
pu_p prime. In some cases, this pressure level is above that desired for system
optimization. This pump inlet pressure is fixed in the design programs by the




In designing or analyzing the performance of extended surface space radiator
condensers, two major criteria have to be dealt with and satisfied. They are
thermal behavior (heat transfer and thermodynamics) and fluid dynamic behavior
(pressure drop and flow stability).
The general approach taken in the design programs is to determine applicable
combinations of geometry (condensing length, diameter, number of tubes, etc.)
according to fluid dynamic criteria and then, based on the heat rejection
requirement, determine suitable finning for each combination. In the performance
analysis programs, the prevlously-deflned geometry, environment, and flow rate
are used to determine the operating conditions and behavior. In both types of
programs, the equations governing heat transfer and fluid dynamics are
identical; only their sequence is varied depending on the known quantities.
3.i Heat Transfer and Thermodynamics
The mechanics of heat rejection in a space radiator involves convection from the
fluid to the tube wall, conduction from the tube to the fins, and radiation
from the tubes and fins to the environment. These three modes of heat transfer
are discussed in Sections 3.1.3, 3.1.1 and B.1.2, respectively.
3.1.1 Nodal Point Method
General analytical expressions relating heat flows, temperatures and geometries
of space radiators have been derived in the literature (i.e., references 6, 7,
8 and 9). These expressions, however, are usually in the form of differential
equations requiring numerical integration. Due to this reason and the
generalities in geometry and flow conditions to be covered by these programs,
a nodal point method was employed.
Symmetry allowed one-half of an externally finned tube to be considered. This
geometry was further subdivided into a series of nodes, the fins having four
nodal points per section and the tube two. In addition, the isothermal condenser
was assumed to have one section along the condensing length and two along the
subcooler length and the non-isothermal (fuel cell) radiator, three along the
condensing length. The nodal point locations for the three fin-tube configura-
tions are shown in Figure _.
For a steady state application, the summation of all heat flows by conduction,
radiation, and/or convection into a node is equal to zero. By sunning the heat
flows about each node, a set of nonlinear simultaneous equations relating
geometry and temperature is obtained. A typical set of equations for a single
fin nodal point is shown in Appendix A-1. To assure a fast converging solution
of these simultaneous nonlinear equations, a special ccmputer subroutine was
devised.
3.i.2 Radiation Heat Transfer
The net radiative heat exchanged between two energy sources is a function of
8
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their temperatures, surface properties, the spectral distribution of the
energies, and the "view factors" between the two sources. The sources of
radiation encountered by space radiators will be the sun (solar), planets
(albedo and infrared) and on-board sources (infrared). Since absorptivity
has a strong spectral dependence and the above sources show intensity peaks
at at lest two widely different wave lengths (visible a_d infrared ranges),
it was decided to use two values for surface absorptivities: solar, or high
temperature, absorptivity values for solar and planet albedo radiation and
thermal, or low temperature, absorptivity values for planet thermal and on-board
radiation. The radiator surfaces are considered gray within each of the two
spectral regions and, hence, the surface emissivity values will be equal to
the thermal absorptivity values. The radiation emitted from the radiator is
considered to be diffuse; i.e., the magnitude is constant for all angles.
Similarly, no angular dependence is assumed for the solar and thermal
absorptivitie s.
Since the tube and fins of space radiator-condensers are not continuous, flat
surfaces and certain panel configuration cs_se panels of the same radiator to
"see" each other, geometric configuration factors and energy reflections have
to be investigated.
View factors from incremental fin areas (nodal points, see Section 3.1.1) to
adjacent tubes are derived for all three fin-tube configurations in Appendix A-2.
Also, for the closed sandwich configuration (see Figure 4), view factors from
an incremental fin nodal point to opposite fin nodal points are derived. The
view factors used are actually those from the mid-point of the nodal points
to tubes and opposite fin nodal points; when these were compared with the
integrated view factor from the entire nodal point, it was found that the first
ana sl_p±er version could be used with negligible error.
A further simplification was made in that no radiant energy exchange between fins
and tubes was considered, but rather the tubes and fins merely blocked each
other's view to space. In the configurations used in this analysis, the
tube/fin view factor value decreases as temperature difference increases (moving
along the fin perpendicular to and away from the tube) and the product of view
factor and difference of the fourth power of temperatures for typical radiator-
condensers in calculating net radiant energy exchange between fin and tube
results in negligible values compared to heat conduction and radiation to space.
For similar reasons, fin-to-fin net radiant energy exchange for the closed
sandwich configuration was also neglected. Examples of the errors involved in
these simplifications are shown in Appendix A-2.
Lastly, reflective tube/fin interchange (for normal geometry and surface proper-
ties) was shown to have insignificant effects on total heat transfer in Reference
27. Accordingly, this effect was also neglected.
Based on the above considerations and using the derived fin-to-tube view factors
in conjunction with view factor algebra, a set of view factors of fin nodal
points to space was derived. Figures A-2 and A-3 (Appendix A-2) show the derived
factors for each fin segment in generalized terms. Also included are the
tube-to-space view factors.
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Figure A-4 shows local view factor from panels of trlform and cruciform
configurations to space. As can be seen from the figure, integrated values
for each case of .866 and .707, respectively, derived in Appendix A-3 can be
used as constants over the complete panel surfaces without introduction of
sizable overall error.
For this analysis, all conical and cylindrical radiators are assumed to have
blocked ends and negligible internal radiant interchange and headers are
assumed to be located in such a way as to result in negligible radiant energy
loss.
In wrltlng the net radiant exchange between energy sources and radiator
se_nents, an equivalent sink temperature is used. (Physically, the equivalent
sink temperature is that temperature a surface would attain were it in thermal
equilibrium with the environment with no other heat input to the surface except
from the environment. ) This sink temperature can either be specified or
derived based on incident fluxes and the absorptivlties of the radiator surfaces
to these fluxes. The equation for effective sink temperature is derived as
follows (see Nomenclature section for explanation of symbols):
Q = FspO'_ _ - Fsp [_s (Qs + Qa) + °Ct Qt]
where Q = heat exchanged per unit area and time.
The form using an equivalent sink temperature, Ts, would be:
q = Fsp_ 6 T_ - ms
= _0_, (Qs + Qa) + c_t Qt]Fsp (_- _ Ts_ Fsp s
Since _ = _t,
I "Jlms = _ (% + aa) + l/C< (2)
Equation (2) is used in the programs to determine the sink temperature(s) in
the event the incident heat fluxes are specified.
3.1.3 Condensing Coefficients
Basically, two mechanisms can occur when vapors condense: dropwise or filmwlse
condensation. Fluid type and/or surface material and conditions primarily
determine the type of condensation. From the types of fluids and compatible
materials considered in this study, only mercury will be considered non-wetting,
i.e., condense in a dropwise manner. All other fluids are thought of as
wetting with resulting filmwlse condensation.
l0
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Since the presence of a noncondensable gas in condensation of v_pors effects
the condensation coefficient, special consideration in that area has to be
given to a fuel-cell direct radiator-condenser.
3.i. 3.1 Fuel-Cell
When a mixture of noncondensable gas and condensable vapor c_nes in contact
with a surface colder than the dew point of the mixture, condensation will
occur. For film-type condensation, a thin liquid film of condensate will
form on the surface and a gas and vs_or film will separate the main body of
the mixture and the condensate layer. The gas and v_por film will have a lower
v_por concentration than the main body (reference i0). Because of the partial
pressure difference of the v_por between the main body and the liquid interfs_e,
the vspor diffuses through the gas film to condense at the interface. Thus,
sensible heat of the gas and vs_or and latent heat of the vEpor are transferred
through the condensate layer but only sensible heat passes through the gas
layer. The condensation rate is, therefore, governed by the law of diffusion
of vapor through a film of noncondensable gas while sensible mixture cooling is
_verned by usual modes of heat transfer, i.e., conduction and convection.
An analysis of a combined heat transfer coefficient for a fUel cell direct
radiator-condenser with the noncondensable gas being hydrogen and the condensable
vapor being steam was performed. In this analysis the sensible heat transfer
coefficient and the ratio of latent heat transfer coefficient to the sensible
heat transfer coefficient were determined. The combined coefficient can then
be expressed
=hoo o  1o1+ hlatent
This approach was tsken since hlatent is difficult to determine independently,
whereas hsensible is ccmparatively straightforward and the ratio hlatent/hsensible
can be obtained realizing the mechanism for both are coupled by certain
physical laws as discussed above. The results of the analysis showed that
hlatent/hsensible >>_ 1 and the resulting hccmbined was high enough that the
resistance to heat flow would be small (for the range of conditions expected)
compared to the radiation resistance. As a result, a constant hccmbined of
lO00 Btu/hr-ft2-OF was used for the hydrogen water-vspor mixture fuel cell
direct radiator-condenser. The analysis is contained in Appendix A-_.
3.I.3-2 Liquid Non-Metals
The formation of a condensate film on a surface whose temperature is below the
saturation temperature of the vspor creates a heat flow resistance through
which the latent heat of the v_por must pass. The overall resistance can be
considered to consist basically of a resistance at the liquid-vspor interface
and a resistance due to the condensate film. For common type fluids, Prandtl
No. _ 0.5, the liquid vapor interface resistance is negligible compared to the
resistance due to the condensate film (Reference lO). The liquid non-metals
considered in this analysis fall into this category.
ll
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Expressions for condensing coefficients applicable to fluids with a Prandtl
No. _ 0.5 have been derived by Nusselt (Reference ll) for laminar condensate
flow and expanded by Kirkbride (Reference 12) for turbulent condensate flow.
Neither expression accounts for the case in which the velocity of the uncondensed
vapor is substantial compared with the velocity of the condensate at the
vapor-condensate interface. Frictional vspor drag on the film affects the
film's velocity and thickness and, therefore, the heat transfer coefficient.
Experimental work by Carpenter and Colburn (Reference 13) shows that in the
latter case coefficients ten times higher than those obtained using Nusselt's
and Kirkbrlde's expressions were measured. In the above reference, Carpenter
and Colburn derive an expression, based on data for condensation of a saturated
vapor flowing downward in a water-cooled tube at high velocities, using the
shear stress, _w, at the vapor-llquid interface but basing thls stress on






based on experimental results gives:
1/2
Gv
and in terms of vapor velocity:




where Uv = vapor velocity.
This equation should not be used for fluids with very low Prandtl numbers
(liquid metals) or very high Prandtl numbers (viscous oils, etc.). In using
the above expression, it should be remembered that two simplifying assumptions
were made: first, the friction factor is based on dry plpe data and, second,
an average value of vapor velocity is employed.
3.i. 3.3 Liquid Metals
Although experiments have substantlallyborne out the theoretlcalpredlctions
for condensing coefficients of common fluids (Praudtl No., 0.5), the same
cannot be sald for liquldmetals. The smsll amount of data frcm various
investigators on condensation of metallic vapors all have one thing in common:
the values for condensing coefficients obtained from experiments is up to an
order of magnltude lower than the values predicted by Nusselt's, Kirkbrlde's
12
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and Cea_enter and Colburn's expressions. As References ll and l_ point out,
the cause of this discrepancy is that the governing resistance to heat flow
from the vapor core to the tube wall must be at the liquid-v_por interface and
is not due to the film thickness. The latter assumption was used by Nusselt,
Kirkbride and Carpenter and Colburn.
Rohsenow (reference ll) uses the condensation coefficient, Q- , (fraction of
molecules striking the surface which actually do condense) to develop
expressions for two Nusselt numbers, one based on the vspor to film temper-
ature drop and the other based on the film to tube wall temperature drop.
These expressions are complex and would require an iterative solution technique
if used with a nodal point method. Values for Q" for metallic vspors are scarce
and those reported from separate sources show large variations for the ssme
vs_or.
Since condensing coefficients for metallic vapors have relatively high values,
the temperature drop from the vapor core to the tube wall is small when co_pared
to the operating temperature level. Hence, a sizable percentage change in the
condensing coefficient will have a negligible overall effect when spplied to
a radiator-condenser as consid_ in this analysis. Based on the above findings
and assumption, constant values, rather than analytical or empirical expressions,
for liquid metal condensing coefficients were used.
Based on experimental data in references ll and 14, and considering typical
expected operating ranges, a constant value of 5000 Btu/hr-ft2-°F for the
condensing coefficient of mercury vapor was chosen. Similarly, from References
of potassium and rubidium vspors were chosen. These constants were used in
the programs for the liquid metals, but equation (3) was used for liquid
non-metals.
3.1.4 Subcooler Convection Coefficient
In condensers, the removal of sensible heat from the liquid condensate is termed
subcoollng. In multlple tube radiator-condensers where camplete condensation
of a single fluid occurs, this subcooling usually takes place in an extension of
the condensing tube.
As expected, the mode of heat transfer and, therefore, the value for the heat
transfer coefficient, depend largely on whether the flow of the condensate is
laminar or turbulent. For fully developed laminar flow in pipes, the mode of
heat transfer is conductive in nature and the dimensionless ratio (hD/k), or
Nusselt number, takes on a constant value if longitudinal conduction is
insignificant.
In fully developed turbulent flow, the mode of heat transfer is both conductive
(in the laminar subla_er) and convective (in the buffer layer and turbulent
core). The heat transfer coefficient is then definitely a function of the
Reynolds number (boundary layer determination) and Prandtl number (ratio of
molecular transfer of momentumto molecular transfer of heat).
13
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A certain length of tubing is needed before the laminar and turbulent boundary
layers build up to a constant thickness, i.e., before fully developed laminar
or turbulent flow is reached. Since the boundary layers are thinner in this
entrance region, the Nusselt numbers are higher than in the fully developed
case. The build-up of these boundary layers is strictly a function of fluid
dynamics (for constant fluid properties) and is not influenced by heat transfer.
Eckert (Reference 15) shows that, for smooth entry, circular pipes, the
entrance length, Le, required to reach fully developed laminar flow is a
function of the Reynolds number, Re, and tube diameter, D. This function can
be expressed as L = .0288 D Re. In the turbulent case, the boundary layere
thickness increases faster and, therefore, a shorter entrance region results.
In a radiator condenser where the liquid flow starts from a highly active (due
to impinging condensate) liquid-vapor interface, this entrance effect is assumed
to have only slight effects.
3.1.4.1 Liquid Non-Metals
For laminar flow (Reynolds number, (Re)_2300) of liquids flowing in pipes, the
heat transfer coefficient is independent of the Prandtl number if longitudinal
conduction can be neglected. This assumption is sound for liquid non-metals
considered in this analysis. From Reference 15, a constant average Nusselt
number, hD/k, equal to 5.0 was chosen for laminar flow in a subcooler.
For turbulent flow (Re > 2300), the effect of the Prandtl number on the heat
transfer coefficient warrants a separate investigation for non-metallic liquids
(Pr _ l) from that for metallic liquids (Pr _<_ 1). For liquid non-metals the
molecular transfer of momentum is more intense than the molecular transfer of
heat. The thickness of the thermal boundary layer is less than the thickness
of the dynamic layer, and as a result, the turbulent transfer of heat in the
vicinity of the viscous sublayer becomes important.
Reference 16 gives an empirical expression for the Nusselt number derived by
Dittus and Boelter for cooling of fluids in turbulent motion (Re _> 2300)
Nu - - .o23 (Re)"8 (Fr)-3 (4)
k
and the fluid properties are determined at the "cup" temperature. The use of
this equation results in some inaccuracy for Reynolds numbers from 2300 through
6000 (transition region). For this region H. Hausen (quoted in Reference 17)
derived an expression for an average Nusselt number:
where /_B = absolute fluid viscosity evaluated at the bulk fluid temperature
/U w = absolute fluid viscosity evaluated at the tube wall temperature.
14
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The evaluation Of_w at the well temperature and the dimension "L" (length from
tube inlet) ma_e this expression difficult to _pply to the nodal point method
employed in this analysis. As a result, the simpler Dittus-Boelter equation (4)
wss employed with only small sacrifice in accuracy in the 2300-6000 Reynolds
number range.
3.1,4.2 Liquid Metals
Experimental results (Reference 18) indicate that the Nusselt number does not
reach a constant value for laminar flow of liquid metals as it did for liquid
non-metals. The main reason for this is assumed to be the fact that longi-
tudinal conduction is comparable to radial conduction.
For turbulent flow for fluids with Prandtl No. << 1.0, such as liquid metals,
the molecular transfer of heat is considerably more intense than the molecular
transfer of momentum and the thickness of the thermal boundary layer is greater
than the thickness of the dynamic layer. In liquid metals heat is also
transferred by the movement of electrons, which increases the influence of the
transfer due to molecular activity. This electron contribution may be greater
than the turbulent contribution (Reference 16).
The above reasons indicate that a different expression(s) is necessary to
describe Nusselt number variation.
One of the best accumulation and analysis of experimental data on heat transfer
coefficients for liquid metals is presented in Reference 19. Figure 42 of
that reference shows the results of fifteen investigators and groups of
investigators plotted as Nu versus the Peclet number, Pe. The follo__r_
e_irical equation was derived from this plot by the authors of Reference 19.
T,'r.. _ .," ,._ r- • _4
.. o
whe re
Pe --Peclet n-_er of the fluid = (Re)(Pr).
Although the authors state that the experimental evidence was insufficient to
serve as a basis for any conclusion concerning liquid metal heat transfer in
the laminar or transition flow region, the above equation shows fair agreement
with the small amount of data available for those flow regimes. In the
programs, Equation (51 is used for liquid metals for laminar, transition and
turbulent flow.
3.1.5 Fuel Cell Radiator Heat Loss
When a mixture of vapors is forced through a tube whose surface temperature is
below the dew point of one of the components, condensation of that component
will occur. In the case under consideration, one of the gases (hydrogen) has
a much lower saturation temperature than the other (water v_por); and, as such,
the former is considered a noncondensable gas and the latter a condensable
v_por. The condensation of the v_por causes a decrease in its partial pressure
along the tube which results in a corresponding decrease in its dew point.
If the total pressure of the mixture is high compared with the frictional
15
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pressure drop along the tube, the effect of this pressure drop on the
saturation temperature can be neglected.
The heat loss of the mixture is composed of the sensible heat loss of the
noncondensable gas, the sensible heat loss of the vapor (including superheat),
the sensible heat loss of the condensate and the latent heat of the vapor-to-
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hi+ dhl,h 2 + dh2,h f + dhf,hfv+dhfv
ml + _l, m2,_i + %1
T + dT, T' + dT'
where the symbols:
T = saturation temperature
T' = superheat temperature
and subscripts :
1 = condensable vapor (steam)
2 = noncondensable gas (hydrogen)
f = condensate (water)
results in the following energy balance:
hlml + h2m2 + hfl _fl + dq = (m1 + dml) (hI + dhl)
+ ½ (_ + _2) + (mq + _mfl)(_l + _l )
and dq = m2h2 + mldh I + hldm I + mfldhfl + hfl dmfl
By assu_ing both gas and vapor follow the perfect gas law and by employing
Dalton's Law of partial pressures and Clapeyron's equation, the above energy
balance can be written as:
2
+ hfv I
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where . and p_ are factors accounting for the sensible heat loss of the
nonconden_able gas-and v_por mixture due to superheated inlet conditions (see
Appendix A-5 )•
By plotting te_erature and total pressure dependent portions of equation (6)
for a hydrogen/water vspor mixture and curve fitting, the following expression
was generated:
[ ]
+ iT/'O m2 Pm -1.1__ (e.0237 Tinsat . e.0237 Tout ) (7)
where: q is in Btu/hr
m is in ib/min
C is in Btu/ib-°F
T is in °R
P is in psia
Equation (7) was then compared with a psychrumetric chart for H2-_0 at 60 psia
total pressure (intended o_erating pressure). An average error of 15% in the
second term of equation (7) was noted for specific humidities from 0.5 to 3.0.
This error is the result of small deviations of the components from perfect
gas behavior and the magnification of this error caused by the steep slope of
the saturation curve around the operating point. Consequently, the second
term of equation (7) is multiplied by 1.15 in the programs to improve accuracy
in the primary operating range.
This modified equation is directly substituted into the fluid nodal point heat
summation equations where Tin and Tout are the fluid boundary saturation
temperatures of the section of tube under consideration.




The ability to accurately design and/or analyze a direct condenser-radlator
requires insight into two-phase pressure drop phenomena which, in turn, requires
a method(s) of flow regime prediction. As an example, consider the drawing
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This sketch shows all the flow regimes likely to occur in a through-flow space
radiator-condenser. Intuitively, one can say that the pressure drop correlations
for the various flow regimes are not identical and analysis and testing bears
this out. The assumption of a single correlation may lead to gross errors in
pressure drop prediction. It is, therefore, necessary to not only analyze
methods for predicting two-phase pressure drop, but prior to this, to investigate
methods of flow regime determination. Involved in this latter technology is the
consideration of film stability since it is the instability of the film that
trips the flow from pure annular to transition flow, and the growth rate of the
waves which determines the transition length to fog flow.
Basically, two types of film instabilities may affect the performance of space
condenser-radiators. The first is known as the Kelvin-Helmholtz (inertia and
surface tension) instability and the second is the Schlichting-Tollmien (inertia
and viscosity) instability. Both are characterized by the breakup of a wall-bound
film and transition from annular to spray annular and/or fog flow (dispersed
condensate). The present state-of-the-art is not sufficient to predict the
point of neutral stability (start of transition flow) resulting from a combined
effect of both of the above instabilities. Consequently, it will be assumed
that each of the film instabilities act, and can be investigated, separately.
First, examine the Kelvin-Helmholtz phenomena. Reference 20 shows that the






The film Weber number can also be expressed as
(Oo j3 1/2voXI I (8)
From equation (8) it can be seen that for certain values of initial vapor Weber
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number, (Wv^), neutral stability will not be achieved for any value of quality,
(X), and th_s type of instability will not occur.
For the Schllchting-Tollmien instability to cause a wall-bound fluid to reach
neutral stability, Reference 20 shows that the film Reynold's number defined as
has to reach a value of 200.
as:
f
The film Reynold's number can also be expressed
(9)
It can be seen frcm equation (9) that, as with the Kelvin-Helmholtz phenomena,
the Schlichting-Tollmien instability may never occur in a condenser having
certain inlet v_por Reynold's number values.
In the following analyses, it will be assumed that the neutral stability point
will occur when the film Weber number reaches a value of 3.0 or when the film
Reynold' s number reaches a value of 200.
Once a neutral stability point, Ln3 has been determined, it will be necessary
to find L*, the point at which the instability manifests itself as a change in
flow regime frc_ annular to spray annular and/or fog flow. To do this requires
examination of the film growth rate. Starting with a wave growth and a wave
propagation equation (Reference 21):
_7- = °Col _" d 9
_--% N d2 +1) %du2
the following relationship for L*/L n can be derived (see Appendix B-2):
As an exs_ple, from Reference (22), inf_B_ = 12 when there are no external film
disturbances. Also from References l---_nl 20 and 23. _ci = 0.02
(Schlichting-Tollmien). Using water at 500°F (p_/pv) = 30, find L*/Ln.
Substituting into equation (i0): " - --- ""
T.oI_° = :l.oo _ /_n =1.io5
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LclD° = 2oo L*l = 1.0512
Forso ceofdist b cessuch  Ifoldt b ence,  IBo 12. d
L*/Ln will be even closer to unity. Baaed on this example, the ratio L /Ln is
assumed to equal unity in the programs.
The behavior of the fluid past the point of film breakup also requires investi-
gation. Past this point, the liquid film builds up beyond the neutral stability
limit to a value determined by a balance between the spray deposition rate and
the entrainment rate as follows:
B _f (ii)
Ke (i - Xe) Gm= _ (_ci U2 --
Equation (ii) comes from Reference 24.
The growth rate factor,
number and should have a
ci' is a function of the liquid film Reynold's
value in excess of Rfn if _ci _ 0.
Figure 5 sketched from Reference 21 shows the situation.
The state-of-the-art is insufficiently developed for accurate determination of
the growth rate factor or the equilibrium film Reynold's number in the
spray-annular flow regime, therefore, limiting situations should be taken into
consideration. These are as follows:
I. All of the liquid phase is on the wall.
2. All of the liquid phase is entrained (fog or homogenous flow).
Based on Figure 5, the true solution is believed to be closer to limiting
condition (2), that is, past the neutral point fog flow exists. This assumption
is used in all the programs.
3.2.2 T_o-Phase Pressure Drop
3.2.2. i Single-Phase Friction Factors
For turbulent flow of a single-phase fluid, the friction factor depends on the
Reynold's number and the relative roughness of the conduit surface. In
laminar flow (Re _ 2000) and transition (2000 < Re _ 4000) flow the friction
factor, however, depends only on the Reynold's number. (These Reynold's numbers
used to separate flow regimes m_yvary somewhat depending on whose data is used,
but these are the limits assumed in the programs.) If data for flow in smooth
pipes in the turbulent regime (Re _000) is used, the following expressions
for frlction factors for flow in circular pipes can be derived by curve fitting
of data presented in Reference lO.
2O
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For _mar ff!ow (Re __ 2000):
f = 64 Re "I'0
For transition flow (2000 < Re < _D00):
f : .00277 Re" 322
(12)
For turbulent flow (Re -_ 4000, _aooth pipes):
f = ._6 Re-'_
Equation (12) (known as the M_ friction factors) are used in the pressure





Based on the findings discussed in Section 3.2.1, the following flow patterns
are possible in the radiator-condensers considered in this analysis: pure
annular flow from tube inlet to point of neutral stability (Wf _- 3.0 and
Rf _ 200) followed by fog or homogeneous flow, i.e., completely dispersed
conlensate (Wf > 3.0 or_ _ 200) up to end of the condenser. As mentioned
in Section 3.2.1, the po of neutral film stability may never occur within
the condensing length and pure annular flow may exist throughout the entire
condenser.
In analyzing two-phase frictional _reRm_ dr__j _÷ i........ _^-= =-_ ............ -,.,.=,-,,, ,,u int=_luce
the Lockhart-Mar_Inelli frictional pressure drop modulus, defined as:
2 E (dP/dL)Tp (Two phase friction)
J- v (dP/dL)v (Vapor only friction)
which is a measure of the influence of the 1Aquid phase on the loss in pressure
due to friction. With no liquid present,_ equals unity. The difficulty
in solving for (dP/dL)T P lies in v determining the proper
consistent with the existing two-phase flow pattern. The value for I v




Based on the assumed two-phase flow regime model, the first flow pattern to be
investigated is annular condensate flow with a pure vs_or core. Within this
section of condensing tube, four possible single phase flow regime combinations
might exist: l) laminar film and laminar core; 2) laminar film and turbulent
core; 3) turbulent film and laminar core; 4) turbulent film and turbulent core.
Data from Colburn (Reference 13), however, shows that the flow pattern of a
condensate film propelled by vapor drag changes from laminar to turbulent for
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values of film Reynold's numbers of approximately 200 which coincides with the 2
assumed point of neutral film stability. Therefore, only expresslons for
for laminar filmwlth either laminar or turbulent vapor core need be _" v
derived.
If a smooth liquid-vapor interface is assumed, the influence of the liquid
phase on the loss of pressure in the a__nula.r region can be assumed to be due
only to the reduction in diameter of the v_por passage.
For a laminar liquid film wlth laminar vapor core, _j_ 2
V
where the expression for_)is:
3 2
can now be expressed as:
= o (13)
An approximate solution of equatlon(13) for D/D 2 which is used in the program
and which results in negligible error for the ranges of D/D 2 expected is:
For a laminar film wlth turbulent v_por core
v
where the expression for D/D 2 is:
L{° ° -
2 is derived as:
v
(/-v)I_/2=o (15}
An approximate solution of equation (16) for D/D o which is used in the programs
and which results in negligible error for the ranges of D/D 2 expected is:
D-_= .5 + .25 + _ (16}
V
Deviations of equations (13) through (16) and errors resulting from the
approximate solutions of equations (13) and (15) are presented in Appendix B-3.
For the fog or homogeneous two-phase flow regime assumed to exist from point
of neutral film stability to the end of the condensing section, the following





= x -.75 (17)
V
This, as stated in Section 3.2.1, assumes negligible sz_unts of condensate on
the tube wall. The derivation of equation (17) is presented in Appendix B-3.
two-phase pressure moduli _ 2 , presented in this section are used in allThe
the two-phase pressure drop v calculations in the programs.
3.2.3 Secondary Pressure Losses
For the type of radiator-condensers considered in the computer programs, the
total overall change in static pressure between inlet and outlet of the
condenser be subdivided as follows:
i. Inlet header frictional pressure loss.
2. Header-to-tube turning and entrance loss.
3- Two-phase frictional condensing pressure drop.
4. Pressure rise due to mmment_ recovery.
5- Frictional pressure loss in liquid subcooling leg (if applicable).
6. Tube to exit header _rn_n_ In_._
7. Exit leader frictional pressure loss.
l'aetwo-phase frictional loss has been covered in Section 3.2.2.
All the inlet headers (and the outlet headers for the fuel cell and primary/second-
ary designs) should be designed for constant static pressure at the inlet of
each tube. This is done by creating a momentumpressure recovery in the header
between tube inlets equal to the header frictionslpressure loss between the
tubes. This moment_mpressure recovery is accomplished by causing a velocity
reduction along the header as the flow proceeds from the inlet to the outermost
tube. (The momentum pressure recovery analysis is discussed later in this
section.) This type of header, though, usually results in a design very close
to that of one with a constant v_por velocity. This similarity, combined with
the simplicity of a constant velocity header, prompted the use of the latter
in the programs. The velocity used in the headers is the same as that in the
inlet (or outlet) of the tubes. The frictional header losses, then, are
calculated as though the average condition in the header exists throughout
its length.
The entrance and exit losses from header to tube and tube to header are taken
as one velocity head in the tube at that point. This assumption is based on
data presented in Reference 25.
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mv + dmv, m I +dm L
uv +dU v,U +dU L
This sketch shows an incremental length of a condenser tube. Writing a
momentum balance :
%__.F = (mr + dm_ ) (U_ + dU_ ) + (mv + dmv) (Uv + dUv) - mj[Up..
__.F = d (mpU_) + d (mvUv) = AdP
where now dP is the pressure change due to momentum change, then:
- mvUv
AdP = d (m U_ + d (m U)v
In the case of complete condensation (llquid/vapor interface):
_Pm°m=_(_U2)_ gc
v
Initially, at the condenser inlet, there is no liquid present (X _ 1.O) and
at the interface the liquid velocity is assumed zero; therefore, there is no
change in liquid momentum. Furthermore, since there is no vapor momentum at






Since _Pmom has a positive sign, it indicates a pressure rise according to
the sign convention of the sketch.
In the case of the primary/secondary design or the fuel cell condenser where no
liquid/vapor interface bridges the tube, some assumption must be made with
regard to the liquid velocity. In both cases, it is assumed that it is travel-
ing at the same velocity as the vapor core. As a result, there is no momentum
"_W__r LAmOmArO_RS
recovery in the primary condenser since it has a constant vspor velocity
throughout the tube and the loss in flow rate of the v_por is gained by the
condensate.
In the case of the fUel cell radiator condenser:
A_P = (m u)l + A (m u) v
[o -mo (1- x ) uout] + [mo uin - X,
reducing: _v Uin2 _v U_ Uout
I
_Pmom = _ &_
These momentum pressure recovery terms, then, equations (18) and (19), are
used in the appropriate pressure drop equations in the progrsms.
(19)
In all cases, frictional losses in the subcooler are assumed negligible due to
the normally low velocities experienced here.
3-2.4 Flow Instability
In multiple-tube condensers two types of flow instability may occur: single
tube instability and/or multiple tube instability. These instabilities, their
canses and prevention, are discussed in the following paragraphs.
This type of instability is caused by a low drag force exerted by the flowing
vapor on the condensate. With f]_w 4n _r._._+_ +^ _. -_^---_ _-=-- =....
this drag must overc_ne the external force with some excess to accelerate the
condensate to the condenser outlet. In zero g operation, this drag must move
the condensate along the tube wall at a rate fast enough to prevent bridging
of the film, a symptc_ of instability. If this drag force is insufficient,
the condensate flow rate in the tube will oscillate and eventually the tube may
fill with condensate and system instability will result. Appendix B-4 examines
the vapor velocity necessary to produce a sufficient drag force on the condensate
in an acceleration field (flow against gravity). This analysis concludes with
the equation:
f uv2n (__ i/3= K Pv + " mvUv (20)
Equation (20) represents the minimum v_por velocity necessary to transport a
condensate film against an acceleration force of n "g's". It can be seen
that should n = O, then Vv = 0 which is obviously not true. However, deter-
ruination of the velocity, in this case, is beyond the present state-of-the-art




Equation (20) is contained in the programs and the value of n is solved for
and is included in the outputs.
3.2.4.2 Multiple Tube Instability
This type of instability is also characterized by a filling or an emptying
(of condensate) of a single tube in a parallel tube array but, in this case,
is caused primarily by an insufficient frictional pressure loss in the condenser.
Basically, this pressure loss has to be greater than the momentum pressure
recovery and any static head which may be experienced in the condenser. Appendix
B-5 is a discussion of this mode of instability. The _ppendlx expresses the
relationship : 2
2 Go Lv p_ n (21)
which expresses the flow conditions necessary to insure parallel tube stability.
Equation (21) is applicable to zero "g" (n = O) but not to fuel cell radiators
where complete condensation of the incoming mixture is not accomplished. In the
latter case_ the simpler form of equation (21), i.e., _Ps_O is used. Both
forms of equation (21)are included in the programs.
3.3 Primary/Secondary Concept
Geometrically, this type of radiator consists of a multiple tube radiator
upstream of a single tube radiator. It has application to high (_ 1.O g)
acceleration fields where the gravitational direction is arbitrary to the extent
that it m_y require condensation with flow in opposition to an external body
force.
The multiple tube (or primary condenser) portion accepts a high quality of
superheated mixture (from the turbine or compressor) and discharges a low
quality mixture to the single tube (or secondary) condenser. The secondary
condenser accepts this low quality vapor and delivers subcooled condensate to
the pump or expansion valve. In both radiators, the tubes are tapered to
maintain a high vapor velocity which is necessary for stable operation in
"negative" g fields. This multiple/single tube configuration combines the
lighter weight of the former with the higher stability of the latter. A sketch
of the concept is shown on the following page.
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There are many independent variables to consider in this design, the most
significant of which is the outlet quality of the primary condenser. If a
high outlet quality is designed into the radiator, the stability margin is
increased but the weight is also driven up. The reverse is true in the case
of a lower outlet quality. In the design program, this quality is taken as
i_% based on previous optimization experience on the Sunflower I program
(Reference 26). A detailed snalysis of the concept as well as the basis of
this and other assumptions is contained in Appendix B-6.
As part of the prlmary/secondary design computer program, a single tube
subcooler is designed using the ssme fin as the sectary conden-er. This
subcooler design is performed for information only, since a subcooler of this
type is not con_atible with high negative acceleration field. Cavitation in
the subcooler might occur as well as lowering of the pu_p or expansion valve
inlet pressure (due to static head losses) below the minimum required for
operation. In actuality, this subcooling should be accomplished indirectly
in a short length to prevent this maloperation. It is important that this





















The basic method utilized in the design programs is to design a series of
radiator condensers for all possible combinations of tube diameter, tube
number, and fin width as instructed in the input. For instance, a portion of
the input data is the minimum, maximnm, and incremental tube number, tube
diameter, and tube spacing to be considered. Although this input requires
some knowledge of reasonable limits, this is not a severe restriction since
experience usually provides this. In the event the user does not possess this
experience, extremely wide limits with small increments may be used, but this
m_y result in a higher computer rental cost. As an alternative, wide limits
with large increments followed by a run _-Ith narrower limits (based on initial
runs) and smaller increments may be used to conserve cost. In any case, the
user chooses the radiator design best suited to his requirements (usually
llghtest weight) from the output data. This output data includes all the
geometric characteristics of the radiator in addition to weight.
In addition to the inputs mentioned above, the construction material and fluid
properties (except in the case of the H2-H20 fuel cell radiator) are required.
These msw be obtained, for all reasonable fluids and construction materials,
from the Materials Manual, TRW ER-6756. Also required as inputs are the
tube/fln and panel configuration (i.e., open sandwich, trlform, etc.). The
thermal environment must also be supplied as either a sink temperature or
combinations of thermal and solar heat flux and absorptivity. And lastly, the
flow conditions, i.e., flow rates, pressure drop, etc., must be known.
Optional inputs are:
i. Multiple sink temperature iteration. More than one sink temperature
(or combinations of heat fluxes and absorptivitles) may be inputed
and the programs will design a series of radiators for each tempera-
ture (or set of combinations) and then automatically proceed to the
next.
e Minimum fin efficiency. A minimnm fin efficiency of 0.4 is observed
unless geometric limitations are specified. In the latter case, a
minimum of 0.0 is used. In either case, a maximum of 1.O is observed.
e Maximum and minimum condenser length, condenser width, and fin
thickness. These m_y be specified, but if none is, no limit is
observed by the programs,
Q Tube wall thickness. This m_y be specified in the input, but if it is
not, the tube wall will be calculated from meteoroid protection
requirements which means that mission time and the desired probability
of no meteoroid penetration must be given.
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The programs use the results of the thermod_c and fluid dynsmic analyses
of paragrsphs 3.1 and 2.2 and Appendices A and B. In addition, the stability
analyses of paragraph 3.2.4 end A_pendlx B are used to calculate the limiting
acceleration field in which single and multiple tube stability can be maintained.
The basic operation of the design progrems follows this sequence_
I Input Data I
Tube Length Based on Allowable Pressure Drop
Fin Thickness Based on Heat Rejection I
[ Condenser Geometry and Weight I
In the calculation of heat rejection end pressure drop, the condenser is assumed
to be broken into three longitudinal _ctions with constant conditions in each
section. If a subcooler is present, it is thermally divided into two parts.
The following paragraphs treat each of the design progrsms in more detail.
_.i.i Fuel Cell Design Program
Figure 6 is an information flow diagram of the fuel cell design _rogrsm. In
this type of radiator, a two ccmponent mixture of hydrogen gas and water v_por
enters and a mixture of hydrogen gas, water vs_or and water condensate is
removed. As such, there is no liquid leg or subcooler to consider. For the
purpose of heat transfer and pressure drop calculation, the condenser is divided
into three equal longitudinal sections and the conditions at the center of each
section are assumed to exist throughout that entire section.
The program operates in the following sequence :
i. The first combination of tube diameter, tube number and fin width is
chosen, and the inlet and outlet flow conditions determined from the
inputs. The sonic velocity check is mA_e.
2. The inlet and outlet headers are designed assuming the same mixture
velocity as at the inlet and outlet of the condenser tubes, respectively.
. The header pressure drops and momentum pressure recovery are calculated
and subtracted from the overall pressure drop allowance. This yields
the two-phase frictional pressure drop.
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4. Next, the multiple tube stability check is made.
. The condenser length is calculated from the allowable two-phase
pressure drop, assuming average flow conditions exist throughout the
length of the tubes. This step requires calculation of core and film
Reynolds numbers, film Weber number, friction factor, and two-phase
pressure drop modulus.
. At this point, the length limitation check (if any) is made, the
single tube stability check is made, and the tube wall thickness is
determined (if not an input) from meteoroid protection.
7. The total condenser width and area are calculated and the width
limitation check (if any) and fin efficiency check are made.
8. The fln/tube and panel blockage factors are determined.
. Using the inputs and calculated quantities applicable, including the
condenser length determined from assuming average conditions, the fin
thickness is calculated from convective heat transfer from fluid to
tube wall, conductive heat transfer to and through the fins, and radiant
heat transfer to space. This step involves the computer solution of
a 21 x 2_1 matrix (three sections with one fluid temperature, two tube
temperatures and four fin temperatures per section). Longitudinal
conduction in the fins and tubes is taken into account. The thermal
environment of space is also considered.
i0. The fin thickness limitation check (if any) is made.
ll. The flow conditions at the center of each section are determined and
a new diameter which will satisfy the allowable two-phase pressure
drop allowance is made. Again, this requires calculation of the same
parameters (in each section, this time) as in step 5. This correction
is usually very small and results in a tube diameter close to the
input dismeter.
12. Since this new diameter causes a change in the vulnerable tube area,
a correct wall thickness from meteoroid protection requirements is
calculated (again only if not specified in the input).
IB. Finally, the total condenser area and weight are calculated and the
program returns to the next combination of tube diameter, tube number,
and fin width and repeats the process until the supply is exhausted.
4. i.2 Isothermal Design Program
Figure 7 is an information flow diagram of the isothermal design program. In
this case, a superheated or high quality vs_or enters the radiator and subcooled
condensate is removed. For the purpose of heat transfer and pressure drop,
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the condensing portion of the radiator is divided into three parts and the
subcooler into two. No conduction between the condenser and subcooler is
considered. (However, this heat flow path is taken into account in the isothermal
performance analysis progrsm. )
This program operates in the following sequence:
i. The first combination of tube diameter, tube number, and fin width is
chosen and inlet flow conditions determined from the inputs.
2. The sonic velocity check is made.
3. The inlet header is designed, using the same velocity as at the inlet
of the condensing tubes, and the header pressure drop calculated.
_e The header pressure drop and momentum pressure recovery are subtracted
from the overall pressure drop allowance to yield the allowable
two-phase pressure drop.
e If the radiator panel geometry is a cone, an sppr_imate subcooler-to-
condenser length ratio is calculated (based on heat rejection rates
and root temperatures) and fr_n this, a fin width at the interface is
determined.
e By determining the flow conditions at the center of each of the
...... ,,-_._ _.dition _ists _ .... _'"_" ÷_'"+condensing o_tiv.D _ as_ing _ ^- ,,.._._ .........
section, the total condensing length is calculated from the allowable
two-phase pressure drop. This requires the calculation (in each
section) of core and film Re_nold's numbers° film Weber number.
friction factors, and two-phase pressure drop modulus.
7. The single tube and multiple tube stability checks are made.
8. An s_proxlmate subcooler length is determined.
e An _pproximate tube wall thickness is calculated for meteoroid protection
(if not fixed in the inputs) and the condenser width and radiation
blockage factors are calculated.
iO. The width limitation check (if required) and fin efficiency checks are
made.
lie Using the inputs and calculated quantities s_plicable including the
calculated condenser length, the fin thickness is determined from
convective heat transfer from the fluid to tube wall and radiant heat
transfer to space. This step involves the solution of a 7 x 7 matrix
(a single section with two tube temperatures and four fin temperatures
plus an additional total heat loss equation). Longitudinal conduction
along the fins and tubes is not considered since the process is
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essentially isothermal. The thermal environment of space is
considered.
12. The fin thickness limitation check is made, if required.
13. A subcooler convection coefficient is calculated.
14. An exact subcooler length is determined. This requires the solution
of a 14 x 14 matrix (two subcooler sections with one fluid temperature,
two tube temperatures, and four fin temperatures per section).
15. An exact total length is calculated and the tube wall thickness is
corrected (again, if not an input) for the small change in vulnerable
area as a result of the difference in the corrected and approximate
subcooler lengths and their effect on vulnerable area. The length
limitation check is made, if required.
16. The total condenser area and weight are calculated and the program
returns to the next combination of tube diameter, tube number, and fin
width and repeats the process until the supply is exhausted.
4.i. 3 Primary/Secondary Design Program
Figure 8 is an information flow diagram of the primary/secondary design program.
This design is similar to the isothermal design in purpose, but the geometry
is that of a single tube condenser-radiator downstream of a parallel tube one.
The parallel tube portion (or primary) accepts a superheated or high quality
mixture and discharges a low quality mixture. The single tube portion (or
secondary) accepts the low quality mixture, completes the condensing, and
rejects the heat of subcooling the condensate. This condenser radiator concept
finds spplication where direct condensing against a high "g" field is required.
The program operates in the following sequence:
le
The first combination of tube diameter (at inlet to primary condenser),
tube number, and fin width is chosen and the inlet and outlet flow
conditions (of the primary condenser) determined. (In this program the
outlet quality of the primary condenser is kept constant at 12.5%. )
The sonic velocity check is made.
2. The inlet and outlet headers of the primary condenser are designed.
. The header pressure losses and momentum recovery are calculated and
subtracted from the overall drop listed in the inputs. Two thirds of
this difference is allotted to the primary condenser (based on experience
for optimized radiators). The remaining one-thlrd is allotted to the
secondary condenser.
4. Next, the primary condenser length is determined by assuming constant
conditions in each of the three longitudinal sections of the condenser.
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Again, this requires calculation of core and film Reynold's numbers,
film Weber number, friction factor, and two-phase pressure drop
modulus. The length limitation check is made. The gravitational
cs_ability is determined.
o The secondary condenser length is determined from the r_m.4n'lng
pressure drop assuming fog flow. This assumption is based on the high
condensate flow rate which will cause a high fllm Reynold's number
and resultant fog flow. Since multiple tube stability is not a
problem in the secondary condenser, its fluid velocity may be half of
that used in the primary condenser without a decrease in the stability
margin.
e The subcooler length is determined (assuming the same fin width and
thickness as in the secondary condenser) from the sensible heat
re Jection requirement.
. The tube wall thickness is calculated from the meteoroid protection
requirement, unless listed in the input, and the primary condenser
width and area calculated.
8. The width limitation check is made, if required, and the fin efficiency
check is made.
. The primary condenser fin thickness is then calculated based on the
heat rejection requirements. This step involves the solution of a
7 x 7 tube/fin matrix (no longituddmal conduction). The fin thickness
check is made.
i0. Next, the fin width for the secondary condenser is calculated assuming
an optimum weight fin (_ 57% efficient).
ll. The secondary fin thickness is then calculated using the same matrix
as In step 9.
12. The total condenser area and weight are then calculated. The program
returns to the next combination of tube diameter, tube number, and fin
width and repeats the process until the supply is exhausted.
_.2 Performance Anal_sis Programs
These programs are intended to define the performance of an existing radiator
under conditions other than those assumed in its design. As such, it is
necessary that the complete geometry and fluid and material properties are known
and the problem is to define the outlet conditions that will satisfy the heat
transfer c_pability af the fins. (In the isothermal condenser, an additional
problem of determining the pressure level exists. ) Once the outlet condition
is determined, the pressure drop is solved. Throughout the program the sonic




An additional capability of being able to consider up to twelve simultaneous
sink temperatures exists in the performance analysis programs. These sink
temperatures (or combinations of heat fluxes and absorptivities) are needed
as inputs. The programs then balance weight flow, pressure drop, and in the
case of the isothermal condensers, condensing length, for each sink-temperature
affected set of tubes, until the necessary equations are satisfied. Further-
more, the perfoznsnce programs will automatically control to an outlet tempera-
ture, if desired, by segmentation and, in the case of the isothermal condensers,
proportional bypass. Lastly, the isothermal case can consider constant inventory
or constant pressure condensers.





















Outlet Temperature Control lRequirement and Pressure Drop Balance
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IAdJust Flow Distribution by 1Se_nentation and/or Bypass
if required
The same geometric breakdown as in the design programs, i.e., three sections in
the condenser and two in the subcooler, if applicable, is used here. Longl-
tudinal thermal conduction from the condenser to the subcooler is also considered
in the analysis programs, again, if applicable.
The following paragraphs treat the two performance analysis programs in more
detail.
4.2.1 Fuel Cell Performance Analysis Program
Figure 9 is an information flow diagram of the fuel cell performance analysis
program
This program is limited to hydrogen gas/water vapor working mixtures and will
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automatically segment to prevent freezing or to control an outlet mixture
temperature, but does not consider proportional bypass of the radiator.
The program operates as follows: (In the following steps, it is assumed that
more than one sink temperature is to be coasidered at a single time. In the
event only a single sink is to be considered, some steps are obviously
bypassed. ):
le The inlet saturation temperature is calculated and checked against
the value of the outlet temperature to be met, if amy. The inlet
saturation temperature must be higher or the run is rejected and an
explanation given.
. The mixture velocity at the inlet of the tubes is calculated and
compared with the sonic velocity. If the Mach number is greater than
the maximum specified, the run is rejected and the Mach number noted.
e The first sink temperature is chosen and compared with the inlet
saturation temperature. If the sink temperature is higher, the
outlet temperature of the radiator is assumed to be equal to the
inlet saturation temperature, and the program proceeds to (5) below.
This has the effect of assuming removal of the sensible heat of the
mixture but no latent heat. If the sink is below the inlet saturation
temperature, the progrsm proceeds to the next step.
A temperature_ mare.o__ th_ ?_dla_.n_ _a __nerated _4- a _°Ix _°I _--_-_u
(seven nodal points in each of three longitudinal sections). The
solution yields the temperatures at the center of each of the three
sections and the outlet temperature.
e The pressure drop is calculated assuming constant conditions throughout
each of the three sections (but different conditions in each section).
This involves determination of film stability, flow regimes, and
two-phase pressure drop moduli as in the design programs. This includes
the case where the sink temperature is higher than the inlet saturation;
one-third of the sensible heat is assumed to be lost in each section.
. The pressure drops through each sink-temperature-affected set of tubes
is then examined and the flow rates adjusted to produce equal pressure
drops. (This is not done if only one sink temperature is to be
considered. )
. A check is made of the outlet temperature of each sink-temperature-
affected set to see if amy tubes are frozen. If they are, segments
are automatically removed in the reverse order of the input listing
until the freezing condition is alleviated (in the case of a segmentable
radiator). If, with a frozen condition, the radiator cannot be
segmented any further, or at all, the program stops and the situation
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is described in an output statement.
. Then the temperature resulting from mixing the outlet flow from all
the tubes (assuming ideal mixing always on the saturation line) is
calculated.
e This mixture temperature is compared to the required mixture tempera-
ture, if given. If no mixture temperature is given, the program stops
and the outputs printed. If the actual mixture temperature is lower
than the required mixture temperature, segments are removed, if
possible, in reverse order of the input listing, until the actual
mixture temperature is above the required mixture temperature. The
outputs from each segment combination are listed and the program
stops. The last two combinations, then, will have the closest outlet
mixture temperatures above and below the required temperature.
_.2.2 Isothermal Performance Analysis Program
Figure iO is an information flow diagram of the isothermal performance analysis
program.
This program can consider any fluid condensing isothermally and includes desuper-
heating and subcooling. The program will consider simultaneous mnltiple sink
temperatures, automatic proportional bypass or segmentation to control the
outlet temperature and constant inventory or pressure regulated condensers.
The program operates as follows:
i. An "average" sink temperature is found from those given.
2. If proportional bypass is to be employed, 25% of the flow is assumed
to be bypassed at the start.
. If a constant pressure condenser is used, an average condensing length
is calculated assuming the "average" sink of step (1). If a constant
inventory condenser is used, the average condensing length is specified
in the inputs.
At this point, a check is made to be certain the condensing length of
step (3) is less than the total length. If not, the run is stopped and
the reason printed in the output.
. Next, a temperature map of the "average" radiator is generated by the
solution of a BB x BB matrix. This matrix describes the thermal
behavior of the radiator including all longitudinal conduction, space
thermal environment, and panel and tube/fin blockage factors. Five
longitudinal sections are assumed, three in the condenser and two in
the subcooler. Four fin and two tube nodal points per section are
used in the condenser and four fin, two tube, and one fluid nodal
point per section are used in the subcooler. One additional heat loss
S6







equation makes up the 33 x 33 matrix. The solution of the matrix
yields the outlet subcooling temperature and the condensing temperature,
if it is not specified.
Next, the pressure drop is calculated, assuming, as in the other cases,
constant flow conditions throughout each of the three longitudinal
sections. As in the other cases, this pressure drop involves calcula-
tion of film conditions, flow regimes and two-phase pressure drop
moduli as well as header, entrance and momentum pressure losses. The
sonic velocity check is made, but the run is not stopped if the Mach
number is greater than the maximum specified since further bypass or
segmentation may rectify the situation.
At this point, if there is only one sink temperature and no segmenta-
tion or bypass is to be considered, the progrsm is finished and the
output printed. If there is more than one sink temperature, the
pressure drop/mass flow/slnk temperature/condensing length relationship
of the average case is entered into a matrix whlch contains pressure
drop, flow rate, condensing length, and sink temperature relationships
for each sink-temperature-affected series of tubes. Solution of this
matrix yields the individual values of the two dependent variables
(condensing length, flow rate) for equal pressure drops and equal
condensing temperatures in all the sink-temperature-affected series of
tubes.
for the specific rather than the average case.
If no outlet temperature is to be matched, this is the end of the
simple multiple sink case, and the outputs are printed. If an outlet
ta_perature is to be matched, the actual mixture temperature (obtained
by mixing the outlets of all tubes plus the bypass, if any) is compared
with the required mixture temperature.
If proportional bypass is called for by the inputs, the bypass is
adjusted to give this required temperature and the program returns to
step (3). This is repeated until the outlet mixture temperature is
within 1% of that called for in the input. At this point the outputs
are printed.
If segmentation is called for in the input, the present mixture temper-
ature is compared to that required. If the farmer is higher, the
program is stopped and the present performance printed in the outputs
because no i_rovement can be made. If it is lower, segments are
removed, one by one in the reverse order of the input listing (each
time going back to step (1)), until the actual mixture temperature is
above that required or no more segments are left. At this point, the
result of the segment combinations examined are printed in the output
and the program is completed. The last two combinations will provide






The programs developed herein do not consider single phase non-lsothermal
rejection of heat in space. This mode of waste heat radiation finds
application in all indirect heat rejection systems as well as Bra_ton
cycle power systems employing direct heat removal. A modification of
the fuel cell programs developed on this contract would result in computer
programs capable of this consideration at an economical cost.
Expansion of the present programs to include system characteristics would
be valuable. Since, in most systems, the components act as a feedback
loop on the radiator, a radiator-condenser component analysis is limited
in significance.
Consideration of transient performance of radiators and/or radiator systems
presents an accurate picture of the physical happening. It is recommended
that these programs be expanded upon to include the transient effect either
singly or in conjunction with (b) above.
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6.0 DESIGN PROGRAMS
There are three direct radlator-condenser design programs: H2-H_O Fuel Cell
Direct Radiator-Condenser, Isothermal Direct Radlator-Condenser_ith Subcooler,
and Isothermal Prlmary-Secondary Direct Radiator-Condenser with Subcooler.
6.1 Independent Variables
Four independent variables have been chosen in the design programs. They are:
l) inside diameter of condenser tube at inlet, 2) number of tubes, 3) fin
half-wldth, and 4) sink temperature or solar and thermal incident radiation.
With other inputs specified, the design progrsms will investigate and design,
if possible, a number of radiators equal to the number of possible combinations
of 1), 2), 3) and _) above.
Ranges of the inside diameter of condenser tube at inlet, tube number, and fin
half-wldth are specified by giving a mlninn_nvalue, a maximumvalue, and a value
for an incremental step change. Different thermal environments are specified
by different sink temperature values or different pairs of incident solar and
incident thermal radiation.
The incident radiation to be entered in the input is the total thermal or solar
energy intercepted by the total radiating area. In the case of a flat plate,
for instance, the energy intercepted by one side of the radiator is added to that
intercepted by the other and the s_m is divided by the total (both sides) area.
Sink te_eratures and incident beat flllw_ _n_ _ _a _........... _ ^_
inputs; for example, if the user specifies the first environment with a given
sink temperature, he cannot specify subsequent environments with incident
radiation in the same set of inputs.
6.2 Geometric Configurations
Tube-fin configurations, panel configurations and working fluid class are included
in the input through the code word PUNT. For the values for PUNT refer to
Figure ii. For example, from Figure 11, a radiator having a closed sandwich,
cruciform configuration and using water as the working fluid, the number for
PUNT would be 3412. If the user requires a closed sandwich cylindrical or conical
configuration, he must specify the "inner fin" thickness and density. In these
cases, the first number of "PUNT" must be 2 and the program then treats the design
as an open sandwich (the inner fin neither effects or affects heat transfer) but
the weight of the inner fin is calculated.
If a conical panel configuration is desired, the cone diameters at inlet and exit
have to be specified, thus removing one degree of freedc_. The independent
variable becoming dependent is fin half-width. No range of values for this
variable (fin half-width) is, therefore, required. If a range of values is
included, the program will ignore them.
If a segment of a cone is to be designed, equivalent values for DCMIN and DCMAJ









times the arc length of the segment at the inlet
times the arc length of the segment at the outlet
6.3 Optional Geometric Restrictions
Geometric restrictions can be imposed on overall width (circumference in case
of cylinder), overall length (in primary/secondary radiator, maximum total
length and maximum and minimum on primary condenser length), and total fin
thickness (sum of both fins for closed sandwich, except in cylinder or cone
where the fin thickness is of the "outer fin", only). If the user desires to
impose one or more geometric restrictions, values have to be supplied for the
minimum and maximum allowable values for the dimension(s). If a minimum value
is desired, a maximumvalue must be also given, since the geometric limit tests
are performed only if the maximum allowable dimension is non-zero. The program
will design complete radiators for only those combinations of independent
variables that cause the restricted dimension(s) to fall within the specified
limits.
6.4 Diagnostic Tests
To obtain a complete radiator-condenser design, the programs insure that the
following tests are passed:
Test No. i Vapor velocity at tube inlet less than sonic velocity
(single phase).
Test No. 2 Pressure change due to friction is negative.
Test No. 3 Overall length within specified limits (optional).
Test No. 4
Test No. 5
Overall width (or circumference) within specified limits
(optional).
Fin thickness within specified limits (optional).
Test No. 6 Approximate fin efficiency greater than .4 and less than
1.0 (if geometric restrictions are imposed the lower limit
is set equal to zero).
Test No. 7
Test No. 8
Calculated gravitational capability greater than specified
value (for primary/secondary program, only), (optional).
Secondary fin width greater than zero (primary/secondary
condenser, only).
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Test No. 9 Inlet water vapor saturation temperature higher than the
required outlet saturation temperature (fuel cell design
program, only).
Test No. i0 Convergence of matrices for temperature solution.
Failure to satisfy any of the above conditions will cause the program to select
the next combination of independent variables.
If all, or a majority, of designs fail to pass one or more of the above tests,
adjustments to the input values (excluding thermal environment and allowable
pressure drop) may cause tests to be passed. These adjustments are contained
in Figure 12.
6.5 Hp-H_0 Fuel Cell Radiator Design Program
6.5.1 Input Cards and Options
In order to use the H2-H20 fuel cell design program, a set (or sets) of input




INPUT DATA CARD DESCRIPTION










































Number (n) of sink temper-
atures (TS) or pairs of
incident solar (QIS) and
thermal (QIT) heat fluxes
to be considered without
program restart (up to 20
values or combinations)
When sink temperatures are
given, value for TS; when
incident fluxes are given,
any negative number
When sink temperatures are
given, zero; when incident
fluxes are given, value
for QIS
When sink temperatures are
given, zero; when incident
fluxes are given, value
for QIT
flow rate of noncondensable
gas, H2




































* Rig_ justify in field (all other inputs under decimal control).
+ All cards are required; only entries are optional.
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INPUT DATA CARD DESCRIPTION







































density of fin material
density of tube material
density of header material
given header wall thickness
emissivity of tube coating
emissivity of fin coating
maxinnnn allowable Mach




















_.4+.y _ inte_l _'-
material, closed sand-


























INPUT DATA CARD DESCRIPTION
















































smallest value of DIIN
to be considered
largest value of DIIN
to be considered
increment of DIIN to be
considered
minimum value of N to be
considered
maximum value of N to be
considered
increment of N to be
considered
smallest value of fin
half-width to be
considered
largest value of fin
ha3_f-width to be
considered
increment of fin half-
width to be considered
given tube wall thickness




the negative of the




modulus of elasticity of
fin material










































Cards 1 through (9 + n) m_ be repeated for different sets of i_uts. The
next identification card immediately follows the last card (PUNT) of the
previous input set.
Radiator material properties should be evaluated near the saturation temper-
ature. In most cases, the temperature value of the specified TOUT might
be s_plicable. Most material properties do not vary greatly within the
temperature range to be encountered, and an s_proximate value gives sufficient
accuracy.
A typical input data sheet for the Fuel Cell Design Program is shown in
Appendix C (Figure C-I).
6.5.2 Output Description
A typical set of outputs is shown in Appendix C (Figure C-2). A fixed input
data block is followed by groups of outputs headed by a corresponding sink
temperature value. For each combination of DIIN, N, WINA, a complete radiator
design (consisting of 29 additional values) or the cause of a diagnostic test
failure is given. The nomenclature used in the outputs is listed in the
Nomenclature Section. However, several outputs require additional explanation.
DIINX
This is the actual value of the tube inlet inside diameter for the particular
radiator design and should be the figure used. It8 valne 4a nn_mA11y slightly
different from that of DIIN.
WINX, WOUX
The values for the fin half-width at the inlet and exist headers are equal to
each other and to WINA for all non-cone configurations. In a cone, WINA = 0
and WINE _ WOUX.
TlO, T20, T30
These are saturation temperatures for the water vmpor at nodes i0, 20 and 3O,
respectively.
MIF
Unless a value for the thickness (TIF) and density (R_0IF) of the "inner fin"
(cylinder or cone with closed sandwich construction) is specified, this value
is zero.
TTX
If T_X is negative (a result of the fins alone, providing sufficient meteoroid




The output messages of Figure 13 (other than complete radiator designs) will
appear after a particular combination of DIIN, N, WINA if a radiator cannot be
designed. See Figure 12 for remedies.
6.6 Isothermal Radiator Design Progrsm
6.6.1 Input Cards and Options
In order to use the isothermal radiator design program, a set (or sets) of input
data cards must be prepared as follows (options under 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 apply):
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Number (n) of sink temper-
atures (TS) or pairs of
incident solar (QIS) and
!thermal (QIT) heat fluxes
to be considered without
program restart (up to 20
values or combinations)
When sink temperatures are
given, value for TS; when
incident fluxes are given,
any negative number
When sink temperatures are
given, zero; when incident
fluxes are given, value
• ur W_m
When sink temperatures are








































71-8o ratio of specific heats
of v_por
+
* Right justify in field (all other inputs under decimal control).
+ All cards are required; only entries are optional.
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INPUT DATA CARD DESCRIPTION












































































density of tube material














specific heat of vapor
inlet temperature
mission time
the negative of the




modulus of elasticity of
finmaterial
modulus of elasticity of
tube material
given tube wall thickness



































































































diameter of conical panel
at inlet

















single panel width, etc. )
mlnlmlm 8.].J.o_J_J.e f_
thickness (both fins in
a closed sandwich non-cone)i
maximum allowable TF fin
thickness
minimum inside tube diameter
to be considered
maximum inside tube di_eter
to be considered
increment of tube diameter
to be considered
minimum value of N to be
considered




























INPUT DATA CARD DESCRIPTION

















increment of N to be
considered
minimum value of fin
half-wldth to be
considered
maximum value of fin
half-width to be
considered

















Cards 1 through (i0 + n) may be repeated for different sets of inputs. The
next identification card immediately follows the last card (PUNT) of the previous
input set.
Radiator material and working fluid properties should be evaluated at the average
condensing temperature (TC).
A typical input data sheet for the isothermal radiator design program is shown
in A  nalx C (FigureC-3).
6.6.2 Output Description
A typical set of outputs is shown in Appendix C (Figure C-_). A fixed input
data block is followed by a statement showing the pu_ power consumed in the
radiator condenser due to pressure drop. Groups of outputs headed by a
corresponding sink temperature value follow. For each combination of DIIN, N,
WINA a complete radiator design (consisting of 29 a_ditional values) or the
cause of a diagnostic test failure is given. The nomenclature used in the
outputs is listed in the Nomenclature Section. However, several outputs require
additional explanation.
Wl_ a WOUXX
The values for the fin half-width at the inlet and exit leaders are equal to each
other and to WINA for all non-cone configurations. In a cone WINA = 0 end
NI_X#WOUXX.
NUE a NPG
The smaller positive or larger negative value of the two gravitational capa-
bilities governs. A nega_lve value indicates that a gravitational force (based
on _UE or NPG) in the direction of flow is necessary for stable operation.
MIF
Unless a value for the thickness (TIF) and density (RHOIF) of the "inner fin"




If TTX is negative (a result of the fins alone, providing sufficient meteoroid
protection), the affected designs should be rerun with TTG specified based on
strength requirements.
The output messages of Figure i_ (other than complete radiator designs) will
a_pear after a particular ccmbination of DIYN, N and WINA if a radiator cannot
be designed. See Figure 12 for remedies.
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6.7 Primary/Secondar 2 Isothermal Radiator Design Program
6.7. i Input Cards and Options
In order to use the primary/secondary radiator design program, a set (or sets)
of input data cards must be prepared as follows (options under 6.1, 6.2, 6.3
apply) :
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DATA CARD DESCRII_ON






































Number (n) of sink te_era-
tures (TS) or pairs of
incident solar (QIS) and
thermal (QIT) heat fluxes
to be considered without
program re,art (up to 12
values or combinatlons)
When sink temperatures are
given, value for TS; when
incident fluxes are given,
any negative number I
When sink temperatures are
given, zero; when incident
fluxes are given, value
for QIS
When sink temperatures are
5iveu, zero; when inciaen%



































* Right Justify in field (all other inputs under decimal control).
+ All cards are required; only entries are optional.
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INPUT DATA CARD DESCRIPTION











































































density of tube material





density of header material
given header wall thickness
maximum allowable Math
number of vapor, only
emissivity of tube coating















specific heat of vapor
inlet te_erature
mission time
the negative of the




modulus of elssticity of
fin material
modulus of elasticity of
tube material
given tube wall thickness










































































































m4n4..., value of DIINP to
be considered
maximum value of DIIRP to
be considered
increment of DIINP to be
considered
m_n_..., value of N to be
considered



































INPUT DATA CARD DESCRIPTION



















increment of N to be
considered
smallest value of fin
half-wldth to be
considered
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Cards I through (i0 + n) may be repeated for different sets of inputs. The
next identification card immediately follows the last card (PUNT) of the
previous input set.
Radiator material and working fluid properties should be evaluated at the
average condensing te_erature (TC).
A typical input data sheet for the isothermal radiator design program is shown
in Appendix C (Figure C-5).
6.7.2 Output Descriptions
A typical set of outputs is shown in Appendix C (Figure C-6). A fixed input
data block is followed by a statement showing the pump power consumed in the
radiator condenser due to pressure drop. Groups of outputs headed by a
corresponding sink temperature value follow. For each combination of DIINP, N,
WINA, a complete radiator design (consisting of 31 additional values) or the
cause of a diagnostic test failure is given. The nomenclature used in the
outputs is listed in the Nomenclature Section. However, several outputs require
additional explanation.
MIF
Unless a value for the thickness (TIF) and density (RHOIF) of the "inner fin"
(cylinder or cone with closed sandwich construction) is specified, this value
is zero.
_2X
L " i-_ i_ _cgabive _a resui_ oz _ne zims alone, provlalng suIT1clen_ me_eorolG
protections), the affected designs should be rerun with TTG specified based on
strength requirements.
The output messages of Figure 15 (other than complete radiator designs) will
appear after a particular combination of DIINP, N, WINA if a radiator cannot
be designed. See Figure 12 for remedies.
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7.0 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS PROGRAMS
The two performance analysis programs are the H2-H20 Fuel Cell Direct Radiator
Performance Analysis Program and the Isothermal Direct Radiator (with subcooler)
Performance Analysis Program.
7.1 Thermal Environment Options
Again, as in the design programs, thermal environments can be specified in the
form of sink temperature(s) or palr(s) of incident solar (including albedo) and
incident thermal heat fluxes (see paragraph 6.1 for explanation of incident
radiation). If heat fluxes are chosen, values for solar and thermal absorptivi-
ties (ALPHS, ALPHT) must be supplied. Up to twelve simultaneous sink tempera-
tures (or pairs of heat fluxes) can be considered in one radiator analysis.
Up to twelve sets of these simultaneous sink temperatures (or pairs of heat
fluxes) can be analyzed consecutively for any one combination of geometric inputs.
Within any set, temperatures and heat fluxes cannot be mixed. All sets used
with one combination of geometric inputs must have an equal number of sink
values.
Each sink temperature (or pair of incident radiation values) is assumed to
affect equal numbers of tubes. Furthermore, if segmentation is to be considered
to control outlet temperature (see paragraph 7.3.2), each segment is considered
to "see" only one sink value.
7.2 Geometric Configurations
As in the design programs, the input value for PUNT is used to describe tube-fin
and panel configurations and working fluid class. Figure ll summarizes PUNT
constituent values for specific geometries and fluid classes. (Note: A closed
sandwich cone or cylinder must be treated as an open sandwich cone or cylinder;
see Section 6.2.)
Segments _-lthin any radiator must have equal number of tubes and are treated as
having individual inlet headers and individual outlet headers. (It is assumed
that headers have been designed in accordance with the corresponding design
program. (See paragraph 3.2.3.)
7.3 H_20 Fuel Cell Radiator Performance Analysis Program
7.3.1 Diagnostic Tests
The following tests are performed by the program:
i. The total hydrogen flow rate, MDG, and the total flow rate (water plus
hydrogen), MDTG, are tested to see if both values are equal to zero.
If so, the program will print the output statement:
BOTH MDG AND MDTG ARE ZERO
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and proceed to the next set of inputs, if available. This test
insures that the mass flow input option has been observed properly
(see paragraph 7.3.3).
e The inlet saturation temperature is calculated and compared to the
desired outlet mixture temperature, if specified. If the inlet
saturation temperature is less than the outlet mixture temperature,
the progrsm will print the output statement:
TINSA . . . LESS THAN TOUTM
and proceed to the next set of inputs, if available.
3. If the inlet Mach number is higher than the maximum specified, the
program will print the output statement:
MACH NO TOO HIGH
_e
and proceed to the next set of inputs, if available.
If the 21 x 21 temperature matrix does not converge within 20 iterations,
the progrmm will print the output message:
SLOW RATE OF CONVERGENCE
e
should not normally sppear unless an illogical set of inputs has been
supplied.
If the outlet temperature of a segment is below freezing, (492°R), the
uro_ram will store as possible output (if more than one segment is
left) or will print (if only one segment is left) the statement:
ES'S . . . FROZEN SEGMENT
and will automatically segment, if possible, to alleviate the frozen
condition. If no more segments are available, the program will proceed
to the next set of inputs.
7.3.2 Outlet Mixture Temperature Control
In addition to the automatic freezing control of the individual segment outlet
temperatures, the user has the option of controlling the mixed outlet tempera-
ture of the radiator-condenser by causing the removal of segments.
The user can effect segmentation by specifying a number of segment, (S), greater
than one and by supplying a value for the radiator mixed outlet target tempera-
t' e,
If (TOUTM) is higher than the internally calculated inlet saturation temperature,
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the program cannot analyze the radiator (see diagnostic test 2 under Section
7.3.1).
Since removal of individual segments causes a step change in the outlet mixture
temperature, the program can only bracket the specified target temperature
(providing the target temperature value falls between the outlet mixture temper-
ature of the radiator _rlth all segments working and the outlet mixture tempera-
ture of the radiator with one segment working).
In trying to prevent freezing, or in trying to bracket a specified outlet
temperature, the program will remove segments in the reverse order in which
their sink temperatures (or heat flux pairs) are listed in the input.
7.3.3 Input Cards and Options
In order to use the H2-H20 fuel cell performance analysis program, a set (or sets)




INPUT DATA CARD DESCRIPTION



























Number (n) of sets of
simultaneous sink tempera-
tures (or sets of pairs of
incident solar and incident
thermal heat fluxes) to be
considered without program
restart (up to 12 sets)
Number (m) of simultaneous
sink temperatures (or
pairs of incident solar
and incident thermal heat
fluxes) in each set (up to
12 values)
When sink temperatures (TS)
are given, value for TS;
when incident fluxes are
given, any negative number
When sink temperatures are
given, zero, when incident










21-30 When sink temperatures are
given, zero; when incident
Ifluxes are given, value
for @_T
Repeat cards 3 through 3 + m for each set of sink temperatures (or sets of
pairs of incident fluxes) until all are entered. This will end with card
number 2 + mn+ n where n and m are defined on cards 2 and 3, respectively.
The card in each succeeding set corresponding to card 3, i.e., (4 + m,
5 + 2m, 6 + 3m, etc. ) mus____tbear the same value as card 3.
+
* Right justify in field (all other inputs under decimal control).
+ All cards are required; only entries are optional.
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INPUT DATA CARD DESCRIPTION




























































total number of tubes





























number of vapor, only
condensing length
total flow rate,
flow rate of noncon-
densable gas, H_





















































Cards i through (6 + :n + n) may be repeated for different sets of inputs.
The next identification card iu..ediately follows the last card (PUNT) of the
previous input set.
WBARI and WBARE are the total radiator panel widths at inlet and exit leader,
respectively. They could be circumferences or arc lengths (cylinder and cone)
or they could be the sum of the widths of the three or four individual panels
of a triform or cruciform, respectively.
As noted on the input data card description, either the values for MDG and
_VIN or the values for MDTG and SHIN must be specified. If values sppear in
all four locations, MDG and MDVIN govern.
Radiator material properties should be evaluated near average expected saturation
temperature.
A typical input data sheet for the fuel cell performance analysis program is
shown in Appendix C (Figure C-7).
7.3.4 Output Description
A typical set of outputs is shown in Appendix C (Figure C-8).
The printout of the fixed input is followed either by a single output message
as a result of a diagnostic test failure (see messages and causes for failures
in Section 7.3.1), or it is followed by one or more blocks of outputs (a single
_ _o_A_u_= _A_= pel'foz_u= uA =aa;A* AA_A--VALALUm_a--_ - segment; s the result8
of the radiator analysis. Each block of output is preceded by a single line
summarizing the total radiator performance with the segments printed in the
block oDeratinz. One block of c_t_]t resultn _f nn _,t1_ m_.,:.,_ +.m,_:_-,_:,-,.:
-- -- _ j. ........
is specified or if the required outlet mixture temperature is lower than the
lowest possible radiator outlet temperature (all segments operating). If more
than one block of output is shown, each successive block depicts the performance
of the given radiator as segments are removed from operating (trying to match
an outlet temperature or control freezing). If the required outlet temperature
is within the range of possible outlet temperatures of the radiator, the last
two blocks of output describe the performance of the radiator with different
numbers of se_nents working and whose mixed outlet temperatures bracket, most
closely, the required outlet temperature.
If it is physically impossible for the radiator to bracket the required outlet
temperature, the program will print (S) number of output blocks and stop.
Another output combination results if freezing occurs with a large number of
segments operating. The program will then print one or more of the following
statements:
NS'S . • • FROZEN SEGMENT
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followed by one or more blocks of output. The first block after the last
"frozen segment" statement represents the performance of the radiator with
the highest number of se_nents operating without freezing. If the mixed outlet
temperature at this point is above the required, the program will stop. If it
is not the program _-lll continue to se_nent to bracket the outlet temperatures,
if possible. Under no circumstances will the performance of a radiator be
described which has any segment with an outlet temperature below 492°R.
Explanation of nomenclature used in outputs is listed in the Nomenclature section.
7._ Isothermal Radiator Performance Analysis Program
7.4.1 Diagnostic Tests
The following diagnostic tests are performed by the program:
1. If the 7 x 7 condensing length (LCC) matrix does not converge within
20 iterations, the program will print the output message:
20 CYCLES - - NOT CONVERGED - - LCC MATRIX
and proceed to the next set of inputs.
. The program subtracts the average condensing length solved for by the
LCC matrix from the total radiator length in order to obtain the
average subcooling length. If the average subcooler length is negative
the program prints the output statement:
STOP NEGATIVE LSC . . •
and proceeds to the next set of inputs.
3. If the 33 x 33 temperature matrix does not converge within 20
iterations, the program will print the output message:
20 CYCLES - - NOT CONVERGED - - T MATRIX
and proceed to the next set of inputs. This message should not normally
appear unless an illogical set of inputs has been supplied.
If the inlet Mach number is higher than the maximum specified, the
program will cause output statements for the affected radiator or radi-
ator segment to be accompanied by the statement:
MACH . . . IS TOO HIGH - - WARNING
. If, in the process of balancing pressure drops and mass flows in a
multiple sink system, the condensing length of a segment is greater
than the total radiator length, the program willprint the statement:
UNSTABLE LC GT LT
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(where GT stands for greater than), print all available answers up
to this point, and proceed to the next set of sink temperatures
(or fluxes).
7.4.2 Constant Inventory or Constant Pressure Option
The user controls the condenser type by selecting a constant inventory or a
constant pressure system. This is accomplished by specifying a certain
combination for the values of three input variables. These are: desired
_ condensing length (LCG), estimated average condensing temperatureand desired average condensing temperature (TCG). If a constant
inventor_ syst_n is to be analyzed, the user must give a positive value to
(LCG), a positive value to (TCAPG), and he must set TCG equal to zero. If
a constant pressure system is to be analyzed-_he user must give ap---_sitive
value to (TCG) and he mus____tset (TCAPG) and (LCG) both, equal to zero.
7.4.3 Mixed Outlet Temperature Control
The mixed outlet temperature of the condensate dowstreem from the exit header
of the radiator-condenser can be controlled by two methods: l) segmentation
(the blockage of flow through a radiator se_nent or segments), and 2) pro-
portional bypass (the bypassing and mixing of vnpor at inlet conditions with
the liquid condensate from the condenser outlet).
Segmenting, bypassing, or no outlet temperature control is specified by the
..... assi_ed tv _ ........_r_ mixed outlet erature and the
proportional bypass constant (PBP). If no outlet temperature control is
desired, both (TMIXG) and (PEP) must be set equal to zero. For control by
se_nentation, the va111p eo_ th_ _,_ _+.1_+. +._--,_-o+,,,-_-,_÷ _-_ _-_ _^
(TMIXG) and PHP must be set equal to zero. For control by proportional bypass
the value for the desired _,tlet *___pe__uro --_÷ _o o_A to [_.................. and
(PEP) mus____tbe set equal to i.O.
Since removal of individual segments causes a step change in the outlet mixture
temperature, the program can only bracket the specified target temperature
(providing the target temperature value falls between the outlet mixture temper-
ature of the radiator with all segments working and the outlet mixture temperature
of the radiator with one segment working).
In proportional bypass the mixed outlet temperature (TMIXX) (after vapor addition)
is calculated by the program to fall within 1.0% of the specified outlet mixture
temperature (TMIXG).
7.4.4 Input Cards and Options
In order to use the Isothermal Performance Analysis Program, a set (or sets) of
input data cards must be prepared as follows (options under 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 apply):
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Number (n) of sets of
simultaneous sink temper-
atures (or sets of pairs
of incident solar and
incident thermal heat
fluxes) to be considered
without program restart
(up to 12 sets)
Number (m) of simultaneous
sink temperatures (or
pairs of incident solar
and incident thermal heat
fluxes) in each set (up
to 12 values)
When sink temperatures (TS)
are given, value for TS;
when incident fluxes are
given, any negative number
When sink temperatures are
given, zero; when incident
fluxes are given, value
for QIS
When sink temperatures are
given, zero; when incident











Repeat cards 3 through 3 + m for each set of sink temperatures (or sets of
pairs of incident fluxes) until all are entered. This will end with card
number 2 + mn + n where n and m are defined on cards 2 and 3, respectively.
The card in each succeeding set corresponding to card 3, i.e., (4 + m,
5 + 2m, 6 + 3m, etc.) must bear the same value as card 3.
* Right justify in field (all other inputs under decimal control).
+ All cards are required; only entries are optional.
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INPUT DATA CARD DESCRIPTION



















total number of tubes





total condenser width at
inlet
total condenser width at
outlet (in triform, three
times single panel width,
etc. )
fin thickness at condenser
inlet

















































INPUT DATA CARD DESCRIPTION





























































specific heat of vapor
absolute viscosity of
vapor













number of vapor, only































































Cards i through (8 +mn + n) may be repeated for different sets of inputs.
The next identification card immediately follows the last card (PUNT) of the
previous input set.
WHARf and WRARE are the total radiator panel widths at inlet and exit header,
respectively. They could be circumferences or arc lengths (cylinder and cone)
or they could be the sum of the widths of the three or four individual panels
of a triform or cruciform, respectively.
PIR and TIR are reference saturation pressure and temperature of the working
fluid to be used in the Clausius Cls_eyron equation (see equation A-33, Appendix
A). They can be taken anywhere on the saturation line; however, due to the
nature of the equation, more accuracy is obtained if the values are taken close
to expected operating conditions. It should be noted that these are reference
values only and do not limit the condenser o_eration to these level__o
N0S is the number of different sink temperature (or pairs of fluxes) values.
It is equal to or less than S (total number of segments). For example, if all
of twelve sink temperature values are equal to each other, N0S = 1.0; however,
for twelve non-equal sink values, NOS = 12.0.
Sections 7._.2 and 7.4.3 discuss the special attention that has to be paid to
LCG, TCG, TCAPG (constant inventory - constant pressure option) and PBP, TMIXG
(outlet mixture temperature control option), respectively.
Average fluid and radiator material properties should be taken at TCG or TCAPG,
whichever is _iven. Most _rop_rt1_ vary o_!y _1__l ...... _ ^_
- _ ---_._j ..... j_ t_erature
ranges that can be expected in any one isothermal radiator condenser and,
therefore, taking the desired values at the above temperature should introduce
negligible error.
A typical input data sample sheet is shown in Appendix C (Figure C-9).
7.4.5 Output Description
Typical sets of outputs are shown in Appendix C (Figure C-IO).
Outputs for radiator-condenser performance analyses will be discussed according
to types of outlet mixture temperature control: l) no outlet mixture temperature
control, 2) outlet mixture temperature control by segmentation, and 3) outlet
mixture temperature control by proportional bypass. In all three types a block
of fixed input data precedes all output groupings.
Explanation of nomenclature used in outputs is listed in the Nomenclature
Section.
7._.5.1 Outputs for "No Outlet Temperature Control" Cases
Unless any one of the output messages discussed in Section 7._.i _ppears, the
block of fixed input data for a performance analysis of a radiator without
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outlet mixture temperature control will be followed by one group of output
sets. The group of output sets is headed by a statement giving the average
sink temperature value. This statement is followed by sets of outputs titled
"SET NO. 0", followed by "SET NO. l", "SET NO. 2", "SET NO. 3", up to "SET
NO. S",(where S is the total number of radiator segments). Outputs under
"SET NO. 0" are for an avera6e segment of the radiator-condenser (using average
condensing length, average sink temperature and average mass flow). Set No. 1
through Set No. (S) show outputs applicable only to the respective individual
segment of the radiator (differences in the output values of the sets are the
net result of the differences in their thermal environments). Set No. (S) is
followed by a llne of outputs applicable to the overall radiator-condenser
performance. For a no-outlet-temperature-control case, (THETA) and (TMIXX)
are always zero. (DPTM) will be shown as zero for a single sink temperature
value (NOS = 1.0) and the value (DPTOT) should be used for pressure drop.
will also be shown as zero for a single sink temperature value (NOS = l)
and for constant pressure cases, regardless of the number of sink values. An
average of the TC's shown should be used in these cases.
For a case where (S) = 1.O (only one segment) or (NOS) = 1.O (all sinks equal),
Set No. 0 will be the only output set (followed by overall radiator values).
For a one segment radiator, Set No. 0 performance values describe total
radiator performance. For the multi-segment, equal sink case, Set No. 0 shows
values typical for each of the segments.
If Set No. 1 through Set No. (S) occur, it should be noted that (excluding
Set No. 0):
i. The smallest single value of all NUE's and NPG's is the governing
overall gravitational capability (any negative value means a gravi-
tational force in flow direction is required).
2. The small deviations between individual TC's and their deviation from
TCG (if applicable) are due to specified limits of matrix convergence.
3. Deviation between individual DPTOT values are a result of TC
deviations explained above.
A partially completed typical output block followed by one of the messages
discussed In Section 7.4.1 is also a possible output combination.
7._.5.2 Outputs for "Outlet Temperature Control by Segmentation" Cases
Unless the printout of the fixed input is immediately followed by one of the
messages discussed in Section 7.4.1, one or more typical output groups headed
by an average sink temperature (based on the number of operating segments
within the group) will follow. It should be noted that diagnostic test failure
messages can terminate the output within or after any group. Each output group
consists of output sets showing values for an average segment case followed by
sets showing applicable output values of each individual operating segment.
The last llne in each group lists outputs _pplicable to the overall working
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postion of the radiator-condenser. Values for (THETA) and (TMIXX) are always
zero. (DPTM) and (TCM) are zero for a multi-se_aent radiator with equal sink
temperatures. (TCM) will also be zero for a constant pressure case. (DPTOT)
and the average(TC)should be used, respectively.
One group of output sets results if the required outlet mixture temperature is
lower than the lowest possible radiator outlet temperature (all segments opera-
ting). If more than one group of output is shown, each successive group depicts
the performance of the given radiator as segments are removed from operation
(trying to match an outlet temperature). If the required outlet temperature is
within the range of possible outlet temperatures of the radiator, the last two
groups of output describe the performance of the radiator with different numbers
of segments working and whose mixed outlet temperatures bracket, most closely,
the required outlet temperature.
If it is physically impossible for the radiator to bracket the required outlet
temperature, the progr_n will print (S) number of output groups and stop.
Successive output groups for a nn_Iti-se_nent radiator with equal sink temperatures
will contain only Set No. 0 which will be typical of those segments in operation
at that time.
The same interpretations as listed in points i through 3 in Section 7.4.5.1 spply
to each group in the output for a case involving outlet mixture temperature
control by segmentation.
7.4.5.3 Outputs for "Outlet Mixture Temperature Control by Proportional
Bypass" Case
Output groups and set description are identical to those used to describe the
special outlet temperature control cases in Sections 7.4.5.1 and 7.4.5.2 with
the following exceptions :
i. Each group of output has an equal number of sets (Set No. 0 through
setNo. (s)).
2. The average sink temperature is only listed once (before first group).
3. THETA and TMIXX are non-zero and _pplicable.
_e The program will continue to vary(THETA)and calculate output groups
until the value for(TMIX )is within 1.0% of the specified value for
(TMIXG)or the program is stopped due to a diagnostic test failure.
The (THETA) value listed in a group (other than the last group) is calculated
based on the values of (TOMIX) and (_-------Iin that group but is used in calcu-
lating the following group of outputs; therefore, the initial value of THETA
is not shown in the first group.
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Should the program satisfy the outlet mixture target temperature within the
1.0_ limit, the last two groups of output will have equal THETA's with the last
group describing the performance with this(THETA.)
Enroute to the final answer (last output group) (THETA) may oscillate and become
negative. However, for a true answer the final(THETA)must be positive. If
this is not so, an unrealistic target temperature (TMIXG) was chosen for the
particular operating conditions. The output groups preceding the final group
(desired answers) are printed for information only and may contain unrealistic
answers.
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Liquid Metal Ramkine Cycle
Power Systems with Direct
Condenser-Radiator



















Systems with Direct or
Indirect Radiator




SIMPLIFIED SCHEMATICS OF SYSTEMS





a) FUEL CELL POWER SYSTEM




































c) ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
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BLOCKAGE
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TUBE DIAS., NOS., SPACINGS
FLOW RATE
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SUBROUTINE FOR SOLUT,ON J
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liquid metal working fluid
li_Id non-metal working fluid
Figure 11
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I_IEDIES IN THE EVEI_ OF FAILURE TO PASS DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
(DESIGN PROGSAM8, OILY}
TEST NO. TEST FAILED
i Sonic Velocity
2 Frictional Press. Drop
w
Lower Length Limit
3 Upper Length Limit
4 Lower Width Limit
Upper Width Limit
Lower Fin Thickness Limit
5 Upper Fin Thickness Limit
6
?
Lower Fin Efficiency Limit


































(Not affected by variables - must lower
outlet temperature or supply new set of
inputs.)
DECREASE





















PRI_I_FS IN THE EVENT OF FAILURE TO _SIGN
CELL DIRECT RADIATOR
(See Figure 12 if remedies are desired)
PRINTOUT ST_
DPI.,C... NEGATIVE
LC . . . OUT OF RANGE
MEANING
sonic velocity exceeded
insufficient frictional pressure drop
length out of specified range
W . . . OUT OF RANGE
TF . . .*OUT OF RANGE
FEFF . . . OUT 0F RANGE
STOP-TIESA NOT GP_F_4TERTHAN
TOUT
20 CYCLES, 21 EQUATIONS
NOT YET CONVERGED
width out of specified range
fin thickness out of specified range
fin efficiency out of range
specified outlet temperature too high
matrix not converged
* If TF is negative, the actual fin efficiency is slightly greater than 1.0, and
the rejection of this design was missed by Test 6.
Figure 13
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PRINTOUTS IN THE EVENT OF FAILURE TO DESIGN
ISOTHERMAL DIRECT RADIATOR
(See Figure 12 if remedies are desired)












DPLC • . . NEGATIVE
LTX • . OUT OF RANGE
W... OUT OF RANGE
TF . . .*OUT OF RANGE




insufficient friction pressure drop
total length out of specified range
width out of specified range
fin thickness out of specified range







condenser matrix not converged
subcooler matrix not converged
* If TF is negative, the actual fin efficiency is slightly greater than 1.0 and
the rejection of this design was missed by Test 6.
Figure 14
TRW BQU'"F.NT uu,o_Am_n
PRINTOUTS IN THE EVENT OF FAILURE TO DESIGN
PRIMARY/SECONDARY DIRECT RADIATOR












. . . GT
_LC... N_._-E
LT • . • OUT OF RANGE
LCP . . . OUT OF RANGE
W . . . OUT OF RANGE
FEFF . . . OUT OF RANGE
RUE . . . OUT OF RANGE
• OUT OF RANGE
sonic velocity exceeded
insufficient frictional pressure drop
total length out of specified range
primary condenser length out of
specified range
width out of specified range
primary fin thickness out of
specified range
primary fin efficiency out of range
gravitational capability out of
specified range







primary condenser matrix not converged
secondary condenser matrix not converged
* If TFP is negative, the actual fin efficiency is greater than 1.0, and the




(For Analytical Section and Appendices A & B)
STmbols
A - area
C - volumetric heat cspacity







Q-W - propogation velocity
- tube diameter, inside; diffusion
- differential
- entrained
- geometric view factor, force
- Moody function factor
- flow rate per unit cross-sectional area
- gravitational conversion constant
- heat transfer coefficient, enthalpy
- Joule 's constant
- eddy diffusion coefficient, constant
- thermal conductivity
- length
- Lewis number, _/k
- molecular weight
V_ - flow rate
N - number of moles
N_ - Nusselt number,





(For Analytical Section and Appendices A & B)
S_mbols (continued)
PW - Prandtl number, C ? _ /[_
_L- Peclet number, Re Pr, _C_/_
- heat transferred per unit area and time
- heat transferred per unit time
- gas constant
- Universal gas constant
_- Reynold's number of condensate film,
_ - Reynold 's number,
- tube radius outside
C_- reciprocal mixing







_V- Weber number of flo_-Ing vapor,
.- Weber number of condensate film






(For Analytical Section and Appendices A & B)
S_mbols (continued)
OC- wave number, thermal diffUsivity coefficient, absorptance
C_¢_ - wave growth factor
_- superheat factors, wave height
/_- mass transfer coefficient
- change
- film thickness, drop diameter





- Stefan-Boitzn_n constant, surface tension, mass transfer
constant
- mission time, shear stress
- v_ _ity, kinematic
_- two phase pressure drop modulus = _PT_//_










(For Analytical Section and Appendices A & B)
Subscripts (continued)
_- condensate, friction, fin
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NO_ (contiuued)
(For Analytical Section and Appendices A & B)
Subscripts (continued)
XX" two digit number referring to nodal point location
- condensable v_por





























(For Users' Section and Appendices C & D )
DESCRIPTION
area of entire condenser (one side) including
subcooler, if _pplicable
total area of primary condenser (one side)
total area of secondary condenser (one side)
solar absorptivity
thermal absorptivity
specific heat of condensate
specific heat of v_por
diameter of conical panel at outlet
diameter of conical panel at inlet
increment of tube diameter to be considered
average inside diameter of outlet header
inside diameter of exit header at outlet
inside diameter of condenser tube at outlet of
primary condenser
average inside diameter of inlet header
inside tube diameter
increment of DIIN to be considered
largest value of DIIN to be considered
inside diameter of inlet header at inlet
smallest value of DIIN to be considered
inside dlsm_ter of condenser tube at the inlet of
the primary condenser
increment of DIINP to be considered

















































(For Users' Section and Appendices C & D)
DESCRIPTION
minimum value of DLINP to be considered
inside dismeter of condensing tube at the inlet
to secondary condenser
exact inside dismeter of tube
inside dismeter of subcooler tube
maxinmm inside tube diameter to be considered
minimum inside tube diameter to be considered
outside tube diameter
outside dlsmeter of tube
pressure drop in outlet header
pressure drop in inlet header
frictional pressure drop in condensing section
frictional pressure drop, primary condenser
frictional pressure drop, secondary condenser
mean static pres_c loss across ent_.._ co_lenser
overall static pressure loss
emissivity of fin coating
emissivity of tube coating
fin efficiency in condensing section
s_proximate fin efficiency
fin efficiency, primary condenser
fin efficiency of first third of condenser
fin efficiency of middle third of condenser













































(For Users' Section and Appendices C g D )
DESCRIPTION
maximum allowable Mach number of v_por, only
ratio of specific heats of v_por
greater than
heat of vaporization of working fluid
thermal conductivity of condensate
thermal conductivity of fin material
thermal conductivity of tube material
condensing length
average condensing length
specified average condensing length
maximum allowable condensing length
minimum allowable condensing length
condensing length, primary condenser
condensing length, secondary condenser
the negative of the natural log of the probability
of no meteoroid puncture in TAU days
maximum length of primary condenser
minimum length of primary condenser
subcooler length
subcooler length
total condenser length (including subcooler)
maximum total condenser length
minimum total length
total condenser length (including subcooler)
















































(For Users' Section and AppendlcesC & D)
DESCRIPTION
Mach number of vapor, only
weight of entire condenser, including subcooler
flow rate of noncondensable gas, N2
flow rate in individual segment
total flow rate
total flow rate, H2 + H20
total flow rate of water vapor at condenser outlet
flow rate of water vapor at condenser inlet
modulus of elasticity of fin material
modulus of elasticity of tube material
weight of fin
flow rate of noncondensable gas per tube
weight of all headers
weight of inner fin (closed sandwich cone or cylinder)
weight of inlet header
weight of tubes
outlet water vapor flow rate per tube
inlet water vapor flow rate per tube
total number of tubes
increment of N to be considered
maximum value of N to be considered
minimum value of N to be considered
increment of N to be considered











































(For Users' Section and Appendices C & D)
DESCRIPTION
largest value of N to be considered
maximum value of N to be considered
minimum value of N to be considered
smallest value of N to be considered
number of different sink temperature values
gravitational capability based on multiple tube
stability
total number of segments operating
gravitational capability based on film transport
minimum gravitational capability
proportional bypass code (see paragraph 7._.2)
average condensing pressure
reference saturation pressure (see paragraph 7.4._)
total pressure
outlet water vapor partial pressure at TOMIX
equivalent pump power consumed in radiator (assumes
lO0_ efficient pump - not applicable to compressor
systems )
tube-fln, panel and working fluid description
(see figure ll)
total fin heat rejection
fin heat rejection in condensing section
total fin heat rejection
subcooler heat rejection
total heat rejection




































(For Users' Section and Appendices C & D)
DESCRIPTION
heat re jection, primary condenser
total heat rejection in subcooler (not applicable
to primary/secondary)
latent heat rejection, secondary condenser
total tube heat rejection
tube heat rejection in condensing section
total tube heat rejection
gas constant
density of internal fin material, closed sandwlch
cone or cylinder
density of fin material
density of header material
density of internal fin material, closed saud_rlch
cone or cylinder
density of condensate
_,o_ _ _c material
total number of segments available (in entire condenser)
number of segments operating
inlet specific humidity
specific humidity resulting from mixture of outlet
flows of all segments




















































(For Users' Section and Appendices C & D)
DESCRIPTION . UNITS
approximate condensing temperature OR
mean condensing temperature OR
fin thickness in
fin thickness at condenser inlet in
maximum allowable TF fin thickness in
minimum allowable fin thickness (both fins in a in
closed sandwich non-cone)
fin thickness at condenser outlet in
fin thickness, primary condenser in
fin thickness, secondary condenser in
given header wall thickness in
fraction of inlet flow, by-passed
internal fin thickness, closed sandwich cone or cylinder in
inlet superheat OR
inlet temperature OR
inlet water vapor saturation temperature OR
reference saturation temperature (at PIR) OR
(see paragrs_h 7._.4 )
target outlet mixture temperature OR
temperature resulting from mixing of by-passed vapor OR
and condensate from condenser
temperature resulting from mixture of the outlet OR
flows of all segments
individual segement outlet saturation temperature OR
outlet fluid temperature of individual segment OR


























(For Users' Section and Appendices C & D)
DESCRIPTION
sink te_erature
given tube wall thickness (will cause by-pass of
meteoroid protection requirement)
tube wall thickness, primary condenser
tube wall thickness
saturation temperature 1/6 of the way through the
condenser
saturation temperature 1/2 of the way through the
condenser
saturation temperature 5/6 of the way through the
condenser
vapor velocity at inlet
absolute viscosity of condensate
absolute viscosity of vapor
velocity of mixture at condenser outlet
inlet mixture velocity
total condenser width
total condenser width at outlet (in trifo_, three
times single panel width, etc. )
total condenser width at inlet
condenser total width at outlet
total condenser width at inlet
increment of fin half-width to be considered
increment of fin half-width to be considered
maximum value of fin half-width to be considered








































(For Users' Section and Appendices C & D)
DESCRIPTION
minimum value of fin half-width to be considered
minimum value of fin half-width to be considered
fin half-width
increment of fin half-width to be considered
largest value of fin half-width to be considered
smallest value of fin half-wldth to be considered
fin half-wldth, secondary condenser
fin half-wldth at inlet
fin half-wldth at inlet
maximum allowable total condenser width (in trlform
three times single panel width, etc. )
minimum allowable total condenser width
fin half-width at outlet
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APPENDIX A-1
T_PICAL N0_L POINT HEAT FLOW _0N
Conslder fin nodal point 24 (second zone, fourth nodal pod-t) of a typical
condensing section (see sketch below and Figure _ of text).
















(The nouanclature used in Appendix A is id_ntlcal to that used in the
Analytical Section, see Nomenclature Section. )
For steady state conditions, the suIIation of heat flows around nodal point 24
is equal to zero:
3 3v







tfKf (72_ - 7_)
Lc
3
conduction from 14 to 24
conduction from 24 to 25
conduction from 24 to 34
A-I
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w Lc (T2_4 4nk net radiation2 - -- _ _ f F24-_SP - Tsi ) exchange between
5 3 24 (both sides)
and space
= 0
Note: Conduction through fin, perpendicular to fin faces, is assumed infinite.
These summations are written for all the a_plicable nodal points and solved





Consider a central fin configuration as shown below (also see Figure 4 of tart).
From reference 16, the view factor from an element dx to tube i, Fdx_l , is:
Fdx--i-i = (A-l)
2
assuming an infinitely long tube. This latter assumption introduces negligible
error since reference 27 shows that the change in view factor with tube length
is negligible once the tube length exceeds the width of dx.
Evaluating Fdx _.i:
sin i = r+x
sin _3 = 1.0
i _i _(r.+.x)--2 " r2 IF_ 4. i = 2 - r + x (A-2)
Similarly:
= - ' (A-3)F_ "" 2 2 2w+r x
In both cases, the fin thickness is ass_ned negligible from a geometrical
standpoint. The view factor of the total fin width 2 w to tube i can be found
by integrating:
A-3






! _Z_r2 " 2 w +l r__ -i( icos )+
_w i + 2w
r







the following can be derived:
w
- F2 _.FI-_" 2 w IT r w i
F2 w_.S P = i - 2 F2 w_-I
(1)FSp_- 2 w = i + r F_ 2 w-_l
w
l[ ]= -- iFSp -_i 2 " FSp_- 2 w
: ._ z +_ FSp_.l
- -- 2w (A-5)
IT +_ i- +2c°s'i( I +T
Equation A-5 represents the geometric view factor of a tube (for a central
fin-tube configuration) to space.





the incremental fin area to tube view factor can again be expressed as:






i = 90 - 2 cos +x)a +r z
i _ r+x
co,_ (9o- l)= (r+ x)a + ra
i + co.(90 - '}l) r + x
2 _(r + x)z ÷_
l+sin i
2 (r + x) 2
(r + x)a +
(r + x)2 - r2




and substituting into (A_.) yields:
1




(2w + _"- x)2 - _
(2 w + r - x)2 + r2 j (A-8)
Again, the view factor of the total fin width 2 w to tube i can be found by
integrating:
2w
if:- (Fdx.,..l) dx (A-9)F2 w_-i 2w
O
r[= _ t_-i i+-_ -
Again, by view factor algebra:
F
l_-SP ( _)= __2 i+_r _ FSP-_i
=_ _+_C _÷-)r ir ]- | (A-lO)]
Equation (A-IO) represents the geometric view factor for tubes to space for open
sandwich construction (not applicable for closed sandwich).
The exact expression for the view factor of a fin element between limits of
xI and x2 to both tubes 1 and 2 can be found by integrating the following
equat ion:
x2
i _ _Fdx_,.l) + (Fdx__2)] dx (A.11)FXlX 2-_i, 2 = AXlX2
xI
w
For exs_ple, the resulting expression for a typical nodal point between xI =





lO p i0 lOt
-1 1 I
+_ l+-&- -_- co, + _ 289+
(A-12)
Obviously, equations for fin segments-to-tube view factors similar to equation
(A-12) are lengthy and would add vast cu_plexity to the simultaneous nodal point
equation solution.
If it is assumed that the view factor from a fin segment to both tubes is
constant between the limits of xI and x2 and equal to the point to tubes view
factor at the (Xl_X2)/2 location, the following si_ler expression could be used:
FXlX 2 --P-l,2 = Fdx --bl + Fclx-._ 2 (A-13)
For the location investigated in equation (A-12), the view factor would equal
r
._. _ + .04
FW 3W __. 1,2 r





A comparison between values for view factors using equation (A-II) end those
obtained using equation (A-13) was made.
Figure A-I (Figures for Appendix A can be found at the end of the sppendix) shows
the comparison of the integrated values of F for the four sections compared with
the value at the center assuming r/w = i (considered an upper limit).
Evaluating now the view factor 3 to i (largest error) for r/w : 0.i (considered





% Error = 19.16%
Without going through all the possible values of r/w, it appears as if the
maximum error in fin-to-tube view factor will occur at low r/w in section 3
(closest to tube)• Since this error will probably not exceed 20% and since it
affects only about 20% of the total heat rejected from the condenser, the
maximum error in overall condenser heat rejection should not exceed _% if the
mid-point view factors rather than integrated ones are used.
Figures A-2 and A-3 list these told-point view factors for central fin and open
and closed sandwich.
In the case of the closed sandwich, furthermore, there exist fin-to-fin view
factors. It can be appreciated that, if all possible fln-to-fin view factors
are considered, the resulting sixty-four coefficients would unnecessarily
complicate the program. We will, therefore, examine the array and see if any
may be neglected.
From reference 16 the following can be written:
B
Applying this equation to the view factor from section 3 on one fin to section





Now investigating the view factor from 3 to other opposite areas for r/w = .i0
(worst case) results in:
Areas Considered View Factor
F3_,-I_' •270
F3-_ 5 , •078




Based on these results, it is felt that fln-to-fln view factors for the closed
sandwich beyond one section to either side of the section in question are
negligible.




lOql + .0_ (w/r) 2
v/r




7.2727 _i + .07563(w/r) 2 26.667 _ I + .O05625(w/r) 2
i






However, as explained in paragraph 3.1.2, the overall effect of these
fin-to-fin view factors in the closed sandwich construction were considered
negligible and no thermal interaction was considered between the fins. The







From reference 16 the following equation can be written:
Note : Infinite length
perpendicular to \ _
paper _ t- ,
(A-15)
12 E1 . x + L cos 60 °
(x - L COS 600) 2 + (L sin 600) 2
I E X+.SL
2 _(x + .5L)2 + .75L2
let y = x/L
Fdx .,.1 =
1
F2 -*'I = -L










[,,._ z z 2 + .7_2 - .z_2 2
-5
;" F2",m:e : ]" " "]:_ : "866
Evaluating (A-16) on a local basis results in the upper curve of Figure A-4.
Cruciform
Performing the same analysis for the cruciform yields:
i _,__
I














F2 -,-space = "707




HEAT AND MASS _ COEFFICIENT
F_ _DROGEN A_ WAT_ VAPOR
In determining the heat transfer frum a two-component condensing mixture, it
is convenient to determine the sensible heat transfer coefficient and then,
realizing the potential for latent heat transfer is coupled to the potential
for sensible heat transfer through the Clausiu__ equation, determine
the ratio of latent to sensible heat transfer coefficients.




h --.o_5 G"8 k-7 C.3
G
= -_14 ='.'-_ +_.)= _ +_.)
• ].o"._=.o_ _ q,:_=/P,l-' (A-18)
See expressions for C and/_ as functions of T, Pm on following pages.
Viscosity of Mixture









1 + ¢.i_21pn.)½ (_1_) _ _ 2
2_=_¢_+_1_)½
Yl and Y2 are the mole fractions of the ccmponemts, therefore,
Y2 P2 Pm- P1 i'm .ore:




From the Clapeyron relation,
PI = Pir exp Ib_liT Tir
and
PI Pir exp RI T Tir
Note:
which makes Y2/Yl and y /Y_2 functions of T a_d i'm' as a result,i
(T, i'm) for given components i and 2.
Specific Heat of Mixture
ml Cl m2 c2
+
ml +_ mI +_




For a gaseous mixture of perfect gas,
me P2 _ (I'm- _)








-__ x21 _xl + __
k,_ :_ kI + _2k2 ,_d k kl k2
Xl, x2 : mole fractions
In terms of our nomenclature:
km = N1kl + N_k..._.22
_ PI i P2 i P1 +
kr_l _11 + -- = --k2 PmKl Pm k2
Note: P. is a function of T (C_yron's relation), therefore, km becomes
a function of temperature.
2 _ Pl kl P_- Pl i
=--+( - Ik2+
Pm Pm PI/Pmkl + (Pro" PI)/Pmk2
(A-_)P1
2 k : -- (kI - k2) + k2 + 1 l i_






G is in ib/ft"-hr
D is inft
f(T) is in Btu sec "5
hr-7zt-2oF ib-S
f (T) Is plotted in Figure A-5. This relationship will be used later.
We will now analyze the analogy between heat and mass transfer. For the analogy
to e_ply, Pr = Sc or Sc/Pr = _/D (Lewis Number) = i. This situation is often
A-_
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encountered in gas mixtures. The Lewis number for a mixture of H_ - HgO will be
determined later for substantiation of this proposed method of an-alysiN.
The followin_ assumptions are made: (a) the partial-pressure difference within
the boundary layer should be small contrasted to the average fluid pressure;
(b) the flow and heat transfer are not influenced by the mass transfer which
implies that the properties _ppearing in the heat transfer equation are
practically the properties of fluid 2 (nomcomiensable). In summary, fluid 1
(condensable) should be in low concentration, sad the temperature at the wall
should not be much less than the saturation temperature of the condensable in
the stream.
It is the purpose of this analysis to determine the ratio hD/h by analogy
between the heat and mass transfer, This quantity is required in the heat
balance equation.
By definition:







(applicable when the temperature difference
in the boundary layer is small contrasted to
the absolute temperature)
In order to relate the ratio mul/m_to the concentration audpartialpressure
ratio (condensable to noncondensable), the following analysis is performed:
Assume perfect gas laws to hold for each constituent,
P1v1= wlRl_IandP2v2= w2_ T2
In terms of molecular weight and the universal gas constant _,
M lb/mole
W lb
Plvl= _ _1% =d P2v2= w_2_2 T2
and W/M = N (number of moles).
In a mixture VI = V2, TI = T2 then,
Pl wl _% N1






and tool = m2 then
Pol 2 i Nol
P2 18 9 N2
Thus, for equal weight quantities of constituents i (H_0) and 2 (H2) , the con-
centration of i can be considered small contrasted to2.
We will now compute the Lewis Number
Exsmple :
(Reference 28)
(1) water veEr}or (2) hydrogen 1
_2 = 2.968 A E2/K = 33.3°K Note: : =
E12 = i.o9 x lO2i (2.968 + 2.6_9) = 2.808
f12 _fl f2; K_ KT
• KT 422
= = 3.88
• " _12 1.09 x 102
"_D : .89, _ = 18 and ){2 = 2 (Reference 28)
A- 17
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KT _ 422 : Le.7
4 2 33.3
"(]-v : .8023 (Reference 28)
sol2 = 1.18 .8o23 2.968
2 1/2
(18.a
Sel2 = 1.18 x 1.11 x .895 x .948 = 1.11
Computing the Lewis Number:
SCL2 =l.ll
_2 .686





= 6.8 ft2/hr = 1.89 x 10-3 ft2/sec
The Lewis Number is not far from i, therefore, the analogy between heat and
mass transfer should be applicable. Another consideration is to compute the
Prnumber for the mixture.
Based on the analogy between heat and mass transfer, the following relationships
are assumed:
Nu = C Reapr b (A-22)
A = CReasc b
where /k is the dimensionless mass transfer coefficient
/_. h_ h_.
DI2 k






k/_e we can _so write:
b
(_)
or, in terms of properties,
h c DI2 i (_--_I b-i i i
It is recommended that mixture properties be used for k , p and c for greater




DI2 = 1.858x i0"3 T_ [ M1 +M2]M1
Pm _2/L D
i













Compute ( _ c) for a mixture of constituents i and 2,




Cm = C1 + C2
% : Pl__2+ P2c____22
R1 _ R2_
Pm= P1 + P2
(both constituents i and 2 occupy the same
volume, therefore, the volumetric heat
capacity is obtained by addition of the
heat capacity of each)
Plcl (Pm-Pl) C2 PlC_ PmC2 PI(eC)m= _+ = _+
R., ,_ _ 'r %. 'r :R2 'r _ T
P_ ci. c2 Pc c2










i = 8 trlatomic gases (K20)
For H,2(21, H20(I ) mixture
_Pm [ P1 (8. 7) +7] Pm ( PI +7 )(_' °)"'- _--_ N : r_ N
A-_
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insert m:T_ure prope_ies for _, c and k using
(A-2L_)
2 k = _ (kl'k2) +k2+ [ PI_ C _j.1 _ ) + -_2_i -1
1._8 _ lO-3 _/2 ½
where "_'D = f (T) see Figure A-6.
Figure -4.-7shows equation (A-24) plotted as a function of Pm and temperature
at saturation.
We will now combine the heat and mass transfer considerations.
The mass transfer to the wall due to condensation of cumponent i when Tw is
below the dew point of i is given by
"lw = hD (P1 - Plw) (A-25)
RIT (Note: perfect gas assumed)
The latent heat transfer associated with the mass transfer can, therefore, be
expressed as
_I = mlw_l- % 7 (_1-Plw)
The sensible heat transfer portion of the total heat transfer is
= h (T- _)
Adding the two gives




Q : h (T - Tw)[1 + hDh_l (m. - Plw) ]h e1 • (_. %,) (A-_)
The ratio hD/h can be determined from the analogy between the heat and mass
transfer mechanism. This analogy applies if component i is in low concentration
in component 2.
If the partial pressure difference between the stream and wall is not too great
as a result of the temperature difference being small when compared to the
absolute temperature, then the expression,
(PI " PIw )/(T " Tw)
in (A-26) can be made equal to dPl/dT by utilizing the Clapyeron equation as
follows :
PI " Plw dPl PI hfvl J
(A-27)
Combining equations (A-26) and (A-27):
Q = h (T-T w) [i +(hh-p-D) hfvl Plhfvl J 1R1 3 RI _2
:h (T- 3w) [1 +(hD) hfvl2 J ]
--_- _ 33
=h (T- 3w)[1 +(hh-._-D) F (T)J
F(3)= hfvl 2 PI J
R 2 T3
1
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where:
hfv I is in Btu/ib
Pzisin ib/in 2
_is _°_
F(_) is in B_u/_3.o_
Figure A-8 shows F (T) plotted as a function of P and T at saturation. It












Q is in Btu/hr-ft 2
G is in ib/ft2-hr
D is in ft
(T)isinBtu/_-_t2-°F
_ is in °R
(T) is plotted in Figure A-9 as a function of P and T at saturation.
m
Substituting representative values of G and D in the above equation for Q results
in combined coefficients of i000-2OOO B%u/hr-ft2-°F. Since this high a value of
combined h will have small resistance to heat flow when compared to the wall and
radiation resistance, its value will be taken as constant at i000 Btu/hr-ft2-°F





Examine a small section of a tube in which a two-component mixture at the
saturation temperature of one of the components is flowing:
I i
L rl_ dL _I











mfl + dmfl; T+dT; T' + dT'
h + dhl; h2 + dh2; hfl+dhfl;hfvl+dhfvl
Note: The prime denotes
superheated state, i.e.,
T' - T = superheat.
Subscript 1 refers to the condensable phase (vs@or).
Subscript fl refers to the liquid phase of 1.
Subscript 2 refers to the noncondensable phase (gas).
Energy Balance:
hlm 1 + h2m 2 + hfl mfl + dq = m_ (h2 + dh2) + (m1 + dml)










dhl + hl dml + m_l _fl + hfl dmfl
/ PI
\
hl = Cl(m' " _) + h'vl + hn
hz = Cl(T' - _) + *h_vl + cfl (_'%0
ahI : cI (am' - aT) + m_l + cfz aT
A- 211-
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Mass Balance:
m2 = constant
mz. + mrl = tool = constant
d=l = - _afl
cambining mass and heat balance gives
(A-28)
dhI = cI (dT' - dT) + dhfv I + dhfl
also
_2 = C2 _T'
substituting these into (A-28) we have
- _)
and
_2c2 d_' = m2 c2 dT' - _2c2 dT + _2c2 (IT =














dq = _2c2 (i + d AT s ) + mol efl (i +
( dT
hfv I dm1 + m1 dhfv I
moi Cfl dT 3
d_T s
dT
: (i- a) a_so =d d [mi°iA_s] : toolci aTso
_T dT q_--
ATso C Idq: m2o2(i÷ I1-a]_ )÷_i _fl(1÷ __Cfl
ATATS° t
) d_ + h_l _l + ml _i
_2-'- 1 + (i- a)____
_fflCl [ mol le _ Z_Ts°Z_T
-i - 1+ (i)-(a)
The assumption is made in the programs that a = o (saturated outlet).
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(Cl) ATs°l:l+ K
and the heat balance becomes
_l + "1 a_l (A-29)
The amount of saturated phase 1 contained in c_ponent 2 depends on the tempera-
ture level. Thus ml/m 2 is a function of the temperature. This relationship can
be established by the equations of state. Assuming perfect gases for constituents
i and2_ we have
ml PlY1 R2T2
P2v2
In a gaseous mixture in thermal equilibrium TI : T2, VI = V2 and by Dalton's
Law of partial pressures Pm: P1 + PC' therefore, we oStaln
mz _ Pz R2 PI
m2 -R1 P2 - R1 (Pro-P1) (A-30)
where PI is a function of T for saturated conditions of component i. Thus
ml
= f
In order to combine (A-29) and (A-30) differentiate (A-30) as follows:
(Pro" PI) = (m2 N ) P1
R1
(P:- pl)2 (A-3I)




The relationship between T and P1 for saturated conditions for constituent 1
can be established by the Clapeyrc_ relation, nsmely,
A-_
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P1 R1 T_" (A-33)
(Note: In this form of Clapeyron's relation, a perfect gas is assumed and also
the specific volume of the liquid phase is neglected when contrasted to the
specific volume of the vapor phase. )
Combining equations (A-32) and (A-33) and realizing that:
results in:
dq = dT
+ + R 2 i
where
R2 I _ + _r_a.
(T)_ Rq (PJPI " i) _ sat
[._-h--fvl_ for water between i00 and 50oOF





,) h_,_ = 436o (Tin°R)
T/,,t ÷.38
(A-36)
Combining equations (A=35) and (A=36) yields f (T) as a function of temperature
and total pressure shown plotted in Figure A-IO. By curve fitting:
(T) = 41.9 Pm"I'112 e .0231"9
Tout




Tout -i. 112 .0237T
q -- (_2_2 ÷_l _1)(_ - _out ) ÷ '_J _.9 P_ e a_
Tin
-1.112
( _.0237 Tou t . _ .0237 Tin ) (A-37)
where: q is in Btu/min
m is in ib/min
o Isin_u/ib-°F
T is in °R
P Isin_/in2._s.
Equation (A-37) is included in si_ultaueous heat flow equations and represents
the heat loss of a saturated hydrogen-water vspor mixture when cooled from













COMPARISON OF INTEGRATED VS. MID-POINT VALUES



























NOTE: i' refers to the adjacent tube.
Figure A-I
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• 9 (r/w) + .2025
2 (r/w) + .9
j _.6 (r/w)+ .6_
a (r/w)+ z.6
_.8o25 + 3.9 (r/w)
2 (r/w) + 3.9
k_ 3.24 + 3.6 (r/w)
2 (r/w) + 3.6
J2.4025 + 3.1 (r/w)
a (r/w) + 3.z
_._ +2.4 (r/w)




@- z + w/r (i -xktr/w)+l)+ _ oo, z + 2 Wr
Figure A-2








View Factor to Both Tubes
i _.l(r/w) +.0025
i- _ b 1(r/w) +._25 + 2(r/w)2
+ 3.8025 + 3.9(r/w) N
3.8025 + 3.9(r/w)+ 2(r/w)U
_._(_/w)+ ._
1 - 2 L.4(r/w) + .0_ + 2(r/w) 2 +
i_: _ + 3.6(r/w) _}
3.24 + 3.6(r/w)+2(r/w)2]
2 9(r/w) ÷ .2025 + 2(r/w) 2 ÷ 2._025 + 3.1(r/w)+ 2(r/w)
1 i._ + 2.4tr/w) /w)_j
-- I ±'u_/w/ + "_1-
2 LI.6(rlw)+ .6_+ 2(rlw) ;_ + l.ltJ, l_(rlw) + 2(r
I[ ]E _ + t=-l (1 + 2 w/_) - w/k
Figure A-3
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LOCAL VIEW FACTOR TO SPACE -




























































































































Two types of film instabilities may affect the performance of space condenser-radi-
ators. The first is known as the Kelvin-Helmholtz (inertia and surface tension)
instability and the second is the Schlichting-Tollmien (inertia and viscosity)
instability. Both are characterized by the breakup of a wall-bound film and
transition frc_ annular to fog flow (dispersed condensate) as shown in Figure
B-I. (Figures for Appendix B can be found at the end of the Appendix. )
This appendix will determine which type of instability is likely to govern in
space condensers and where it will occur. Knowledge of this transition point
will enable a designer to intelligently apply two-phase pressure drop information
to space condensers, i.e., annular flow correlations prior to film breakup and
fog flow correlations subsequent to film breakup.
First exsmine the Kelvin-Helmholtz phenomena. Figure B-2 shows how the film
Reynolds and Weber numbers vary with condensing length.
Knowledge of the maximum value of film Weber number could give some insight into
the importance of this instability mode. Finding this maximum as a function of
system inputs: (The nomenclature used in Appendix B is identical to that used








m° where U (mean) - U2
u2=uV (_v/(:'f) _/_'
"T[ D2
---Xmo = 4 vUv
(mcmentum considerations)
mo






_2 _v gs (_
Let K = 8 mo (pv/_f) I/2 (a constant)
Tr2 o-
Therefore, KX (i - X) = Wf D3
different iat Ing:






2(i-x) _ : wf
"11"D
x (1- x) =wf D3
(B-I)







2 v211"Do4 (_ UVo
16
K = DoS Do ev _o2 (_l@f#12
2gs_"









We can now define the point of ,mximum Wf in terms of X and D, therefore,
or
=/_ K (1 - =) =3 _ : _ (1 - x)
1-_ 3
x(1- x) D (_-4.)
for a const_mt diameter tube dD/dX = 0 and X = 1/2. Therefore,
wr_ _ _ (i - x) K 1/2 (I i/2) - K
D3 - Do3 - 4 Do3
3 Wvo Wvo: = )112
4 DoS
(_-5)
Generslizing at neutral stability, Ln, Wf = 3 (_ reference 20) and by
equation (B-2)
e.D _ (.,.- 2x)= 3 _-o,
Each term (X, D)
L = function of K.
in equation (B-6) can be expressed in terms of L, t_s giving




Solve (B-7) for L
n
Note: For a constant diameter tube use (B-5) to give Wvo
instability at X = i/2 or Ln/L c --1/2, nsmely,








Under normal conditions, Wfn will occur before the point of maximum Wf then
use equation (B-l)
KX(I-X) : WfD 3
Do 3
D3
(('vl(_f)ll2= x (1- x)Wvo (B-s)
wf_
where the right hand term is a function of L.
Let Wfn = 3 (again from reference 20) assume D = DO








1 + _ i - _ (I)(31Wvo) (_ fl0v)112
Ln/L c = -
2
1 _+,_1 -h21Wvo_ (_fl_v)I12
2
Let ( _ f/_v )I/2 = 30 (water) and plot Wvo versus Ln/L c (Figure B-3).
This shows that for some values of inlet vspor Weber number, no Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability exists.
Turning now to the Schlichting-Tollmien instability:
Rf S _f_2 = 2(l-X) mo
_f _D_f










4__ (_fl_4) __I = •- x
DO _v° D (B-9)
The right hand term (i - X/D) is a function of L and (B-9) will, therefore, give
L = Ln. For a consist dis_ter tube _d X varying linearly with L, we obtain
_ _r/_) _/_o = i -x =_/L_
us_r/_v = 50 (w_ter),plot_o ver_. _/Lc (Fi_e _4).
Again, _ with the Kelvin-Helmholtz phen_me_, the Schlichting-Tollmien insta-
bility m_y never oc_r in a condenser.
In summary, neutral stability is defined by
):o
A sufficient condition for stability is
3 (Kelvin-Helmholtz) and
_< 200 (Schlichtlng- Tollmlen)





Investigating film growth rate starting with the wave growth equation:
d @ (from reference 21) (B-IO)
Wave propagation equation




L : ti (_ + U2) = li U2 ( C2 + Z) (B-_)
U2
combine (B-IO), (B-n) and (B.-12) eliminating time, (B-L)ana(_):
az u2 _ . _--
_- : %_ _- _(_/_) +__7- _(_) +_; J
B u2& r.(q_/u2). _] (_/u2)+ _ (B-_B)
From continuity





















4_.__ (dX dD)duv: .ir_>v _-2x
combine (B-IS, (B-IT) ancl (13-16)









LF'(dO2/d.U2)+ Z.] II. mo
(z-x)[(%Iu2)+i]
L dX -2X L_._L D2
oli
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integrating from neutral stability to transition
B* 2 L*







D = DO = constant







B 2_ ciIn _ =




























It is convenient to consider the frictional and momentum effects on the pressure
changes during condensing separately. The following analysis applies to
frictional portion of the pressure drop:
D D2
P P+ AP
The frictional pressure drop is related to the shear stress by a force balance,
namely,
"_r2P = 1_ r2 (P +dP) + 42 _r dL
r
The pressure is assumed not to vary in the radial direction, therefore,
(_/_)_ = _ _2_w
r o
and at the liquid vapor interface,
_I_ =- 2"):2 = . 2 %'2
r2 ro( l . O____)
*o







Defining a frictional pressure drop assuming only vapor to flow in a tube, we
have
d_v = - 2_ v
dL ro
Intrc_ucing the Lockhart-Martinelli two-phase frictional pressure drop mc_ulus,






v - l'v (l- 2____)-i: D2 (B-_)
Since _ is computable by means of single phase fluid mechanics, it can be seen
that theVsalient problem in two-phase fluid mechanics is the determination of
For a thin laminar liquid film with a linear velocity profile, the following hold
true (p--_-ssuregradient effects neglected in a thin film):
_w : qf2 : _'f u2 (_-_)
and if ell of the liquid flow is contained in the film, then
2
















_2 f2 (Uv21 (B-26)
Laminar Film - Laminar Vapor Core
For laminar flow of the vapor and assuming a smooth liquid vapor interface:
64













combining (B-26), (B-27) and (B-28)
"'_ 2 ° D
4
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The ratio D/D 2 in (B-30) can be computed by means of (B-25) as follows:
4
_2 _ vUv2 _ _ vUv2
__ _o __v)
pv Uv2 D
_: _ _. (_I _
where Rev is the superficial vapor Reynolds Number c_pu_ as if v_por alone
were flowing. Substitute (B-31) into (B-25) noting that
R%





_2 1 - = 4 mv D3
_v___ _v p_"
C_I__-o_i_ 16




A simplified approximate solution for D/D_ can be derived starting with







Investigating percent error involved in using (B-34) instead of true solution
of (B-33).
Let (D/D2) = 1.2 (this assumes approximately 30% of cross-sectional area is
taken up by liquid). This can well be considered the upper limit for (D/D2).
Using equation (B-30)
2 = (1.2)4 = 2.074 (exact solution)
v
From (B-33)
= (1.2)3 - 2 (1.2)2 + 1.2
Then from (B-3_)
= .048
D__ = 1 + (.048) "_ = 1._-19
D2
2 = (1.219)4 = 2.208
v
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error : (2.2o8 - 2.o?_)loo
2.o7_
= 6._,.-(_
For a more typical value of D/D2, say of 1.05:





Based on these findings, the simpler equation (B-S4) rather than the solution
of (B-33) can be used with negligible error.
Laminar Film- Turbulent Vs_or Core
For turbulent flow of the vapor phase and assuming a smooth liquid v_por
interface,
•316 i/k _D2,f__.2 : ('mv/lrD2._-vF'" :/ !1
fv .316









combining (B-35) with (B-21) results in
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4.75
The ratio D/D 2 in (B-36) can be computed by means of (B-25) am follows:
where Rev is the superficial v_por Reynolds Number computed as if v_por alone
were flowing. Substitute (B-37) into (B-25) noting that
•316
f =
:L/_ ( z "D)z)_ a
fv _vUv (D)15/4 gs _f _D3




( _ )_-_/_,(_._)_ :
D .D
_.-z6
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Again, a simplified soluti_ for D/D 2 can be derived from (B-38)
C_)_ {_-_I_ -_
_5/8








= (z.2) - (z.2)
= 1.408 - Z.173
= .235
Using equation (B-_O)









Again, the simpler equation (B-40), rather than the solution for D/D 2 from
equation (B-39) can be used.
Fog or Homogeneous Flow
For fog or homogenous flow (also see reference 24 for detailed analysis) start
with (B-R1) as follows:
_2 = D _ D (f_8) _m Um 2 D
v






if the volume of the liquid phase is small
contrasted to the v_por phase.
From continuity 2
we now obtain 2 D 1/4 D 4 4.75
V
i
For the limiting ease when no liquid appears on the wall (XE = X and D/D 2 = 1),
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Experimental corroboration of equatio_ (_._i) is shown in Figure B-5 (from
reference 29). In this curve, the _ _ X31@ term approaches 1.0 as the Weber
number, D P vUv2/2 gc _- , increasesV This high Weber number indicates a
negligible effect of wall-bound film (or drops) and the two-phase frictional
effect is produced by the entrained liquid, only. Although this data was
obtained with mercury in l-g, the correlation was followed when artificial
wetting (or film condensation) was induced. Furthermore, references 30 and




In examining single tube instability, the first step is to analyze the conditions
at the incipient runback point* to differentiate between negligible and pre-
dominant factors. Reference 33 gives the following film velocity profiles for







At the incipient runback point it can be seen that the velocity gradient at
the wall is zero and the wall shear stress is therefore zero. It will also be
assumed that there is no velocity in the X-direction and that the change in
velocity in the Y-direction is negligible.
This latter assumption is pessimistic since it neglects the effect of the liquid
momentum gain due to the effect of decreasing liquid velocity as the incipient
runback point is reached. The last assumption is that the (vapor) pressure
gradient is negligible which is also pessimistic since the pressure gradient
would tend to support the film. Consider an incremental area within the liquid
film:
* That point at which the film velocity becomes zero and its thickness will














Balancing the forces yields:







which on substitution into equation (B-42) yields:
dx2 =
integrating
= np_ gc x +C I
dx _ul
but since the limit for stability is d_/dx = 0 at x : 0 and CI
_e_fo_,
Z
Uy= nx P_ gc +C 2
but 2/_







x :8 , Uy:Ui
----- =U i where = film thickness
(B-_3)
since the velocity profile is parabolic the average velocity is i/3 of the
interfacial velocity (Ui) and from continuity:
ui SvrD = (B-_)







which gives the expression for the interracial shear at the runback point.
However, the net interracial shear is made up of two components; the frictional
shear, _f, and the momentum shear, _mom, where:
_i = Tf + Tmom
_v2
2gc
rh" = _mv Uv
7TD_ Lgc
where _ mv = vs_or condensed.
Equating (B-45), (B-46) and (B-47) yields:
n C 6/_m_ /0._._i/3 f Uv 2
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The following is a discussion of the multiple tube mode of instability.















Lv _vUVo - Pv +L_ _ n
_D 2
qL = _Vohrg = _ Go_g
where q = heat rejection per unit length and time.
Combining equations results in:
z _ D Go3 h_APe = _ r




















d (APs) =(_ int fint Lv
d Go D
....3 Go
From reference 32, a necessary and sufficient condition for stability is that
d ( 5 Ps)/dG o is positive. This requires that:









If now, an unbalance is imposed on the system, say, the heat rejection
capability per unit length of tube No. i becumes greater than tube No.
and
(repot mass flow rates)
2_
This means that the pressure drops areunequal.
_Pa >_Pb
However, since the tube inlet pressures are equal (assuming negligible header
pressure drop), the interface pressures are unequal, which is not a stable
condition. Therefore, the unbalance is compensated for by adjustment of the
interface location until
_Pa = nPb at _ch _a > _b _ "va• "_b
where Ic are the respective condensing lengths.
However, for a condenser designed for operation against a substantial "g" field,
this readjustment of liquid legs mayproduce a catastrophic unbalance as a result
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of the static pressure effects of the varying liquid leg lengths. An alternative
would be to remove the interface from the parallel tube array to a point down-
stream in a single tube. With this arrangement shown in the sketch below, the
unbalances which were compensated for with shifting liquid legs in a multiple
interface condenser are, in this case, compensated for by a variation in the











Obviously, the design exit quality of the parallel tubes must be sufficiently
large to compensate for the unbalances without allowing the vapor velocity to
drop below that value required for film transport. Nor does one want to have
too high an outlet quality because of the weight penalty involved. The minimum
exit quality to meet the above requirements can be approximated assuming
reasonable geometric and thermal unbalances.
Assuming a tapered condenser tube with a constant vapor velocity and neglecting
the small momentum recovery which results, the following analysis investigates
the necessary outlet quality (based on 100% inlet quality) for stability in the
parallel tube portion of the condenser.
Frict ion: 2
v








Combining equations (B-_) and (B-h9) gives
where
)CdP= f _v 2 "v _
v
GS_D
d.P =C I dXq
2





where q = heat rejection per unit length.
The assumption that and fv are constant will not affect the result greatly
since, in the v following ana_sis, two condensing tubes will be
cumpared and these values will change very little from tube to tube over the
quality ranges to be examined. The use of an average D rather than an integrated
one should also have little effect since the pressure drop of one tube is to be
compared to another rather than the absolute value obtained.






Pe- Po = C1 C"_'_q )[_ - 33
Po ]
Po = inlet pressure
P =exit pressure
e





TrD2 (xe - i)
L = . G hf_ q
4L_G= " ' (B-52)
_- D2_.g__(1 - Xe )





Equation (B-53) provides an expression for tube exit quality as a function of
tube geometric and thermal characteristics. This can now be applied to two
parallel operating tubes as shown in the following sketch.
_Pb




(.- _ ,, L
_I PH
where
L_Pb + APH = _PD
_PH = the header friction loss.
B-28
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Asst_e, for discussion purl_ses,
_PH = .02 psi
APD : psi
which means:
_ = o._8 psi
Allow tube D to operate at design conditions and tube b to deviate from design
to the extent that
% =_ 6-.q qD
Xeb -__XeD
where
subscript D = design conditions
subscript b = actual conditions in the "worst" tube
Then, using equations (B-53) and (B-5_) and cancelling
: 0. o: >1
Equation (B-55) then expresses the effect of thermal, geumetric, and fluid
dynamic unbalances between tubes on the design outlet quality necessary to
maintain the vapor velocity greater or equal to o_ times the design exit vapor
velocity. Equation (B-52), however, still has two unknowns, oC and XeD or design
outlet quality, even after _D and _ are determined. However, these two





Figure B-6 then expresses equation (B-54) for a thermal unbalance of 5% and a
dlsmetral unbalance of 1%. For instance, with an outlet quality frum the parallel
tubes of 15% and a film transport requirement of 40 ft/sec, the condenser would
have to be designed with a vapor velocity of 65 ft/sec to insure that the minimum
vapor velocity of 40 ft/sec would not be violated in an unbalanced tube.
In this design approach, obviously, the single tube condenser would have to reject
the r_m_Inlng latent heat from the v_por. This concept combines the lightness of
a parallel tube condenser-radlator with the stability of a single tube radiator.
B-29
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PICTORIAL REPRESE_2ATION OF FILM INSTABILITY
D___ FLOW)D _.$_;...:._.._...:.. .....
- I .... : .......... -:.__._-..-z _.
L _ _1




DISTURBANCES \ _ _oo_ o °-_o o o p - o.






VARIATION _N Rf AND WZ _q_A CO_DENSER TUBE





KELVIN-HELMHOLTZ NEUTRAL STABILITY LOCATION AS A FUNCTION OF
INLET VAPOR WEBER _ (WATER IN A CONSTANT DIAMETER TUBE)
1000
500,




SCHLICETING-TOLLMIEN _ STABILITY LOCATION AS A FUNCTION OF



















































AVERAGE VAPOR VELOCITY (FT/SEC)
50 75 100 1 5 150
-- 1.05(q
_G --I .01
APD/Z_P H = 25
40 60 80 100 120
MINIMUM VAPOR VELOCITY (FT/$EC)
140 160
TRW e_umem- _UH_Am_
C-I.O Design ProgrAm, H2-H20 Fuel Cell Direct I_diator-Condenser.
C-l.l Problem Definition


















tube, header, fin material
geometry
tube inside dismeter range
tube count range
cone diameter at inlet





maximum allowable Mach number
aluminum
.20 in. to .22 in. (.01 in.
increments )








Material Properties (at 630°R)
tube, header, fin conductivity
tube, header, fin density
80 BTU/hr-ft-°F
•7_ lb/r_S
C-1.2 Input Data Sheet for Fuel Cell Design Sample Case
Figure C-I shows the input data sheet prepared for the sample case defined in
Section C-I.I (See Section 6.5-i for detailed instructions for preparing the
input cards.)
Each card on the data sheet has been given a sequence number in the left margin
to aid the card by card description that follows.
C-1
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Card 1. General comment card.
Card 2. The 2 in column 2 indicates that two separate thermal environments
are to be considered without program restart.
Card 3. Columns 1-10, first sink temperature to be considered is 535°R.
Card 4. Columns 1-10, second sink temperature to be considered is 500°R.
Card 5- Eight ten-dlgit fields of given input.
Card 6. Eight ten-digit fields of given input.
Card 7. Columns 1-10 and 71-80 show given values for DCMAJ and TFMIN,
respectively. Columns ll-20 (LCMIN) and 21-30 (LCMAX) have no values since no
length limitation was specified. Columns 31-40 (TIF) and 41-50 (RHOIF) have no
values since the cone has a central fin construction and, therefore, inner fin
thickness and density are not applicable. Columns 51-60 (WMIN) and 61-70 (WMAX)
have no values since no overall width limitation was specified.
Card 8. Columns 1-TO show seven ten-dlgit fields of given input. Columns 71-80
show no value for WINA 0 since WINA 0 is not used in a conical radiator design.
Card 9. Columns 1-10 and ll-20 show no values for WINA F and WINAD, respectively,
since these variables are not used in a conical radiator design. Columns 21-30
(TTG) show the given input for tube wall thickness. Columns B1-70 show no values
for meteoroid protection data (TAU, -LNPO, MEF, METH) since a given value for
tube wall thickness bypasses meteoroid protection. Columns 71-80, value for
ALPHS not needed since thermal environment is specified as sink temperatures.
Card lO. Columns 1-10, value for ALPHT not needed since thermal environment is
specified as sink temperatures.
Card ii. Columns 1-4 show value for PUNT.
C-1.3 Fuel Cell Design Sample Case Outputs
The outputs for the sample case defined in Section C-l.1 are shown in Figure C-2.
The first block in the output is the printout of the fixed input data.
Based on the number of independent variables to be considered, eighteen radiator
designs were possible. Each of the two specified sink temperatures heads its
group of designs.
Only one of the eighteen possible designs was rejected. When DIIN = .20 in.,
N = lO and TS = 535°R, the fin thickness was out of range. The lightest designs
occurred at DIIN = .21, N = 12 and DIIN = .20, N = 12 for sink temperatures of
535 and 500°R, respectively. The smallest total area for TS = 535°R and for
TS = 500°R occurred at DIIN = .20, N = ll, and at DIIN = .20, N = lO, respectively.
C-2
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Total running time for the above sample case was i0_ seconds on a UNIVAC 1107.
C-2.0 Design Program, Isothermal Direct Radiator-Condenser with Subeooler
C-2.1 Probl_m Definition






























maximum allowable Mach number
meteoroid protection
maximum allowable fin thickness





50 to 80 tubes (i0 tube increments)



























specific heat of vapor
Material Pro_ertles (at 768°R)




fin and tube emittance
fin modulus of elasticity
tube modulus of elasticity
tube and fin solar absorptivity









lO x lO6 psi
3 x 107 psi
.2
.85
C-2.2 Input Data Sheet for Isothermal Design Sample Case
Figure C-3 shows the input data sheet prepared for the sample case defined
in Section C-2.1. (See Section 6.6.1 for detailed instruction for preparing the
input cards. )
Each card on the data sheet has been given a sequence number in the left margin
to aid the card by card description that follows.
Card 1. General comment card.
Card 2. The 1 in column 2 indicates that one thermal environment is to be
considered without program restart.
Card 3. Columns 1-10, negative number shows that incident fluxes are to be
considered. Columns ll-20 show value for the incident solar flux. Columns
2-I-30 show value for the incident thermal flux.
Card 4. Eight ten-digit fields of given inputs.
Card 5- Eight ten-digit fields of given inputs.
Card 6. Eight ten-digit fields of given inputs.
Card 7. Columns 61-70 (TTG) show no value since tube wall thickness is to be
calculated from meteoroid protection data (specified in Column 2_1-60). Columns
71-80 show value for ALPHS (necessary since heat fluxes are given).
Card 8. Columns 1-10 show value for ALPHT (necessary since heat fluxes are
glv-iV_V. Columns ll-20, (DCMIN) and Columns 21-30 (DCMAJ) have no values since
this radiator is not a cone. Columns 31-40, (LTMIN) and Columns 41-50 (LTMAX)
show no values since no length limitation was imposed. Columns 51-60 (TIF)
and 61-70 (RHOIF) show no values since they are applicable to only a cone




Card 9. Columns i-i0, (WMAX) has no value since no width limitation was imposed.
Columns 11-80 show seven ten-diglt fields of given inputs.
Card i0. Four ten-digit fields of given input.
Card 11. Columns 1-4 show value for PUNT.
C-2.3 Isothermal Design Sample Case Outputs
The outputs for the ssmple case defined in Section C-2.1 are shown in Figure C-_.
Three of the thirty-two possible radiator designs were rejected. Combinations
DIIN = .i0 in., N = 50, WINA = 1.0 in.
DIIN = .i0 in., N = 50, WINA = 2.0 in.
DIIN = .i0 in., N = 60, WINA = 1.0 in.
were rejected by the approximate fin efficiency test (higher than 100% efficient
fins required).
The lightest design (158.87 Ib) occurred for DIIN = .i0 in., N = 60 and WINA =
4.0 in. The smallest area (199.5 ft2) occurred for DIIN = .I0 in., N = 50,
WINA =3.0 in.
Total running time for the above sample case was 59 seconds on a UNIVAC 1107.
C-3.0 Design Program, Isothermal Primary/Secondary Direct Rad_iat.or-C_n_n-_
with Subcooler
c-3.i Problem Definition



























tube inside diameter range




maximum allowable Mach number
meteoroid protection










specific heat of vapor
Material Properties (at 1060°R)




fin and tube emittance
fin modulus of elasticity
tube modulus of elasticity
flat plate, open sandwich
3_7 SS
aluminum
•50 in. to .52 in. (.02 in.
increment s)
lO to 14 tubes (in 2 tube
increment s)





















i0 x 106 psi
3 X 107 psi
C-3.2 Input Data Sheet for Primary/Secondary Design Sample Case
Figure C-5 shows the input data sheet prepared for the sample case defined in
Section C-3.1. (See Section 6.7.1 for detailed instructions for preparing the
input cards.)
Each card on the data sheet has been given a sequence number in the left margin
to aid the card by card description that follows.
c-6
Card 1. General comment csrd.
Card 2. The 2 in column 2 indicates that two separate thermal environments
are to be considered without program restart.
O
Card 3. Columns i-IO, the first sink temperature to be considered is 0 R.
Card 4. Columns i-i0, the second sink temperature to be considered is _O0°R.
Card_____55.Eight ten-digit fields of given input.
Card6. Eight ten-digit fields of given input.
Card 7. Eight ten-digit fields of given input.
Card 8. Columns 61-70 (TTG) show no value since the tube wall thickness is to
b--_culated fram meteoroid protection data (specified in columns 21-60).
Columns 71-80 (NUEG) show no value since no minimum gravitational cspability
was specified.
Card 9- Columns 1-60 (TFMIN, TFMAX, LPMIN, LPMAX, WMIN, WMAX) show no values
since no fin thickness, primary condenser length or overall width limitations
are specified. Columns 61-80 (TIF, RHIF) show no values since they are not
applicable to non-cMlinder.
Card !0. Columbus I-I0 (L_) show no value since no overall total length
limitation is specified. Columns ll-30 (ALPHS, ALPHT) show no values since
sink temperatures and not heat fluxes are given. Columns B1-80, five ten-diglt
fields of given input.
Card ll. Four ten-digit fields of given input.
Card l2. Columns 1-4 show value for PUNT.
C-3.3 Prlmary/Secondary Design Sample Case Outputs
The outputs for the ssmple case defined in Section C-3.1 are shown in Figure C-6.
In the output the first block of printout shows the fixed input data. Two
groups of output follow separated by applicable sink temperatures.
Out of the twenty-four possible designs, eight were rejected.
The following combinations were rejected by the spproxlmate fin efficiency test
(fin efficiency greater than 1.O):
TS DIINP N WINA FEFF
0°R .5 in. lO 5.0 in. 1.09
400°R .5 in. i0 5.0 in. l.ll
400°R .5 in- lO 6.0 in. 1.Of
c-7
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The following combinations were rejected by the fin thickness (primary)
i imitation check:
TS DIINP N WINA TFP
O°R .50 i0 6.0 in. - ._86 in.*
O°R .52 lO 6.0 in. .815 in_
400°R .52 i0 5.0 in. -3.18 in.
400°R •52 lO 6.0 In. 1.128 in.
* Negative due to required fin efficiency slightly higher than 100%.
The combination of TS = O°R, DIINP = .52 in., N = lO, WINA = 5.0 in. caused
the matrix of the primary condenser to be nonconvergent. This may occur when
a negative fin thickness is necessary to satisfy the equation (fin efficiency
above lOO%).
For both sinks the lightest radiators occurred at DIINP = .52 in., N = 14 and
WINA = 5.0.
The smallest radiator area occurred at DIINP = .50 in., N = 12, WINA = 5.0 in.
for each sink temperature.
Total running time for the above sample case was 61 seconds on a UNIVAC ll07.
C-_.O Performance Analysis Program, H2-H20 Fuel Cell Direct Radiator-Condenser
C-4.1 Problem Definition
Analyze the performance of a multi-segment fuel cell direct radlator-condenser
exposed to two separate sets of different simultaneous sink temperatures, while
attempting to attain a specified outlet mixture temperature.
System Inputs
hydrogen flow rate
water vapor flow rate
total pressure
inlet temperature
desired outlet mlxture temperature
first set of simultaneous sink
temperatures
second set of simultaneous sink
temperatures




















overall width (at Inlet)
overall width (at outlet)
fin thickness (at inlet)
fin thickness (at outlet)
total length
material (fins, tubes, headers)
Material Properties (near 630°R)
fin and tube conductivity
fin and tube emittance











Input Data Sheet for Fuel Cell Performance Sample Case
Figure C-7 shows the input data sheet prepared for the ssmple case defined in
Section C-4.1. (See Section 6.8.1 for detailed instructions for preparing the
input cards. )
Each card on the data sheet has been given a sequence number in the left margin
to aid the c_ by card description that follows.
Card i. General comment card.
Card 2. The 2 in column 2 indicates that two separate sets of thermal environ°
ments are to be considered.
Card 3- The 3 in column 2 indicates that the first thermal environment has
three simultaneous sink temperatures or pairs of heat fluxes.
Card _. Columns 1-1% first sink temperature in first thermal environment is
575 H1.
Card 5- Columns I-i0, second sink temperature in first thermal environment is
53o- U.
Card 6. Columns 1-1% third sink temperature in first thermal environment is
Card 7. The 3 in column 2 indicates that the second thermal environment has
three simultaneous sink temperatures or pairs of fluxes.
Card 8. Columns 1-1% first sink temperature in second thermal environment is
c-9
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Card 9. Columns i-i0, second sink temperature in second thermal environment
is'400OR.
Card i0. Columns l-lO, third sink temperature in second thermal environment is
300OR.
Card ll. Eight ten-digit fields of given inputs.
Card 12. Columns 1-20 and 41-80 have six ten-dlgit fields of given inputs.
Columns 21-40 (ALPHS and ALPHT) show no values since thermal environments are
specified as sink temperatures. Note: Since a non-zero value is given to TOUTM
(columns 1-10), segmentation to control mixed outlet temperature is requested.
Card 13. Columns 1-20 and 31-60 have five ten-diglt fields of given input.
Columns 21-30 (MDTG) and 61-70 (SHIN) show no values since inlet flow conditions
are specified by MDG (columns 31-40) and MDVIN (columns 41-50).
Card 14. Columns 1-4 show value for PUNT.
C-4.3 Fuel Cell Performance Sample Case Outputs
The outputs for the sample case defined in Section C-4.1 are shown in Figure C-8.
The first block of outputs following the fixed input block shows the performance
of the radiator with all of its three segments in operation. The radiator is
exposed to the first set of three sink temperatures (575, 530 and 500°R). The
mixed outlet temperature shown (TOMIX) is 613.42°R which is less than the speci-
fied target temperature (TOUTM) of 625°R. Removal of segment three is, therefore,
demanded.
The second block shows the performance of the radiator with the first two
segments operating. Its mixed outlet temperature (TOMIX) is 630.72°R which is
higher than the specified target temperature and the run is, therefore, terminated.
Operating_ith all three segments and wlth segments 1 and 2 brackets the specified
outlet mixture temperature of 625°R.
For the second set of three sink temperatures (500, 400, 300°R) three blocks of
outputs are shoE; the first depicting performance with all three segments
operating, the second with the first two segments operating, and the third with
only the first segment operating. This resulted in mixed outlet temperatures
of 572.86°R, 609.31°R and 636.89°R, respectively. The specified outlet mixture
temperature (TOUTM = 625°R) is, therefore, bracketed when operating with the
latter two configurations (two segments and one segment).
Total running time for the above sample case was 127 seconds on a UNIVAC 1107.
C-5.0 Performance Analysis Program, Isothermal Direct Radiator-Condenser with
Subcooler
C-5.1 First Problem Definition
C-lO
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Analyze the performance of a multi-segment constant inventory isothermal direct
radiator-condenser (with subcooler) exposed to different simultaneous heat







desired outlet mixture temperature
type of outlet mixture temperature
control
thermal environment
l) solar incident fluxes (segments
1 through 6, respectively)
2) thermal incident fluxes (segments
i through 6, respectively)










430, 200, 70, 150, 70,
200 BTU/hr-ft2









panel circumference (at inlet)
panel circumference (at outlet)
fin thickness (at inlet)











































Material Properties (at lO00°R)
solar absorptivity (tube, fin)
thermal absorptivity (tube, fin)
tube thermal conductivity
fin thermal conductivity









125 BTU/hr- ft- UF
.85
C-5.2 Second Problem Definition
Analyze the performance of a constant pressure, isothermal, direct radiator
condenser (with subcooler) exposed to different simultaneous heat fluxes while
controlling the outlet mixture temperature by bypassing and mixing working fluid








desired outlet mixture temperature
type outlet mixture temperature
control
thermal environment
l) solar incident fluxes (segments
1 through 6, respectively)
2) thermal incident fluxes (segments
1 throu@h 6, respectively)









430, 200, 70, 150, 70,
mW/lb- - 










fin thickness (at inlet)














































solar absorptivity (tube, fin)
thermal absorptivity (tube, fin)
tube conductivity





C-5.3 Isothermal Performance Input Data Sh_+ _ c_._io _....
Figure C-9 shows the input data sheet prepared for both sample cases defined in
Section C-5.1 and C-5.2. The two sets of inputs can be run without program
restart since both use the same program. (See Section 6.9.1 for detailed
instructions for preparing the input cards. )
Each card on the data sheet has been given a sequence number in the left margin
to aid the card by card description that follows.
Card i. General ccmment card for first set of inputs.
Card_____22.The I in column 2 indicates that only one set of simultaneous thermal
environments is to be considered.
Card 3. The 6 in column 2 indicates that these are six simultaneous sink
temperatures or heat fluxes.
Card______4through Card 9. The negative numbers in columns i-i0 show that incident
solar and thermal heat fluxes are to be considered. Columns 11-20 show incident
solar flux values; columns 21-30 show incident thermal flux values.
C-13





Eight ten-dlgit fields of given inputs.
Eight ten-digit fields of given inputs.
Eight ten-dlgit fields of given inputs.
Columns 1-60, six ten-dlgit fields of given inputs; columns 61-70,
the value for N0S shows that four different heat flux combinations were used.
Columns 71-80, the zero value for PBP shows that mixed outlet temperature
control is achieved by segment action.
Card 14. Columns 1-20 and 31-60, five ten-dlglt fields of inputs; columns 21-30,
the zero value for TCG shows that a constant inventory system is analyzed.
Card 15. Columns 1-4, value for PUNT.
Card 16. General comment card for second set of inputs.
Card 17. The 1 in column 2 indicates that one set of simultaneous thermal
environments is to be considered.
Card 18. The 6 in column 2 indicates that there are six simultaneous sink
temperatures or heat fluxes.
Card 19 through Card 24. The negative numbers in columns 1-10 show that incident
solar and thermal heat fluxes are to be considered. Columns ll-20 show incident
solar flux values; columns 21-30 show incident thermal flux values.
Card 25. Eight ten-digit fields of given inputs.
Card 26. Columns 1-10 and 21-80, seven ten-dlgltal fields of given inputs;
columns ll-20, the zero value for LCG indicates that the system is of the
constant pressure type.
Card 27. Eight ten-digit fields of given inputs.
Card 28. Columns 1-60, six ten-digit fields of given inputs; columns 61-70,
the value for N0S shows that four different heat flux combinations were used.
Columns 71-803 the 1.O for PBP shows that the outlet mixture te_gerature is to
be controlled by proportionally bypassing and mixing of vapor with the outlet
condensate.
Card 2_. Columns 1-30 and 41-60, five ten-digit fields of given inputs.
Columns 31-40, since the average condensing temperature (TCG) is given in a
constant pressure system, no approximate average condensing temperature is needed
and the value of zero must be assigned to TCAPG.
Card 30. Columns 1-4, value for PUNT.
C-14
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C-5._ Isothermal Performance Sample Case Out"puts
The outputs of the sample cases defined in Sections C-5.1 and C-5.2 are shown
in Figure C-10.
The outputs for the two separate sets of inputs are separated by the fixed input
block printout. The output for the first set of inputs (segmentation; constant
inventory) is shown first. It consists of the fixed input block followed by
four groups of output. Each group has the average of the sink temperatures of
the operating segments specified.
The first group shows the radiator operating with all six segments. The mixed
outlet temperature (TOMIX) is 6_3.4°R which is less than the specified target
temperature (TMIXG) of 800°R, therefore, automatic segmenting should occur.
The next three blocks of output show the radiator operating with 5, 4, and 3
segments, respectively. The corresponding mixed outlet temperatures (TOMIX) are
675.7°R, 736.7°R and 817.3°R. With three segments in operation, the value for
TMIXG was exceeded and the anlysis completed.
In all but the last group the Mach number specified (FSV) is exceeded as
indicated by the message - MACH . . . IS TOO HIGH . . . WARNING. However, since
these groups did not produce a proper outlet temperature, no problem exists.
The zero value for TMIXX is meaningless since this variable is not applicable
to cases using segmentation for temperature control.
The outout for the _nna ==÷ _ _.,÷. t _--^-_---_
........ _=_= _p_s_Au_,= bypass; constant pressure)
follows the second block of fixed input printout. The output consists of four
groups with all segments operating but with different total mass flows through
the condenser tubes.
The first three groups of output show mathematically correct solutions which
may not be physically possible. This is true for the first group where TMIXX
is higher than the temperature of the bypassed vs_or (THETA for the first group
equals. 25).
The second group used a negative THE (-.01857) which is also physically
impossible. The third and fourth groups show physically possible solutions, but
only the last group contains the final answer where the value for TMIXX (8_6.7OR)
falls within 1.0% of the specified target temperature of TM_gG = 850°R.
Total running time for the above sample case (two sets of inputs) was 185 seconds
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APPENDIX D
PROGRAM S_RUCTURE
Each of the five progrs_s consists of a main program and two small subroutines
"TA_" and "CROUT." "TAHLE" generates geometrical and fluid parameters using
the '_UNT" input. "CROUT" solves a system of linear simultaneous equations
using the method of Prescott D. Crout. These two subroutines perform the same
function in each program, but the form of the subroutines is not identical in
all cases. Fortran IV format has been used throughout. No sense switches are
used and each program will run without operator intervention and return to
monitor control when completed. One input and one output ts_e are used and
are labeled by the symbolic references "l_Pl" and "ITP2", respectively. There
are two cards in the beginning of each main program which define these symbols
and are now set to 5 and 6. Sizes of the programs can be estimated from the
knowledge that each fit comfortably on a lO,O00-10 Decimal Digit Word IBM 7070.
Until experience with the programs enables the user to make more accurate








a) Fuel Cell _12 seconds per segment calculation where the number
of segment calculations equals:
sis+ . Isld
2 2
and where (S) is the total number of segments and (NS) (S) is the
required number of operating segments to produce the proper outlet
temperature. The maximum number of segment calculations is:
2
b) Isothermal (with segmentation) _ 8 seconds per segment calculation
where the number of segment calculations equals:
s(s÷3) _ _Ns)(s)][(_)(s)÷8 +1
2 2




c) Isothermal (with proportional bypass)_-_30 seconds per segment.
D-I. Design Program, H2-H20 Fuel Cell Direct Radiator-Condenser
A simplified flow chart (Figure D-I) for the fuel cell design program is given
to aid the user in following the program and source deck printout (Figure D-2).
D-2. Design Program, Isothermal Direct Radiator-Condenser, with Subcooler
A simplified flow chart (Figure D-3) for the isothermal design program is given
to aid the user in following the program and source deck printout (Figure D-4).
D-3. Design Program, Prlmary/Secondary Isothermal Direct Radiator-Condenser
with Subcooler
A simplified flow chart (Figure D-5) for the prlmary/secondary design program
is given to aid the user in following the program and source deck printout
(Figure D-6).
D-_. Performance Analysis Program, H2-H20 Fuel Cell Direct Radiator-Condenser
A simplified flow chart (Figure D-7) for the fuel cell performance progrsm is
given to aid the user in following the program and source deck printout
(Figure D-8).
D-5. Performance Analysis Program, Isothermal Direct Radiator-Condenser, with
Subcooler
A simplified flow chart (Figure D-9) for the isothermal performance program is

































TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES I
SOlaCE DECK PRIR_UT
_EL CELL DESIGN PR(X_t_
........ _.-l_P-_]i_ 0 ( 34,33} ,- l_(_t-} , C{2_) , T_t_[6 ;2t1_- ,_rT2_Y,3_'_Tr'_T-]--_"O_. .........
FQCF(21,6), WW(5), TSIN(20),QQt2t3,?),H(33), TrTLE(I_) InO_
I YI,Y2,Y3', Y4 , |TPI.,TTP2,OjW_J55,1JS I00.3
r_U I _r_EE'_T;,E- (WW[IT_[) ; (WW(-2] ;T,r_]-;[WWT3 F;W3] .................................................. ;DTI_ ...................
FNSP (A,B) • (A ÷ B) / 12,*(A ÷ B) +CON2) [_105
C 'rwE NEXT 2 CARDS DEFINE T_PE UNIT.(:; ,FIR,_T INPllT,_k;D OHT_llT ......... tMO_;
ITPI = 5 ln07
ISL_I =_ lnL! ¢
_T_ lSB/l,?_3,8,2*_,l,2,__,g,2ofl,_,%3,74,!O_1,0,73,74,7_1,2*O, I_I_
4R7,_,_q,FI_2*O,SR_Rg,gt_,R2_2=O,SQ,qO,gI_R3_2eO,Q_,gt,R4,'_*_/ lqlr_
...... _.3-_- _rI_A_'Y(II'P{;_?76) TITLE" .......................... -_R-I-A- -
'_ITE (ITP2,_.77_) TITLE 1_$7
6-776 FnlRMAT(I 6&5 ) ........... l hlA
REAI_ ( ITP_ , IO03)NTS,(TSIN (I),OQ(l,1.),qn(f_?),I= Ir_I9
1.K'rs } ....... in_n--
'In03 FOR_AT(I?/(3F_0,4)) I_2_
#F_D ( ITP_ ,10132)EMDG_EMr_VTN,P#_TIN_TOLIT,0PTOT,ZKTN,TKF, 1_n23
---_ _t-ltlF.RHOT._HOH,TH, ETiEIC,FgV;DCMIN,DCMAJ,ELCT_N ,FLtC_I_ ]7_I.I:,-Q_OEI='-,'I_2a
? WMAX,WMIN,TFMIK_,TFHAY,DNMIN,DNMA'_,r)NDEL,ENMII_I,EN_AX,FK!r_F-L ,_._IMtN,i_2_
.3 _T MAX, WI_EL, TT6, TAI_, FLNPt_-,ENIEF, E_ETH, ,_LPWS_, _LPW? ........ 1t_2 _
WqITE ( I TP2 = Rrl0B)EMDG _ EMOV I _1, PM, 7 I N_ TOUT _ r_PTOT, 7KTH= 7_F, 1_77
I _qT_F-;RfqfTT,P[40H,TNi ET;EF'FSV;DCT'IIN,DC_J,ELCf_N ,_L_-T_I_"-,T_;_4tTTF;I e_-_ -
P WMAX, WMIN, TFM 1 N, TFMAX, DNM IN_ DNMAY, ONDEI. _ ENM | N, EN_;AY 1m20
..... ,V_ TTE (fTP2,543P) " F_,tl3EL --, _Jf MTN-; l t_ 3 n
W I N_AX, W IDEL _ TTr,, TAt!, ELNPt_, EMFF, EMETM, ALPHS _ ALP_T 1m3_.
-- T_,_=TTG ..................... I"37
Rr_r!R FQR_,_T(m,I_N DESIr.,_I PROGRAM,H2., W20 FUEL CELL , OI",_Er,T R/C 11_ _'1..m33
............._-T-yTE_---[-RrpT--T7_;_g3RM_ _lTy, SHMr_- I NIDX21,.IpF_,gx3t..IT f NBX41,-ITOIIT7X_Hr)pTDI'_JrY31".q'(TF'I ili_'3 4 ....
?lnXpNKFRX41ar_HOF_X4HDNr_T/SX7NLBSIMtN%X7_LRS/MIK!RW4_P£IA7WS_OE(; RTX__t_35
3w_E_ _gx3IJPgI3XQ_RI_ FT 1_3_9HB#'Hq C'T F3YqHLBR/CU _'73Yg_LR,_/CT_T/_3_
4_ flF1 2 • 4 //I_X4HI_H_H.'I 0Y2HTMlt_X?HET_ r}Y_4EFQY3HFSV7X%H.nc_ I NTYSt41)C_^ J7Y%1 r137
.... __-w-L_7x_F_L_XQX3NTIF/3XeHLB.R/CU FYBX_PINCI"14_X_F-'II:T'_X'_I_II:_F_.?R_;q_"rI_ I n3R
f_QY_FTRX4H I P,_CW/..I.OF_._., 4t/7WSHRHO ! F'QX4HWHA X_X4HWM ! ,N7X%_,IT_M I P,!7Y%WTFH_11 n3 O
_TKtT'/_I_IDI'-T_I_I-TN-r_9-Y3RN--O_X3_N F/_ X_rT..ILRI CFI.!_-'rTOY____-II_T'I_XP-I_4 r_ - -
FIW.IFTAX 4 N Iken BX 4F.Il NCHRX4H IINCHRX4 H INCHRX4H INCH/InFt2,4 / ) 1 '_4'I
I n%Y_HWlh'_ FSX6HWIklA 08X3NTTGRX31._T_U_XSH-L_PORX3W_FTX4H_ETH_'X_LPI_43
_4_6WSN&LPNT/ITX4H I NCH7X4H ! NCt47X4H ! NCH7_(4N I NCH7_4wr_ _YS1 9Y3WP¢] _XT%4_1 _4 4
3_ I/r:l.t_,tl,6F_ 1,4,2Ell , O, 2E_ I, 4//} 1n4_
C e,LI_ YARLF ........... i. r_4 _ ........
I_'(r_kr_EL)Rf'13, RO_, R03 I n47












IF( wlDEL)RO?, R06, _07 '1,n5_
CONM = EVDG + EMDVI_,,
J = i, ÷(ENMAX-ENMIN)/ ENDFL *,000{11
I:NTS*I*J*K
.WRITE ( ITP2, 8009 ) I








_M9_6 = 9,n6 _ EMnG lP6_
C14 = 4, e C$ 1_6_
7_C? = 7? *C? ln67
Y4_5_ = Z4 _-C5 * (--.?3_E'lfl) ln_
C?Z_ • ,85 * C2 * ZKTH ln$g
EMDVE= EM9_6 /(,15_2E+7 * PM * E_P (-,025]l*Tn_!T)-t,) ln7t
FM776 = 776,* EM{)G ........................ i_7 ? "
TMT = T Ik - TOUT
PM144 = '144, = PM
T','gUT_ = 2, * TOLiT
C--_-N33 =CC_'3:2;f(-_-_F-* _ER]EF-_EMF.FI** ( _,_; 66686_7)
I=_C_; = E_'P (-,t_liB5 • 92_,)
OC:.Mj3 = 37.7 * OCMAJ










PIMAJ = 3,14 * Z6 * DC_AJ
TH2 = 7. *TW
Z?Er : Z_-*--EF ....................
CnN53 = EWP (,0737 _Tn460)
CON54 =--E"_r_{-;Ol_7_ t{T_LlT-I3B_;)-)
........ _E_-- +WMIN +TFM_X} 777D=777_,777_
7771 FEFF = ,4
___i_77_ + B5,6 * EMDVfN} / COk)M
EMEM = FWDG ÷ EMDVE
TAVF = .5*(TIN + TOUT)
C_N? = P_Ik * TIN
RME =(EV776 -= + EMDVE *_5,_) / EMEM
C_NS_ = (CONMIEMEM)*e ,75
WHITE ( ITP2,TD61)TINSA



















CNN7g = (EXP (,0237*TIN46)-_D237*T046_)
TNMTO=TI_SA_TOUT
--_TMI_-= _i44 .....]---_q_ .......
SOVV = _.72 * S_RT (CON2)
TAVSA : ,5*(TINSA ÷ TOUT)
FORMAT(3?_5TOP;TI-I_S-_--NO-T--6-'_RF_TE_TR-E_-T19iTT_






GO TO 83? 1417
-_ TT_I" = TI_I- TINRI .......................................
_MDVAV : EM906 /(.1502E+7 *PM *ExP (-,02531*TAVSA)-l,) 111q
_q3--_- ......................TT_T .7-T_FO .................................................................................................................T3-2_ .............
RPTAt = _, • ,45 * C0_1 142_
_FT_2 = I, _ CONi ................ I_27 .....
CON50= FSV * SOVV 1._23
_r_r_z_-Ee_q3 + EI_Dv_V .................................................................. 312_- ....
_AV :(Ev776 + 85,6 * EM_V_V) I PMMV 1_25
....................._ __- - _ CO_M/E_!) * * ,-7_............................ ] _2_ .........
ROMAV: P_44 t (RMAV * TAVE) 11.27
....... 00 i2_5 ITS = 1,NTS .............................................. _2_ " "
T_ : TSI_(ITS)
....................._TTS ).....3_5;3_4 ,3_4 "
3_4 TS4 : T_ * T5
.......... T_4 = TS4* TS4 "
TS = TS4 ** ,25
......... _ TO 3059
_05 TS4 = 5.83E÷8 *(_IS *ALPHS/ALPHT + O|T)
----3-_r5_....i;_ITE - ( ITPP; 4_lt ) TS "
401.1 R_q_AT(/7H T5 IS FI_,_,&H OEG R/l)
1704 _111_ = DII_l *lt,SE*6













1707 qTCI : (RFTA2 *FMDG .3,42 * BETAI. * FMDVIN) .60, /FN I_43
qTC? : 3.15 * 106200. * EMDG * PM **(-1.112) t E_i
I::_1748 : E_'2 * 248,
.... _)!T_,_K = DTIK_ ,= Er,J .......
_IHA = .5 * DIIN * SORT (FN/ZII)
..................C _,_TTT_ .....F,T.WA-_7_! _3OBrl. ................
r_ll_lH= _ ,414 * 01HA
7_k11_. = ,t_i_33 * 7_5 * EN




-- - _TT_. = _TIT_ * r_II_ ................................... I_53
hint1 = P,I I_,'N / , 11 _-II54
nlI_3 = _IIN2 / 3,06
RnV : R_HIK_ * VMIN
VME : EMEH / (ROME m DII_3}
VMAV = FMMV / (ROMAV * OLIN3 )
_V = RD_E * vHF






........ 1_63 - -
- ..............................................
TRW EQUIPMF_I_T LABORATORIES
CON8 = EVDVIN - EMDVAV 1!64
IF(REAV - 20DO.} 2)2 , 232 . Z} - 1465 -
23 IF(REAV-4000,) 230_.a2}O2e2302 1_66
2_-.-3_1_71__ ................................................ 71-T-b-'T .....
GO TO 23t 1!6R
G_ TO 2.31 1'17n
.... -2T2--'_q-_---'_-, /RE_V ...................................................... ffT'[- .........
231 RIcAV = CON8 / (DN283 *(683_- TAVSA)) 1172
UEF A V = VM___M_T) TM i.-_TO-N-_ _---DT@-_Ii 1 1-r_--- --
26 IF(RFAV - 200,) 261, 261 , 262 1__74
26_ tlc'(WEFAV-- 3-,- }---2_"J,, -2__P_ ....................... _7_ --
26_ PW_AV = CON52 _76
GO TO 2_4 ...... 11--7"/ ...........
2_3 r_RAV : 12,93 * SORT (CON8 * ROMAV *{683.-TAVSA)/(F_.V * REAV * 117FI
_. (EMDV&V+-FM(bG) * _I-5)) ............................ _I70-
IF(REAV - 2{101_,) 263_ , 2631 , ?632 li_n
Gf_ TO 264 11__?
------'_-I_T2----Pq_F_[E_F= -T;_-_ S_RT- ( ._5 _-DRiV) )- a. 4.75 " _[_H3
2_4 RF,E - Rv *OIIN * 11.RE÷6 /(TOUT + 315,) 1'164
II_(-v_V---CO_'_T 5_ ,4t_O'l ..................................... _-_--- ....
4_I WRITE ( ITP2 ,4n02 } DIIN,EN , VMIN 1_86
, -- _4_--I_fSRMAT ( 4HD]Ik_;FfO-.3_,--_[I_(-_T_I,FiO,I;!rlY4HVMIHFIO.5, !.7__GT ¢"RV*._hV'_, } 'I._-RT--
IF(RE_H_ --'21_ITO-.}--'_t1_-l 14112;-_[_1!3 I '18g
1402 I:REH = 64. / I_EEHA l'19n
r,n TO I_F0_[ .......................................... l(9_J .........
i,_3 t_-t_EEM '_ - _O_.Oo) 1407 ,14D_,'J+408 1+9_
1407 rREH = ,0C277 *REI_--_-*.]_"_ ...................................................... {T'VT
I_,(3TO _L404 1!94
.... _ _R.F_H = ,3-'I-6-7REET..Iz_'_,25 .......... _;v_
_EiWA= RCV--_!_-_C -*_i_, BEth6 /-TI3T5 ............ I(97 "
, TF(REtlwA ,, 20(_0.1 702 , 7_2 , 7n3 1'9_
---7_. -__-64 ._IRl__ _ ...................................................... -Is 9_- ..........
r,_ TO 7n4 !._n_
----Th-_----I-__------_I-O[TO-,-)-7n3_-; 70-3_ TD-3_ 1_
7n31 cr_IW = ,00277 * RFIW_*,322 I?D?
Gn "rCF-7t"r4 ............................ 1 _O"_
7_32 _IW = _.316 / RE,HA**.25 1204
7_14 Wlk,_ = WIMIN .......................... 1-?-O.s- --
6 Z_W = 75 * WINA l;_r}_
WYNA2 = 2.--#--F61NA .............. I?07
CON36 = C0k35 * E_ _ * WINA I?_
_t = .083_--_-_-* EKl-*f gINA2+ nllN} *PIMIN ..... I?.nQ " "
8 r)PiH = FRIH *R(_V _VMIN *WBARllCNN77 _?In
15 r_PEH =FI_EH. PHIEH* RV * VME *WBAREICNN77 _O't?
C0N6- -i DPi-R--÷---DPFH - DPT_T- 1_I:';
OPLC = t,08E,,4 *( ROV *VMIN -3,* RV *VME) - C0_;6 12'14
4Q_3 WRITE ( I TP?, 40_4)D11N_EN, w INA,BPLC 121A
4{]_4 Ff}RMAT (4 H_ _I_-;_)_XTt HRI;F_l'_ , 4J 6X4H_IKr_ ;l_O" -4,6X4RI_Pl. C_F!. f_, 4 _ f _;]-1"7_:7 .......
NFGATIVE) 121B
I_ ELC = 773, *DPLC *DIIN /(FRAV *ROMAV, VMAV * VMAV *PHIAV) I_2r_
IP'(ELC_X} 271, 273 , 271 -.................. I-_-_Y.....
FIG;_ I)-2 (eomt'_)
TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES
271 I_(ELC - FLCMN) 4005,4005,272 _?2P
27? IF(_LCMX - ELC) 4DOb,4005,273 172_
4005 WRITE ( ITP2,40_6)DIIN,EN,WINA ,ELC 1224
OUT OF ;AKGE) _?2_
GO TO _.2_ 1227
_73 C_Q m ELC * DIIN_ I72_
IF(TTG} 214 --;--+[_-"_ _ .............
p74 TT = TTG 173_
TTX:TT_ ................................................................................................... _3'1 .........
Gn TO 3n 1P3_
TT = 3,3_ _ (AP * TAlJ/FLNP_)ee,25 t CON3? 1P34
O_IK _ : _Ifk + TT2
C_N3 = t_o85/EN
wIN = (C_+3 * DCMT_ - C_N4)_ Z6 + C_N2






I_(CON6 WMIK_) 4007+4007_ 302 i744
4nn7 _#ITE ( ITP2,40_B)_II'u,EN,_T_,JA, CnN_ I?4_
_F RAKGE) ,194R
.............. T;qg- T_ _ _..('cO. ............ ?[_4q
303 (',}T : TK HT O*G TC 1 +STC?eCNN 7g lPSn
?_91_ _I_ + _!O(]T ........................................................................................ i_'/5_ .....
Cf)N7 = T_VSA • TAvsA I_59
t'71FqT-_-r;,'C_7 , C0_7 ......... 175__ +
CON_ = Z?F.F * ELC I(CON7 - TS4) 1794
CC)N9 ; ;:}B57E"9-W DP_TT_} w COkIB ........ ___55
C_l_ : 3.;.,E÷_ *(QT - COke9) I (CONA * c..O_iS) I_5_,
I]_CCOmFR-_EF_) 4_12_-4h{-2, 307 ........... 1_57 "
307 f_'(1 , - COke) 4{q12,4012, 30R 175 R,
4ig'tZ _,+RtTE '{+-ITP2; 4_9'I3]DI+IN,E+',]-,WIP, tA ,C0_r8 ........................... T_+_ '+ -
4t_3 Fe)RMAT( 4HD I I NF 1rl, 4 _ + CI_ZIHN_+. ?_, 4,6X4H,,v I NAIl1 f9,4 _ &X4HFE+rFt n, 5 _ _ ]m n_JTt '_8 n
.............] -_F--l_A+__,E)............ l ;_61
r,_ TO 't?O_ 1_6_
I:'NVE = VIVF "( _V1(_2.1 *_EE**,?5) + C0_191(7,54.ELC)) • (C0_,'9 e _l_b4
I_(C5-I,) 31 , 35 , 39 1_6_,
31 CP_T_--_- -2-, I'- t']0 I N / +C,,0_8 ............. _-_e7
r3Sp = S(;I_T (.05 , CO_tt +,0025) I (cOmt ÷,t} + S+RT (3,_._3+ +,95,1.PSm
#4RP = RC_RT (,2 * COKII +,04 ) I (CONt +,4) + SqRT (5.24 *" ._,m .1_7n
I coP,,_) / {cO_-_+_--5.B-I ........................................................................... T+77_ -.+
l_r_SP : R_RT (,4_ * C0_+1 +,2_25) / (CO_JI. +,91 + SqnT (2,4_3+ I ,55.I_7_
I _ }--7--[C_1 + 3-,_I1 ........................................ _73
I_SP : SO,RT (,8 * C0_11 +,84 ) t (COl',:_ +__,6)+ S(qRt (1,44 + I,? .1+74
t,n_,,? : cOIv6/ OOf_ 177(_
r1.SP • ,636_ *(_, + CON2 * (t,- SQRT (_,+DOIN/C_)} + ,5 . I77_
'1 - ET-_N--T " S_ T ( I , ; --C _ _ 3 . -C 0_ 3 } -l- C 0N] } } .............. _ ?7g
FIGURE D-2 (conl;'cl)
TRW eomeMexr LABORATORIES
GO TO 4O 1?_n
3._ Tr(73_ 3S_ 1_t
351 CONI = DOI_ I WIN I.?_?
CON2 = CCK_-,--C.,b_'J. ...................................................... __-_F'F ..........
P'_RI° " Fk'SP (.05*C0_!1,.0025} + Fk'SP (I.gS QCON_.,3._D3) _4
FSSP = FkSP (.45,CON1..202-5) + FNSP (1.55 *CON1a2.403) 1.?H6
............. _lS-_.--Wk-_ (,8--,C0-k_;,64) 4; Fkl_P (i'2--iC_N!L__[;_I4 _ i_'8"7 ......
FISP : .3183 *( ATAN (1, • 4,/CON'[) + ,2146) ',I._BI_
39 F3SP =i, ,I._9 _
FSSP =I. 1797
_sr, _ ................................................................................ _79T ..........
_'ISP = "I. I_94
4n _W(I _;-,R_:_-'33 _ WIkF- +,i66_'/_--_/_UT ........ 1P9._- -
WW(4):,66667 * Wife! +,33333 * WOUT I_9a
ww(?)=, 5__ ..................................................... -I.797-- .....
Ww(5}=,33333 * WI_ +.66667 * WnUT
_T['3T_-,_FiS-_-67-w_kFIl_ +,8"3"333 • WnUT
C C_LC. EGCF -RDC - B
.......... C_N3 --- L:_-_; EL(; ......................................................
C_N4 = F_SP * DOIN * FLC * Z3CTE
.... _N_--_-TaC__ *--LT0_ v _0-TN-................
ChNA = 72C2 * CON3
0_ .-3U_'-I-=-T',TS; 7 ....................
J : _ + I / 7













DnC''+4}, : =1,9E-11 * C0ki7 * (C6 * F4SP)
I_CRl_-_-------__.BSE-;;I'I , CU_T ..... _ (C_ + I='_,S'P] ....
3n_l_ Rr)c(I+6} = -3,8 E-11 * C0_7 * (C6 + F_SP)
On ._q'170_- _-.,_-1 ............................
3n20 B(T } : TS4 * RDC(T)
-CnkT7 -w-E'I-._*- 7K_ - "
C_n = 7KF / ELC
.O_O- _._TI_T -; n I TN ....
DPD = DOTN * nII _,
..... L'OIVTF-_--,_Y-,-DlI_,_ * E[.C I {,-D_4 + DMO IZKTH)
Cnkl4 = C3 * CON3
CON3 : DMD *DPD * ZKTH IELC
" --IT_/_(F-_-C?2K * ELC * DMDIDPO
CnN6 = C327 * CON3
CONI 1 :. 5.r_TC_.
'Cn _.-i._ :-¢T _? ......
CnN13 = CO_i.2 * CnN53
Cr_NS 4 = ;ExC-Ok' * CO_!i_
CON:_D = - CONI? *C_PJ54





















TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES t
_QCF(J,I) = ,952 * CONE $33Q
_-IQCF{J_5) : ,E10834 * CON_ _33_ -
EQCF(J,_) s ,. EQCF(J,I) - EQCF(J,3} 134n
-E(_-CFFJ,_._) • 1.334 *-C-_ .............................................................--£T_- .
FQC&" ( J..t, 3) I EQCF(,J, 1) 1347
.........._5C_--(J-_, 4) • ,_2-4 -_-_--d_2 13 4"s
E_CF(J..I,?) s - EQCF(J-_.,_.) - EQC_(J-I,3) - EQCF(,J-_t,4) 1344
_T-fT _-_ .-_-*-COE£- ............................................................_ ...........
l:rACF(J,,2,3} • EOCI:'(J-'I ,I) 134A
............ _QCF(J,,_;4) " ,00417i C_I_F_-..................................................... _.._47 .........
Er_CF(J-,?,?) = -FQCFfJ-2,E} ,, EQCF(J-.2,3) - EQCF(J-2,4) 134n
- E_Cr(J-3,1) • 6,_7 * C_N_ ...............................................................1_r_ ..........
EQCF(J-5,3} • FQCF(J-2,1 } i_Sn
_-3TCFTJ-;3-, 4 } = , _D_13_5 i- _ ..............................................................._[35-_ ..........
F_CF(.J-3,?] • -EQCF(J,-3,t) -EQCC'(J-3p3) - EQC_'(J-3,4) I_;57
I:_CF (J.4,3) • EOCF{ J.3 ,t} .......................... 'f 35_ -
EQCF(J-4,t) = CONO 1354
I:_CF(J-4,_) • C_N4 I"_5A
........................ l:_CF{j.;a-,?) = -E_CF(J.4;4) _ -E(_Cr(J-a,5) - Er_CF(.J-4,1 )............. ]_;57 .......
•J : ,J " 5
- I:QC_'(J,_) = CON=J ......
EQCF(J,3) = 2, * CO_!g
_C_'(J,4) • CON_.-n .............
E_CF(J,?) = ," EC_CF(J,'I_) - EQCF(J_3) - EQCF(J,4)
FqCF(J,?) : CON5
-3nSh Fr_CF(J,'_) = 2. * COKI4
Fr_CF (I 7,5) =, 33333333*EQCF( l 7,5 )
..... _(I.7) = "E(_CF(17_5) * T_UT2 ÷ B(17) --
FC_CF ( _ 6, I.}=, 33333333*FQCF ( 1_, _L)
.............. B{i&) = -EQCF(_.6=i] * Tr}UT? + B(I_)
EOCF(14,4) = EQCF(2't,3)




..............Er_EFT-:tD-;'-&) = FQCF (17,4) ....
tbn 3060 J : 9,13
3n_.n FqCP(J,?) = E_CF(J_?] - EQCF(J.7,4)
EOCF(R,_I} • C_N_i - "
RfA) = B(A} + TOIIT2 * CONtl • ,33333333
.................... F_JCFTI_-, I) --* -_, 333_3333 *Cr_-:[- C0_5 - EriC#( _ _ "; }
Fr_CF(I,I) = .COf_t_ - COK'5 - Er_CF(,I_3)
Fc_CF(I,4) = ,,COf_t_ ....





















C-......--_EI3Ta-TOI_--F_-TRIX-_TTI_-EXPOI_T/_L -[INKNO_S _D _ rLTTI°_TE_I"T.--rw_'_E"_S -T.'_7 "
C Cr)N_TPUCT DERIVITIVE MATRIX r) t3_B
- C ?1 FGIJATIOKS _.IST_ trNKN_WI_ IS- T_TCKI_E._-;?13TEMPE._A-T_ lTr_l_rrTFA"_j-"lt/_r_
I NS#=_i 1"_g ,_
J_ = 0 ..... i.3g'l
II:(TSL2)391,391,399 I"_97
3_I TII_):.nl i3_3 --
f N,.¢;_= 2 1394
3g2 T{_L ) :TIIklSA .............................. I _9_--
Fz- D-2- a)-..............................................
TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES
T(R} : TAVSA 139_
T(15)= .66666667 * TOUT • .33333333 * TAVSA 139n
Tel+l) = T(I) - 2.5
T ( T_-;'- T (T.T)-- P-iS ................
7_0 T(T+15)= T( T+t4),, 2,5
.......... _ t3-TBT-1 23 ,6 ..............
T( Iww1)=T( I ),'tln,
7RI T( I+15 )=T( |'14 )-I_.
T(15):S6VF ..............
399 l_L2=r_
4nil TSLI =n ..................................
r30 4Ol J= 1j21
.... C(,J)-_- T-(J)-*- T(J)--* "r(d}
_ 401 K=I_2_
4131 _(K,J)=_, --.................
_n 410 K: 1,71
-Iq="_--4; . ;_CT_(K} , C(K}
r)t2?,K) : B(_} . ,25 *TF * T(K)
f313 4f_9 Lt = t,6
-J- --- -T_- (L-1U K_ ..........
lP(J) 41_'_ 41_ , 402
4 n_ -- _ _l---_-fT ...............
jTO = ,J-7_
4 tI "1_ .l--.17h
T_ = T(_5) ......
4n4 fl:'( J-50 ) 4n4t, 4041,4n4_
__---jsd.:5_ ...................
n_ J, K ) =TF_EQCF( K, 2)-T(15 )*Ec0CF(K_3)
...._ _F,_}_D'F-_ 2_, K) -E_CF (R, P.)-WT{ j )+EQCF( K, 3 )*T( 15 }*T( J }
n(15,K)=D(IS,K)-T(J}*EgCF(K_3)
........ _ fO 4_¢ .........
4n41 AC_= T_ * E_CF(K,L1)
....... T_(_---J_ .... ; _5- _ 4n6
405 O(J,K) = iCR÷TF
_-Y_Iq'F/- .......
4n6 _(J,X} : ACR
--_I_7---_2_,_K)_-U{E'2-;K_ " T(J} * _C_
T_(TN - I,) 4n8 , 4_9 , 408
¢r_ .... TT_tn531C}--_.--q3-(-_5;K] + E_C_I_,LI)* T(d)
4_9 C_NTINUE
CnK_15 = FXP (,Dlt85 * T(I})
........ _NY_i--Ex_ (,_1185 • T(_)}
C_N17 = C0N14 * CON15
.............. -CON_R - =--CO_7*-C_NI6
Cnb19 = ,Oil_5 * CON_8
............ _=_--_,0_5_ *t(n)_
C_72 : CON2n * C0_'21
........... _"_N_3--=-_-5-8 . C0_22








'" _ 4n_ .......










































D(27,1.5)= D(22,_5) * CON2_ 145_
TJS:I t45R
GO TO (41_2,8200},IJS 146n
..... 7CTm'r-J55=a ...................................................................................................................................... _T ...........
GO TC (391,_201.411_)+TNSR 1462
.... 6?nI ....... INS_=3 ............................................................................... _f-4E'3 ....
TtI_)=,_ 1464
4111 wmltE ( ITP2,41_3)DIIN,EN,WINA t46+
_F_T_TRl_`_TI_I_F9'_4_TD_._I4l_Y_6X_I_-IW_AFI_4_41_+_C_E'_FJ_`KI-¢6`T - .........
_TIONS k'0T YET CONVERGED/) 14OR
G_ TO _2D_ ........................... I_ _
4112 I+(AB_ (+(tS)t-.OnOt) 4t14,4115,4115 t47n
41'J4 Dt_ 41R K=_t,2_.
TTKY -_- T[K} ,++ [_{K}
4_5 C_.+TINUE
4_ IPITSK_}44,44,4OD
44 T3_ : ,331333_3 *(T_UT2 + T(_))
............ _-l.= T(I_ }
IP(TF - TFVIN) 40n9,4_oq_ 4t_7
41_7+ I_(TFMAX) 4_09,41_8,4_09
41n9 _F(TFMAY - TF) 4009,4009, 4_OR
40_9 wDITE
415,4.!4,4_ 4











4_0B C_ki3t : _7C9 * T_
T_LP=I.
.......... TFK_:" = TF *ZKF
m_ = _._58E-7 * E_P C,02531 * T(1}}
P£A_ : _,65RE-7 . EYP [,0753t * T30 )
- PM_Ivt = FPgo& /(PM/PR_I-t,)
EM_U_ = E.P9_ /(PM/PSA?-_ , )
C_NT1 • FMDG + FMDVI
CmNP3 = EMD_ + FM_V3
RM2 : (EV776 ÷ _5,6 *FMDV7 )/ CeN?2
TI_. T(1) * ,8333333 * TIHT
T_Sm_) _-;5 .......... • -T?+m3" .............
T3SW= T30 + ,t666+67 * TIMT
_7 = P_44 /( RM2 e T_S m)
_M3 = P_144 /( RF_3 * T3S_)-
Xl_t = CON21 / (ROM_ * RII_i3)
v _ ? = _"71KI'22--7- (qR+Gwr'2--_-_ 1 l _' } }
VM3 : CON_3 / (ROM3 * DI 1_13)






















........... 1 =;]. i"
FIGtRE D-2 (cont'cl)
) TRW eOu e UT LJ_ORA TORIES
_E'2 = RC)Iv2 * VM2 * DN118 / { T2B!,,I÷315,)- 1512
I_E3---=ROb'3 * VM3 * ONlIB-7--T-T_3-$.5_T .......................................... _ ........
CON]7 : EMDVIN ,, EM_VI 151a
C0Ni19 " EMDVIN - EMDV_ t_16
WEF? = VM2 * SQRT (ROM2) * CONt8 / DIN11 151;"
............ __k'F3 -ii-9_3- *-S_T (_OM3} * C_N]9 _I DTN%I .................... _3 ¢;r....
RI:'_= COke.7 I {DN283 * t683, " T(1))) 152n
_F3 s COK19 / (0N283 * (6R3, ,, T3{_)) I_22
7? _t z 64. / REE _524
72_ I_'(PEI - 4Dr)O,) 720'L,7221,7_2'} 1526
77_I 1:'_i /-,_FO_TiREI w_-,3_2 .... 1527
G_ TO 7_3 1_2t_
7_3 I@(RF1- 200,) 724t724 ,7_.6 153n
---7-p-_--_-II_(_EF_ ':-3-,-3- 725_ 7_5 ,7P6 153_
7?5 r')R1 1 I?.93*SQRT ((CONET*(6A3,-T(])} *ROMt)I(FRI*_E_I*(E_DVi+EN'Dr:)*1532
....... ;I-t?__ +- 3i5,_)-) ...................................... 1-53__--
IP'(I_EI- ?Ot)O,) 7251 , 7251 , 72_2 1_34
Gn TO 7.3 1536
---7252.-- _ul-T--=----T; 5--+--S_T -{ , ?5 '_ D_I})_* 4 75 l'_7
r,n TO, 73 153_
- " _?-6.... i_!._11--_;....(EO_M7 C0_,r21 ).-75 .......... _3_
73 IF(_E2 - _ODO, ) 73S ,73'_, ,732 154_
- -73T--_.--=--6_iT-/--RE2_ ...................................... _-_ " - -
5n TO 74 1S42
.... "7"3_- -TPtPE? --; '41_ ;-)-7321,73?.2,732_ 1_43
73_2 _2 = .3t6/ F_E2 ** ,25 1546
---?_ - _IIF(D-F_--?_I'F,T_4s. ;-74_, 743 .......... _4-7 ......
74] IP(uEI:2 - 3,)742 , 742 , 743 Ir_4_
'I (T_S_ + 315,))) 16bn
74_'1 PWI? = (_I, + DR2)** 4, t_57
r,_ T(_75- ........... 1553 "
7422 PWI? = (,5 + SQRT (,25 + D_2) ) ** 4,7.5 1554
-FL_-'_,--7-5-................. 1_5 5 _.
743 P_I? = ( CON_/CO_2?)**, 7_ !$56
75'1 P_3 = 64, /RE3 lr_Sn
75P II:'(I_E3- 400('},) 7521,757.?.,752? IR6n
,.....7_?-_--',_3 " -,f_tT?TT w- I_E3 **,32_ " I=_6'I
.r,m TO 7_ I_?
7F_._}- -_.._-_-6-/ PE3 ** ,_5 I_'6"_
7_ t_(_F3 - __Or_, } 76_,761,763 1_4
.......7_- ....Ic-(_EF-3 '-_---3,3 762, 762,?63 - _=.6_
762 r)_3 = 12,93 * SO_T ((CO_"$9*(683,-T3q)*Rr_B)/(FR3*_ET_*(E_'OU3+EwZ_)_'I56_'
IF(_E3 - ?0o0,) 7621, 7621, 762P. 1r_6$_
7621 PW13 = |-_+DR}) ** 4, .... 1_6_
FIGURED-2 (cont'd)
TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES I
GO TC 77 157t)
762_ p_41_ = (,5 + SQRT (,25 ,I, OR3)) _--e 4,7.5 157.'I_ --
G(_ TO 77 1572
77 r_IINX = ((FR1 * PHI_ * CON21 * C0r',!2_/ROM1 * FR2 *PHI2 *CON2?*C0u2P,'t674
I _'( TCC, ) 770t,77_le7702 1_76
-- 7713'1 TTX = YY a(t[_t|Nx+TT2}713TTN}II,25--++-CCr_J3]-I-C'131_3T .......................... _ .......
77r12 r).t31NX " DIINX ,_ 2, * TTY 157R
......... _TlqY---_ + Z_5 * (1313M_q3 IE+,I ,, n0]N_) ........................ I_7-q - -
W_RIX = 25N_.2 *(WINA2 + DC_INX) + PIHIN 1580
wP+RI=XI 75 * WB_IY + plM-AIj ................................................. _ " _ I --
WnLJY = 75W • Z65 e(DCMd3 IE_ -, _OINX) _5_
wPW - WBPlX ÷ WB_EX 1_84
77_PP • _5.C0t_3__*FNi(k'IklY-.bWOUY} ...................... _ _ Bl_
EHF = ,01_347 e EL.C * RNOP i TF e(CRI? * WPW ,b Z7APP) 158_,
PMW£ = ,ttr1545 . I_Ot_ *WPW * Y_2 *(Y_2 + 2,* DI_) 15_
aC_ : ,5 * ELC * wPW 159m
¢_TOT : EI_ * _T 1R9_
6._n_ C(1) :-T(I} * T(1) * T(I) * T(1) + T._4
C_N?2 = 52,6E+8 / (72 * EF • FLC)
...... _h $i_6 3 = t,3 .....
_llM =n,
f._UF_ : (,;"1} * 7 + I
GO I"0 (61r_3,6_04,61_5} , J
6'It"G+ _f-_--_-£O_ ,--_lYI+; / ( W_ * C(33} ....
r,_ TC 61_6
Gn TO 6106
6106 OFT_T : _F'TOT + SUM *EN
-- t_TTff;T- _ ...... 8T_T - _FTOT " :
W_TTE ( ITP?, 1707) _)IIN,PN,WINA,RHIN,VI'_I_',F_N_, O_WA, 1_[)_.
I gRPlY,r_P_N_E_DVE,SW_UT+V._.E,D.ttk]N,D4HA ,WBRFX,D!mFU,rFIIIKry,-T'rrv;I_TIRIYt_D_
?, ELC, r)PLC, W INX, WOI_X, TF, T(I ) , T( R ) ,T3t_, QTOT, QFTOT, (_TTt_T, FEF_ ,FEF2 1_C7
.................-w-_TTE- '{+TTP_ 1-57{_R ) ................... +[m_Im
_EF3, ENVE, E_T, F_'_F,EMI F, EMWS, FMCR, _CR t_'Oq
17_7 ¢ n_h_T_] X 4_r_ i I_ 4y_ _Ni 1V_W'_ IN_11X4_ I N11W'4WVbS IK,tnxs_m i IM_t--_a_1 _ I _ "
IWA1r_XSHWBR_.X/l_X4H_NCW_6X4NI_C_24X6MFT/SEC11X4_I_,,CWlIX4NINCW_3Y?_1_11
- __1 i X4 WraP IH { _.Y41_I_F_TVETrr_SFII'FJTITX3W VME In X -__r_ i-_M _ 1 .IX 4 _r_E _ A 1 l_'_
_'SQXS_wBAr_E iIX4HDpFN/t2X3HPSIF_X7_Lf_S/MIN_4X6WFT/SEC_IIX4w|_,ICW_2y3_IK, I_I3
............ ' l NP-S I7_F[lS;5-II_TX-_I.IDITNYI")X3_TTW'l_X_s'-NDn T_I3YT_EC 1-1_40m[ _4 - -
_L.C41 X4_WIP, IWtlX4_WOUYt3X?..HTF/1 tX4H fNC_1 I X4w I NCW11X4_ I_JCW_'l3_2_Tl?Xtl_l_
_41_FI I t_C41_qq_£. _4I. 1 X 4 U I _C1411 fC4RI ,_"TaTB-RIS-;5/I2X3WTI. OT2_r3-wrT_ T2. x 3 w r 30 _ 1 _ T_'I_
74HC_TOTI _X_N(_FTOTt c_XSHQTTC)TlIX4HFEF11 ly4WFFF?/-'S ( t C_XSNDE G R),3(IIX l#_17
170_ Pr}_MAT( 11X4WFEF3_,2X3_ILIF_ 3X2WMTI xX?_;l I a 10
_gx3_'iFI_x3HmMS_2X3_C_.2x3WACRi2_XAH_,ih OF _2x3_LF_Si2y3_41.l_.%_2v3_4i_2_ ....
_I..RSI2_3WLBSt2X3_4LRS_OXSWSQ _T/BF$5,5//) 1_2_
t?no _I_ = _TIN_ + WIDEL .............. 1_27
TRW eoumweNT LABORATORIES
IF(WIN: - WIMAX_ 6 j 6 , 1201 1_?_;
;F(F_ - E_._vAX) 1202.12n2 ,'J.203 I_25
IF'(DIIk - DNMaX_I_04, 1204,]205 1_.27
85? Gn TO 831
RUBPOUTlkF TABLE
__'CCFqT3Y ,TZTI_;_'T ;C.[_] ; ?(Q ]




c P_OGRA_ C_STANTS - RFLFCTION I_34
3,_..1._4.,t.,1,/ 1_3_
_EA_ (]TP_,IO02) leJ.K,L 164_
W_ITE ( ITP2._O_5)I,J.K,L I_47
ln_5 PONMA_(/MW PUNI I_ _x4t_/_ ........................................................... T_-_ .....
C(T1) = CCC(I_,I_
] 7(l_) = ZZZ(I],J)
1_ Z(3) : C(4)
i_ C_NTINLT
tr:(_.._) ? , 2 , ._ 3
Y? = O,
3 Yi = Oo
4 ]F(L - I) 5 , 5 . 6
-_ ..... 93-_ -'[3 -- "
V4 = _,
.......... _FTUR_,_....
















TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES I
S_JBP0tJT!I_E CROUT(_,J) 1_63
..... 7'JTMIrI_"TI'_+N (35) ,, _ 13_I ;+T3-'J-, ,mIl_-u"E( _+l+}.................................................... I +,64 .....
C_MI"OP_ 5PACE_A,W,JS._,IJ5 t+br_




............. TIrTJ-"-Y_TI_; [T, l O "
10 I_'(f-I)_3',13,11
- _ l II=FT-,.T)_7:, 17, ?t
17 Ic;M)+,,I..,I






12 S{IM:SI_V+II( ISj I )*A ( I, IS) 1_77
T3-- A c J, I )= AT-5;-VI-mSt_ ..................................................... _[+_/-vt.........
GO TO _no 't_7q
?i J _I]_ 3 --_ ......................... 1_n ........
i_n ?2 +S:t_JSMX 16t1, _
- -- __-,.,TS,_-)* _G;J,_/ .......................................................... _ -- -
23 A(j, I},_(J, I )',Slim 16H'5
I n0 Cr_NTIP,,tb'F+ ........................




r._ ;_;_ i,'++=1, iS+iX
?:52 ¢IIM=_IJI_+'A( IS, f )*Aid, IS)
733 I_'TAIT,I} )358,35[,3_+t1
351 A(j,I).n,n










C WAUF COMPLETED FI_,DING THE OERIVE_ #_T_IX
J_:_!-TS+t
,J_I=JS+I





















































I^15 (P.u), XC.,'IS(20), xGIr (2(J) ,con (9), TITLE(16) 2001
C,:. r.Or. ii,J55, IHALT, i r,ib×S, ITPl ;ITP2 ,DER-IV; DE'_;EI,-C_, C33 C-E;-CS,L_,--_-002 ....
I C7, C_,C9,Z1,Z2,ZS,Z4,Z5,Zh,Z7,Zd,Z9pYI,Y2wYD,YW 2003
ITPI = 5 2004
I IP-" : _ 2005
I<LAD (l[Pl,677b) TITLE 2006
wi_ITL (ITP2,6776) TITLE 2007
_:ORI_.AT (tbAS) ................................... 2008 -
i<EAD ( ITPI,IOOO)INTS,(XTS(1),XQIS(I), XQIT(1),I:IwlNTS) 2009
FOF<I.AAT ( 12/, (3F10.4)) _010
_t.AD ( ITPI,IOOI)PC,TC,E,,;DTwXIN,DPTOT,TOUT,R,GAMMA,VISV, 2011
IV ISC, i(F6, CL, RHOL, SUFT, EKC, RHOT, RIiOF, EKTH, EKF, RHOH, TH, FSV,EI"w EF, 2012
_C v, T l i,,TAU, ELNPO, E_FF, E_ETH, TTG, ALPHS, ALPHT, DCMIN, DCMAJ, ELTMN, 2015
5ELTF_;>, T IF, RHOIF, W_;IIN, W_AX, TFIqlN, TFMAX ................................ -20i4 ....
4, _ji'-'.I_;, L).qAX, DuEL, Er.I_,If_,El_M A X, ENDEL, WNM IN, WNMA X, WNDEL 2015
F .J_<_,IAT (_F l0.4 ) 2016
CALL 1 A.._LK 2017
FIGURE D-t_
TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES
- -- w-RI-tL...................( ITP2,1002)PC,TC,EMDT,XIN,DPTOT,TOUT,R,GAMMA,VISV2018
I 'V ISL 'HEG, CL' RHOL, SUFT 'EKC, RHOT ,RHOF, EKTHw EKF pRHOH|, THp FSV pET, EF, 2019
2C v, T IN, TAU, ELNPO, EMEF,FME-TH ........................................ 2020
_RITE (ITP2,8873) __T_TG_'_A_LP_H_St_ALPHT,DCMIN,DCMAJ,ELTMN_, _2_0_2! _
IFLTMX, TIF,RHOIF,WMIN,WMAX,TFMIN,TFMAX 2022
2, jN IN, D,_AX, DDEL, ENM IN ,__EN_NA X, ENDEL, WNM IN, WNMA X, WNDEL 2023
I002 FOR_AT(31H DESIGN PROGRAm. ISO R/C W/SC/,12H FIXED INPUT/,8X2HPC2024
18X2HTC7X3H_DTTX3HX INSX5HDPTOT6X4H [OUTgX 1HR5X5HGAMMA6X;HVISV6X4HVIS2025
2L/, 6X4HPS IA5X5HDEG R3X?HLSS/MiNi?X3HPS 15X5HDEG R6X4HFT/R-I 1XgHEB/FY_-026
3 SECIX9HLB/FT SEC/,BFIO.4,2FlO.8/ 2027
w " "IX 3_-_15_-8X2 H_L6 _(4_R H 0 L6 X4_HSIJFY8 k2HKC 6 X42028
5HIYHOTbXq.HRHOF7X3HKTH_X2HKF6Xq.HRHOH/,6X_HB/LB4X6HB/LB FlX9HLBS/CU F2029
" btWX6ttLBS/FTIx9HB/HR FT FI-Xg-hEBS/CU FTIX-gR-CB37CI) F'TIX9HB_-I_--i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'_F-I_Td_)-2-O-3_" ........
71td/HtY FT FIX9HLBS/CU FT/IOFlO.;I,BX2HTHTX3HFSVRX2HET8X2HEFSX2HCVTX2031
83HT IN?X3HTAUbXSH-LNPO?X3HMEF6-X_Hh#-TH/, 6-XW-HI-NtH34X6HB-/[.B F5_-ShDEG -R2032
9_X4HCA YSI 7X3HPS I7X 3HPS I/, 8F10.4,2F 10 •0 ) 2033
8873 FuR_IAT ........... ( 7X-31_;rTGS-X-SHALPHS 5x 5HALPHT 5203W
1XbhDC,¶41NSX 5HDC_iAJ5X 5F_LT_IN5XSHLTNAXTX3HT IF5X5HRHOIF6XWHWMIN/, 6X4HI2035
2_H2_2HF_2HFT_X2HFT_X_Fi_FT6XI_C-H_Xc)_L-_B-_c-__Y-/Tf-_F_;_3_ - ..
35X4 H_'_;,'_AX5X 5HTFIvII NbXSI4TFNA X6XQ.HDMI I',|6X_HDNIAX6X_HDDEL6Xq.HNM I N6X_HNMAX2037
_OX_rlt,,L)EL3X7HWIP_ ._IN3X7H_I_-_ MAX-3X?NWI-N DEE2-_SX2##T6X_HINCH6X_HINCH62038
5XU'HIr'_CH6XU,HINCH6X4HIr4CH36X4HINCH6Xq.H!NCH_6X_ _HINC_H; / ,12F_IO,4//) 2039























PP'WR : E_,!DT *UPTOT / (236. * RHOL)
WI<ITL (ITP2,9962) PP_R
F_;R_AT(/GH PPWR IS F15.8,3H hP/} ...............
Sfl : R * TC
5T59 : CL / EKC - "
_TSC, : Z_ 1 2.b
SfSl : 60.0 * EMDT
RriOV = tWO00 * PC / ST1
53VV : 5.67 • SQRT (5T1 * GAMNA) ....
SFIO : TOUT * TOUT • TOUT
HAT : 3.0 * STIO * _FG / (TC*CL*(IC*TC*TC - 5T10))
ST30 = I_.0 * VISL * RHOV / (XIN • VISV * RHOL)
O0 95 LOOP1 = 1,INTS
fS : ^TS(LOOPI)
_15 : XQIS{LOOPi) ....
_IT : xQIT(LOOPt)
uIIN : DMIN
IF(TS) 55, 5_, 54
TSW : TS * TS * T5 * TS
GO TO 75_7
fS4 : 5.83E+08 * (QIS * ALPHS / ALPHT+ OIT)
TS : T5_ ** .25
_IRIT& (ITP2,99(_I} TS








































ST11= D.5 * DIIN ................................................... _ .........
ST58 = EKC / DIIN 2077
E:J = ENMIN ......... 2078
_INA = WNMIN 2079
CON(9):20.0 * EMDT * CL / EN ...... 2080
ST56 = EN * DIIN 2081
VIN = 5.06 * EMDT* XIN / (RHOV * DIIN * ST-_&T ............................ }082 ......
IF(VIN - FSV * SOVV) 4, 4, 5 2083
wRITE(ITP2,2005) DIIr_,EN,VIN ..... 2084
FORMAT(5H DIINFlO.5,SX1HNF14.5,5X._HVINF12.Sp5X 2U,HGREATER THAN
I FSV * SOVV ) .......... 2056
GO TO 91
4 DIHA : 0.5 * DIIN * SQRT {EN I ZI) .................. 2088
ST6 = RHOV * VIrI / (12.0 * VISV) 2089
HEVIN = ST6 * DIIh 2090
IF (VlSV*REVIid/V I5L-2300. O) 571,571,572 2091
571 HSC = 115.0 * Y3 * ST58 * (EMDT*ST59/( ST56 ))**O,W + 2092
I 60.0 * Y4 * 5T5_I 2093
GO TO 573 2094
572 riL_C: I15.0 * Y3 • 5T58 * (EMDT*ST59/( ST56 ))**O.W + 2095
1 1.07 *Y4*ST58.(D,_DT/(ST56 • VISL })**0.8 *(VI_L*ST59)**0.3 2096
575 COt._TIqUE 2097
NEIHn : ST6 * [ilHA 2098
Sl'7 : RHOV * VIH * VIN 2099
_IN = ZO * (18.85 • UC_411,J/ EN - sT11) ................... 2iOb
w,OUT : Zo * (18.85 * DCI_:AJ / EN - STII) 2101
5[13 : (_It,l - RAT • _OUT) / (WIN + WOUT) 2102
CSC : Z5 * RAT + Z6 *(StaRT (STI3 * STI3 + RAT) - 5T13) 2103
_.IF : (WIN + wOUT * CSC) / (I,0 + CSC) 2104
5T16 : (WIN - WIF) / (WIN + WIF) 2105
STI5 : .IN / (V,_IN+ _IF) " 2106
EKKI : Z5 * 0._33 + Z6 * (I.0 - 1.666 * STI5 + 0.695 * STI6) 2107
E_,K2 : Z5 * 0.5 + Z6 * (I.0 - STlb + 0.25 * STI6) 2108
EKK3 : Z5 * 0.167 + Z6 * (I.0 - 0.333 * STI5 + 0.0279 * STI6) 2109
KEVI : EKKI * REVIN 2110
F_LV2 : EKK2 * REVIH 2111
HL_3 : EKK3 * REVIN 2112
IF(REVI-2UO0.O) 210, 210, 211 2113
21u F,_I : 6_.O/REVI 211_
_c To 22 2115
211 IF(kLVI-4000.O) 212, 213, 213 2116
21Z Fql : 0.00277 * REVI ** 0.322 2117
GL) TO 22 ...... 2118
215 FR1 : 0.316 / REV1 ** 0.25 2119
22 IF(REV;_-2OO0.O) 220, 220, 221 2120
22u F,<2 : O_,U/REV2 2121
L_U Tu 2..t 2122
221 _F(REV2-4UO0,O) 222, 225, 223 2123
22Z F_2 : u.Of_277 • REV2 ** 0,322 ........ 2124
(,j TC. 25 2125
_23 F_2 - 0.316 / REV2 *_ 0.25 2126
23 IF(RLVS-ZOOO.U) 2.30, 230, 231 2127
23u FP,3 : _-_4.O/IREV'5 2128
.._0TO 2_ 2129
_31 IF(KI-V3-4000.O) 232, 233, 233 ......... 2130
232 F:_,3 : 0.00277 * REV3 ** 0.322 2131
u,, To 2_ 2132
23_ F._3 : u.316 / REV3 ** 0.2b 2133
FIGURE D-_ (cont 'a)
TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES
24 ST23= O.O039--5_-SQRT (RHOV / RHOL) * EMDT * VIN / (SUFT*ST56)
ST24 = 1.0 - EKK1 * X!_ ....................




















WEF2 = EKK2 * ST23 • 5T25
$126 = 1,0 - EKK5 * XIN__ ...... .......
WEF3 : EKK3 * 5T23 * 5T26
5T27 : 0.1275 • ENDT / (5T56 * VISL)
KFI = 5T27 * 5T24 .............................
HF2 = 5T27 * 5T25
_F5 : 5T27 * 5T26
HCOND:2.75*SQRT (CL*RHOL*RHOV*EKC*FR2/VISL)*VIN*YI*Y4*.5 +
" i ....(5000. *Y2 + 2000_-,Yl*Y3) / EKK2 ............
IF(w_F1 - 3.0) 30, 50, 502
IF(RFI - 200.0) 501, 301, 302 " - "
U_1 : SgRT (ST24 • ST30 / (FRI * REVI * EKK!])
IF(HEV1-2000.)3011,3011,3012
Prill = (1.0 + CR1 ) ** 4.0
GO TO 303 .....................
Pdll : (0.5 + SORT (U.25 + DR1 )) ** 4.75
Go TO 303 ....
Hi411 : (EKK1 * XIN) **(-.75)
IF(WEF2 - 5.0) 31, 31, 312 -
IF(RF2 - 200.0) 311, 311p 512
b_2 : SORT (5T25 * ST30 / (FR2 *REV2* EKK2)) "
IF(REV2-2UO0.)SIlI,3111,5112
PH12 = (l.O + DR2 ) ** 4.0
r *_ Tr.
_ .v 313
P,t12 : (0.5 + SORT (0.25 + DR2 )) ** 4.75
60 TO 513
P:_12 : (EKK2 * XIN) **(-.75) ............
iF(_EF3 - 3.U) 32, 32, 322
IF(RF3 - 200.0) 321, 321, 322
J!R3 : SORT (5T26 * ST30 / (FR3 * KEV5 * EKK3))
iF(REV3-2000.)3211,3211,3212 ....
PH13 : (1.0 + DR3 ) ** 4.0
GO TO 323 .......













PHI3 : (EKK3 * XIH) **(-.75)
C ohT I,,IUE 2174
#UARI = 0.0833 * Z5 * EN * (2.0 * WINA + DIIN) + 3,14 * DC#IN * Z62175
uPlll : 0.000103 * ST7 * WBARI / (HEIHA ** 0.25 * DIHA * Zl) 2176





Go TO 89 ................... 2182
ELC : OPLC * DIIN * 2520.0 / (ST7 •(PHll * FR1 * EKKI * EKK1 + 2183
1PI112 * FR2 * EKK2 * EKK2 + PHI3 * FR3 * EKK3 * EKK3) ) 2184
ELSC : ELC / CSC 2185
ELT=ELC+ELSC
AP= 0.261 * Z2 *S_56 *ELT









































37 TT : 3;31 *- (AP **-TAO-7L_t_PO] _,-O-.L_5-7-t3_-OT-*-Ef.I-ET-R-,-E_ETR_,._I666_20-O - ..........
371 L)OIN : DIIN + 2.0 * TT 2201
QTUB=O .2-857E'b_).z2.EFW;DO i N,ENw_ELC, (-TC. T C,T-C,TC _Ts_) .................. 2202
5T40 = DOIN / 2.0 2203
FACT1 = DIIN * ELC ............. 2204
FACT2 = 1.0 / (24.0 / !HCOND * EKK2)+ (D.9!_N -_._DI!N).__/_.E,T_HH ) .... 220.5 ........
FACT3 = (DOIN - DIIN) / (OOIN + DIIN) 2206
FACT4 : EKTH * ELC 2207
FACT5 = DOIN * ELC 2208
FACT8 = FACT1 * FACT2 ...... 220.9
FACT9 = FACT5 * FACT4 2210
ChST(I) = 1.394 • C1 * FACT8 * T(. + 1.495E-10 * Z3 * C7 * FACT5 2211
1 .,w E1 * TS4 ............................... 2212
CJ_ST(2) = 0.348 • C3 * FACT8 * TC + 0.238E-10 * Z4 * C5 * FACT5 2213
1 • EF * TS4 2214
C.JST(7) = 20.0 * EMDT / EN * (XIN * HFG + CV * (TIN - TC) ) 2215
I - 0.697 * FACT8 * TC * (2.0 * C1 + C3) 2216
TR_;I - + 1.394 * C1 * FACT8 + 1.7 • C2 * FACT9 2217
T_iM2 - 1.7 * C2 * FACT9 2218
TC2!4 : + 0.348 * C3 * FACT8 + O.Sb * FACT9 * C2 2220 *
T;<_i6 = +0.238E-10 * Z4 * C5 * EF * FACT5 2221
TI,,_!12 : 0.697 * FACT8 2222
CON(1):DIiN / (24.0 / HSC + (DOIN - DIIN) / EKTH ) 2223
COrJ(2)=C2 * EKTH * (DOIN - DIIN) / (DOIN + DIIN) 2224
Li_UE : 4..'32.0 * (1.435E-04 * ST7 - DPLC)/(I_AOL * ELC) 2225
ST39 - Z5 * WII'_A 2226
diriX = ST39 + Z6 * (18.85 * DC_IN / EN - ST40) 2227
wOUX - 5T39 + Z6 * (18.85 * DCMAJ / EN - ST40) 2228
IF(_h';AX) 41P 41p 4{} 2229
STORE_ = 0.0833 * EH * ( 2.0 * WINX + DOIN) 2230
IF(STORE'w-HiN) 402p 40i, 40i ............ 2_31
IF(WrIAX- STORE) 402, 41, 41 2232
,_IT_(ITP2,2002) DIIN,EN,_It,IA,STORE 2233
FOR_IA T (SH 0I INFIO. 5,5XlHI'_FI4.5,5Xu, HW INAFI1.5 _ 5X
lir_V,,FI#.5,5X,12HOUT OF RANGE ) 2235
bO [0 89 2236
_.I ,_IFX = (WINX + WOUX * CSC) / (i.0 + CSC) ............. 2E3?
IF(Cb) 46, 42, 46 2238
42 $T42 - DOIN / (Wl_X + wIFX) " 2239
b rORE'-(WINX+WOUX)/DOIN *
FISP : 1.0 + 2.0 * STORE 2241 *
FISP - ATAN (SQRT (FISP*FISP-I.O)) / 2.0 2242
F_SP=_i. d366* (1. +STORE* ( 1 .-SQHT ( 1./_TORE+ 1 .) )- "_-_iSP) ....... *
F3SP = SLANT (0.i * ST42 + 0.0025) I (2.0 * ST42 + 0.I) + SQRT 2244 *
I (3.,__{.13+ 3.9 * ST42) / (2.0 * ST42 + .3.9) 2245
F_SP : SQRT (0.4 • ST42 + 0.04) / (2.0 * ST42 + 0.4) + SQRT 2246
1 (3.,_ + 5.6 * ST42) / (2.0 * ST4,, + 3.6) 2247
FbSP = SQRT (0.9 • ST42 + 0.2025) / (2.0 * ST42 + 0.9) + SQRT 22{;8
I (2.4u5 + 3.1 * ST42) / (2.0 * STy2 + 3.1) ................. 2_.49
FoSP - SQNT (1.6 • ST42 + 0.64) / (2.0 * ST42 + 1.6) + SQRT 2250
I (1.44 + 2.4 * ST42) / (2.0 * ST4._ + 2.4) 2251
4b IF(C5- 1.0) 50_, 461, 50 2252
#bl IF(ZS) 47, 50_ 47 2253
,_7 ST46 = IJOIN / WINX 2254
I-ISP:U.3183*(O.2148+ATAN (4.*WINX/DOIN _'i.)) .......... *
b147 = ST46 * ST4o 2256 *
F3SP -(0.05 * ST46 + 0.0025) / (0,I * 5T46 + 0.005 + ST47) + 225"/
I (3.c_b3 + 1.95 * ST46) / (7.606 + 3.9 * 5T46 + 5T47) 2258
FI_ D-_ (eont 'cl)















1 (3.24 + 1.8 * ST46) I(6.48 + 3.6 _ .ST46+_ST4_7_} ......... 2260
F5SP : (0,45 * ST46 + 0,2025) / (u,9 * ST46 + 0°405 + ST47) + 2261
I (2.4u3 + 1.55 * ST46) / (4.806 + 3.1 * ST46.+._ST47) .......... 2262
F6SP : (0,8 # sT46 + 0,64)/_(i,6 * ST46 + 1,28 + ST47) + 2263
1 (1_.44. +_1,2 * ST46} /.(2._88 + 2,4 * ST46 + ST47)
IF(C5 - 2,0) 51, 512P 51
IF(C5 - 1.0) 52e 511, 52




F5SP = 1,0 ..................................
F6SP : 1.0
_2 = (_INX + aIFX) / 2,0
IF(ISLI)56,5b,555, 2274
5T55 : (2.1E+11 * EMDT _ (XIN * HFG + CV * (TIN TC)) - @TUB) / 2275
1{( _INX+WOUX)*ELC*EF*Z2*EN*(Tc*TC,TC*TC-TS4)) 2276












11111 _DXS : 1
DLRIV(I,1) : -TRMI - _.0 * TRM3 * T3(1)
FIGURE D-_ (toni'd)
FACT7 : Z2 * C2 * EF * ELC * W2
TRY3= 1.495E-I0 *Z3 *C7 *FACT5 *ET *FISP
STORE : FACT7 * T54
C,_ST(5) : 0.95E-11 * STORE * (C6 + F3SP)
C,,ST(4) : 1.9E-11 • STORE * (C6 + F4SP)
C_ST(b) : 2.85E-11 • STORE * {_6 % FSSP)
C_ST(O) : 3.8E-11 * STORE * (C6 + F6SP)
Ti_5 : 6.67 * FACT6
T,_7 : +0.95E-11 • FACT? * (C6 + F3SP)
T,_8 : +1.9E-If * FACT7 * (C6 + F_SP}
TIx_9 : +2._5E-11 * FACT? * (C6 + F5SP)
T,d,ilO = 0.952 * FACT6















T3(1) : T(I) * T(1) * T(1)






































IF(FEFF - 5T55) 56, 56, 557
aRITE(IrP2,2001) DIIH,EN,WlNA,ST5b
FORMAT(5H DIINFlO.5,bXIHNF14.5,SX4HWINAF11.5,SX
14HFEFF,F11.5,SX,12HOUT OF RANGE ) .......
GO TO 89
FACTb : ELC * EKF / W2





UERIV(2,11 _ TRM2 ....................................................................
DERIV(1,2) = DERIV(2,1) / 2.0 2317
DERIV(2,2) : "YRM4 #RM5 • T(?) - 4,0 *TRM6-*T3(2} .... 2318
u_RIV(3,2) = TRM5 * T(7) 2319
DERIV(7,2) = TRM5 * (T(3) - T(2) ) 2320
STORE = FACT6 * T(7) . 2321 .......
UERIV(2p3) = 6.67 * STORE ..................................................................... 23---22 "
DERIV(3,3) : -8.89. STORE - 4..0 * TRM7 * T3.[3._ ...................... 2323.
L)ERIV(4,3)= 2.22 *STORE 2324
OERIV(7,3) = (6.67 * T(2) - 8.89. T(3) + 2.22 *T(4.)) * FACT6 __2325
DERIV(3,4) = DERIV(Wp3) 2326
DERIV(4,4) = -3.554 • STORE - 4.0 , TRM8 * T3(4) 2327
DERIV(5,4) : 1.334 • STORE ............................................................ 23-2B ..........
bLRIV(7,4) : (2.22 * T(3) - 3.554 * T(4) + 1.334 * T(5) ) * FACT6 2329
DERIV(4,5) = DERIV(5,4) 2330
UERIV(5,5) : -2.286 * STORE - 4.0 * TRY9 * T3(5) 2331
DERIV(6,5) : 0.952 * STORE 2332
UCRIV(7,5) : (1.334 * T(4) - 2.28e * T!5) + 0tg52*_T(6.[ .) * FACT62333 _._
DERI_(5,_ : TRMIO * T(7) 2334
DE, IV(6,6) = -TRMIO * T(7) - 4.0 * TRMll * T3(6) 2335
UiRIV(7,6) = TRMIO * (f(5) - T(6)) ' 2336
uERIV(I,7) : 2.0 * C1 * TRM12 2337
uERIV(2,7) = C3 * TRM12 .... 2338
Ei_ROR(1) = CNST(1) - TRM1 * T(1) + TRM2 * T(2) - TRM3 * T3(1)*T(1)2339
ERROR(2) = CNST(2) - TRM4 * T(2)+ TRMS* T(7)-* (T(3)--T(2)) 23_0 ....
I - TRM6 * T3(2) * T(2) + TRM2 * [(1) / 2.0 2341
ERROk(3) = CNST(3) + T(7) * FACT6 • (6.67 *-T(2) - 8.89. T(3) + 2342
1 2.22 * T(4)) - TRM7 * T3(3) * T(5) 2343
ERROR(4) = CHST(4) + T(7) * FACT6 * (2.22 * T(3) - 3.554 * T(4)+ 23;;
1 1.334 * T(5)) - TRM8 _ T3(4) * T(4) 23_5
E_RO_(5) = CNST(5) + T(7) * FACT6 * (1.334 *-T(4)-2.286 6T{5)+ 2346 "
i ,j.962 * T(6)) - TRM9 * T3(5) * T(5) 2347
E,_ROh(6) = CI_ST(6) + TMMIO * T(7) * (T(5) - T(6)) - TRM11 * T3(6) 2348
1 • T(_) 2349
E_kOR(7) : Ci_ST(7) + TRM12 * (2.0 * Cl * T(1) + C3 * T(2)) 2350
v;,_ITL (ITP2,87o5) ERt4OR(7),CNST(7),TRM12
bU 7UI I = t,N "





F,'ikMAT (5H Ol IN, F10.5,5X tlii_F14' 5,5k4HW Ii:AF}.I •5 i5--H
I 5UHCuI4bErJSER EQUATIONS tJOHCOHVEReENT AFTER 20 TRIES
bO TU 89
0() TO 11111
d_) Ibl I = 1,7
l(1) "- I(I) + CELIA(1)
Tb(1) - T(I) * T(1) * T(I)
DU Ibl J =I,7
101 b_iHlV(J,l) = 0.0
IF(ADS, (DELTA(7))-.OO(}I)8oo,6ooo,uo00
80U DO 61,1 I : 1,6
IF (AbS(DELTA(I)) -1. )801,6000,6000
801 CONTINUE
I0o TF : 1 (7)
IF(TFF.AX + TFIv_IH) 11U, 109, 110
flu IF(TFI,'AX-TF) i0_, I07, I07

























-J-O_/- .... i-F(TF'T-FM-ir4) f0-8_--i09, 109
108 WRITE (1TP2,2006) DIIN,ENeWINAeTF
2006 FORMAT (5H Di INF;IO _5 ;5X IHN#-I-4--.5-;5X_Hw II_AF11_5_-5)(.........
121iTF_,F13_.5,SX,12H_OUT OF. RANGE )
GO TO 89
109 QTOTC = STB1 *(XIH * HFG + CV * (lIN - TC))
I - TSh) + 1.428E-10 * Z4 * C5 * EF * FACT5 * (T3(2)_T(2)
2.- "- T-Sq. ) ) *EN ...............................
QFTC = QTOTC - 9TTC
FE¢C = 17.5E+08 • aFIC / (EN * EL(; * EF * Z2 * W2 *
1 (T(z),T(2).T(2),T(2) - TS4) )
_u,: (3,0 * ,VIFX÷ WOOX)7 4-_0 .............................................
w45 : (_,IFX + WOUX) / 2.0
v_RITE (ITP2,8765) T,DFLTA,ERROR,HCOND,FISP .....
_TOb FORMAT (/7E15.6)
•5 = (3.0 * _OUX + WIFX) / e¢.O -
o1 IF(Z6 - 1.0) 65, 611, 65
611 5T6-1 : ooIN / W45 ..............................
STORE - (_IN+WOUT)/DOIN
FS1SP : 1.0 + 2.0w_STORE
FSISP - ATAN (SORT (FSISP_FSISP-I.0))/2.0
FSISP=.O366*(I.+STORE*(1.-SQRT (1./STo#E+t-.))-¥-FSIsP-) "
FS3SP : SQRT (0.05 * ST61 + 0.0023) / (ST61 + 0.1) + SQRT
1 (3.dU5 + 1.95 w_ ST61) / (sT61 +-3_g) ...............
FSRSP - SORT (0.2 * ST61 + 0.04) / (ST61 + 0._) + SORT
1 (3.2_ + 1.B * ST61) / (ST61 + 3.6)
FSSSP - SORT (U.45 * _T61 + 0.202o) / (ST61 + n.9) + SQRT
i (2._03 + 1.55 * ST61) / (ST61 + 3.1)
FS6SP : SORT (0.8 * STbl + 0.64) / (ST61 + 1.6) + SQRT
1 (i.44 + 1.2 * STol) / (_T61 + 2.e} - "
G'J TO _b




FS6SP = F6SP .....
be T ( 14 )'I.2*ELSC







DO 201 I = 1,13
ZAP=I
IF (II,SR-1) 70U2,7001,7002
"/Ou2 T (I) =TC-5.*ZAP ....
70u1 T3(1)-T(I)_T(I)*T(1)
CJST(I) = 0.0
DO 201 J = 1,15
uERIV (J,14):o.(}
201 DEHIV(J,I) = 0.0
"-'_ST(i) = CON(9) * (3.0 * TC - TOUT)
C_4ST(C) = -2.0 • CON(9) * TOUr
CON(3)-TF * EKF / W#





















































TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES I
CoN(5)-TF * EKF I W5 ....................................................................E42{; .........
C()NI_)=Z2 * C2 * EF * W5 2 u,25
CON(T) = Z2 • C2 * EF * W5 .... 2426
TRM13 " CON(l) * (2.092 * Cl + 1.046 * C3) .2{;27
lRM14 1.122E-I0 * Z3 * C7 * ET * DOIH *-F'SiSP 2428
TRM15 = 0.357E-10 * Z4 * C5 * EF * DOIN 2429
T_MIr, -0.1428E'I0 * C0_I(4) * (C6 + FS3SP)
b_Ml7 : 0.285E-I0 * CON(4) * (C6 + FSu.SP) 2431
T,,<MI_ : 0.42dE-10 * CON(4) * (C6 + FSSSP} ...... 2{;32
TRM19 : 0.57E-10 * C01',!(4) * (C6 + FS6SP) 2{;33
TRN;20 = THM14 ...... 2434
TW,MP--I - TRMIb 2435
TRM22 = 0.I428E-10 • COH{?] * I'C6 + F_:SS"T') ................................ 2-{;36 ..........
TNM23 = 0.285E-10 * CON(T) * (C6 + FS4SP) 2457
l'RM24 = 0.42_.E-10 * C01"(7) * (C6 + FS5_P) 2438
T,RNi25 = 0.57E-10 * C0[,,:(7) * (C6 + FS6SP) 2439
Jb5 = 0 2440
IiqDXS = 1 2441 ..
N " 14 ......... 2442
22222 OE:IRIV(I,I) = -2.0.CON(9) - TRM15 * T(14) 2443
5T2 : CI * CON(1) . T(lU.) 2444
DEFIV(2,I) : 2.092 * C1 * CON(l) * T(14) 2445
UEI_IV(3,1) = 1.046 * C3 * CON(1) * T(14) 2446
bEIxIV(lU,,l) :-CON(1) * (2.092.CI*(T(I),T(2)__) + 1.0464'C3_* 2447
i ( T(I}- T{3)) ) -2448
DF_kIV(I,2) : 1.046 * ST2 2449
DERI_(2,2) : -CERIV(I,_) - T(14) * (CON(2) * 1.272 + 2450
11_M14 * T3(2) * 4.0 ) 2451
bEP, LV(3,2) = 1.272 * CON(2) * T(lu,) 2452
CjLRIV{14,2) " l.Oqb*Cl*COl_(1)*(T(1)-T(2) ) -1.272 * CON(2) * 2453
1 (T(2) - T(3) ) - TI,:M14 * (T(2) w; T5(2) - TS_) .......... 2-{;-5 b, "
bLRIV(l,3) = 0.523 * C5 * CON(1) * T(14) 2455
bERIV(;),3) = DERIV(5,2) 2456
UEPiV(3,3) :-T(14) * (0.52_3 * C3 * CON(l) + 1.272.CON(2) + 2457
1 iO.O * C0;,,,1(3) + TRMI5 * T5(3) * _..0) _ 2458
L)EP,IV(4,3) = IU.ll * COl'J(5) * T(14) 2459
bLRIV(14,3) : CON(i) * 0.523 * Cj *(T(1) - T(3]) + 1.2T2 * CON(2)2460
i • (T(2) - T(5)) - ].U.O * COH(3} * (T(13) - T(4)) + TRMI5 * (TS4 - 2461
2 T3(3) * T(3)) 2462
L;_LRIV(3,4) : I0.(} * COb(3) , T(lU,) 2463
bLklV(U,,4) :-(13.35 * CON(3) + TR;,_16 * T3(4) * 4.0 ) * T(I4) 2{;64
Di-RIV(5,4) : 3.33 * COIJ(3) * T(14) 2465
ut_RIV(14,4) : COIJ(3) * (I0.0 * TCa) - 13.33 * T(4) + 3.33_-T-(S))-2466
I + l'_li,,:16 * (TS4 - T3(_,) * T(4)) 2467
jCRIV(4,5) : DERIV(5,4) 2468
OLRIV(5,5) : IT(14) * (.c,..33 * CON(3) + TRMi7 * 4.0 * T3(5)) 2469
UEEIV(6,5) : 2.0 * CON(5) * T(14) 2470
UE_,IV(14,5) : CON(3) * (3.'53 * T(_) - 5.33 * T(5) + 2.0 * T(6)_. ) 2471
1 t- T1(_.1-7 * (TS4 - T(5) * T3(5)) 24?2
lJCl_IV(5,6) : OERIv'(6,5) 2473
L_ZRIV(6,6) : -l(lU,) * (3._28 * C0,_(5) + TRM18 * 4.0 *T5(6))2474
u,-_xIV(7,O) : 1.42_ * CON(J) * T(14) 2475
UIRIV(14,6) = CON(3) * (2.0 *(T(5) - T(6)) + 1.428 *(T(7) - T(6)))2#76
I + TV',,i18 * (TS4 - T3(6) * T(6)) ...... 2477
uERIV(b,7) : DERIV(7,6) ...... 2478
b'_LRlv(7,?) : -T(14) * (1..,28 * C01,(3) ÷ TRMI9 * 4.0 * T3(?) ) 2479
oL_PIv(lq.,7) : 1.428 * CON(3) * (T(6) - T(?)} + TRM19 * 2480
I (154 - T3(7) * T(7)) 2481
FIGURE D-4 (cont'd)
TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES
DERIV(1,8) = 2.0 * CON(9) - CON(l) * T(14) * 2482
........ 1 (0.6973 * C1 + 0.3487 * C3) 2483
DERIV(8,8) : 0.6973 * Cl * 3.0 * CON(l) * T(14) 2484
......... DERIV(9,8) = 0.3487 * C3 * 3.0 * CON(1) * T(14) 2485
DERIV(14p8) = -CON(l) * ( 0.6973.C1 * (2.0*TOUT+T(1)-3.0*T(8)) + 2486
1 0.3487,C3, (2.0.TOUT+T(1)-3.0*T(9))) 2487
DERIV(1,9) = 0.3487 * Cl * T(14) • CON(I) 2488
DERIV(8p9) = - T(14) • (1.046 * Cl * CON(l) + CON(2) • 1,272 2489
1 + TRM20 * 4.0 * T3(8) ) 2490
OERIV(9,9) = DERIV(3p2) 2491
DERIV(14,9) : CON(l) * (0.3487 * Cl * (2.0 * TOUT + T (1) - 3.0 * 2492
1T(8))) +C0N(2).1.272 *(T(9)-T(e))-TRM20* (T3(B)*T(B)-TS4) 2493
DERIV(1,10) = 0.1743 * C3 * CON(l) * T(14) 2494
DERIV(SplO) = DERIV(Bp2) 2495
DERIV(9,10) = -T(14) * (0.5229 * C3 * CON(l) + 1.272 * CON(2) 2496
1 + 10.0 * CON(5) + 4,0 * TRM21 * T3(10) ) 2497
DERIV(IO_IO) : 10.0 * CON(S) * T(14) 2498
DERIV(14_lO) : CON(l) * 0.1743 * C3 * (2.0 * TOUT - 3.0 * T(9) 2499
1 + T(1) ) + 1.272 * CON(2) * (T(8) - T(9)) + 10.0 * CON(5) s(T[10)2500
2 - T(9)) + TRM21 * (TS4 - T3(9) * T(9) ) 2501
DERIV(9p11) = DERIV(ZOwlO) 2502
..... DERIV(lOw11) =-T(14) * (13.33 * CON(5) + 4,0 * T3(10) * TRM22) 2503
DERIV(llp11) = 3.33 * CON(S) * T(14) 2504
DERIV(14p11) = 10.0 * CON(S) * (T(9) -T(IO) ) + 3.33 * CON(5) 2505
1 * (T(11) - T(IO) ) + TRM22 * (TS_ - T(IO) * T3(10) ) 2506
DERIV(lO,12) = DERIV(11_11) 2507
DERIV(llp12) = -T(14) * (5.33 * CON(5) + 4.0 * TRM23 * T3(I1) ) 2508
DERIV(12w12) = 2.0 * CON(5) * T(14) 2509
......... _RIV_i_,12_ = CON(S) * IB.BB* T 1(_) - 5.33 * T(11) + 2.0 * 2510
1 T(12)) + TRM23 * (TS4 - T3(11) * T(11) ) 2511
DERIV(llt13) = DERIV(12,12) 2512
DERIV(12,1B) = -T(14) * (3.428 * CON(5) + 4.0 * TRM24 * T3(13)) 2513
DER!V(!3,13_ = !=428 * CON(5) * T(!#) 251q
DERIV(1;,1B) = 2.0 * CON(5) * (T(11) - T(12)) +1.428 * CON(5) * 2515
...... i (T(13) - T(_)_ + TRM24 * (TS4 - T3(12) * T(12)) 2516
DERIV(12w14) = DERIV(13,13) 2517
Dl-_'R'IV(13el;) = -T(14) * 11.428 * CONI5) + 4.0 * TRMZ5 * T_(13)] 2_18
DERIV(14,14) = 1.428 * CON(5) * (T(12) - T(13)) + TRM25 * (TS4 - 2519
I-TBTIB]-_(l_) ) 2_20
ERROR(l) = CON(9) • (B.O*TC-TOUT-2,0 * T(1)) - CON(I) * T(14) * 2521
...... _ 2.09_*L_I*X--T(1)-T(2) ) + 1.046 * C3 * (T(1) - TI3) ) ) 2522
ERROR(2) = T(14) • (1.046 * C1 * CON(1) * (T(1) - T(2)) + 1.272 * 2523
-1"-'-C*_} * ITtB) - T(2}-)- + TRM1; * (T54 - T(2) * T3(2)) ) 2b2tt
ERROR(3) = T(14) * (0.523 * C3 * CON(l) * (T(1) - T(3)) + 1.272 * 2525
......... I COf_I-P.l-_--rr(2)--_---T-(3)-T-¥ 1_.0 • CON(3)-* (T(4) - T(3)) + TRMZ5 * 2526
2 (TS_ - T3(3) • T(3)) ) 2527
............ ER-ROR-(-4)------T-(14}*--(iO.O-* CON(3)-__-_-T-(4)) + 3.33 * CON(3) 2528
1 • (T(5) - T(4)) + TRM16 * (TS4 - T3(4) * T(4)) ) 2529
................ ERROR-(-_--_-TII4-I * (3.33 * CON(B) * (T(4) - T(S)) + 2.0 * CON(3) *2530
I (T(6) - T(5))+ TR_.17 * (TS4 - T3(5) * T(5)) ) 2531
..... ERR-OR(_) _(I4I ,-(24-_) W_N(3) -*-(T(S) - T(6}) + 1.428 * CON(3) 2532
1 • (T(7) - T(6)) + TRM18 * (TS4 - T3(6) * T(6)) ) 2533
-ERiRO-R 7_ _--T-(14) • (1.428 * CON(3) * (T(6) - T(7)) + TRM19 * (TS4 2534
1 - T3(7) * T(7)) ) 2535
............. -E;_-ROT_-r8") = 2.0 * CON(9) * (T(1) - TOUT) - T(14) * CON(Z) * 2536
I (0.6973*Cl*(2.0*TOUT+T(I)-3.0*T(8)) + O.3487*C3*(2.0*TOUT+T(I) 2537
.... 2 - 3. O.T (cy))- } ........... 2538
ERROR(9) = T(14) • (CON(l) * 0.3487 * Cl * (2.0 * TOUT • T(I) - 2539
_(;m_ _ (eo_;'a)
TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES
2 T3(8) * T(8)) ) 25;1
, " -EhROh(lO) = T(i_-}--* (CON(i) * 0.17_3 * C3 * (2.0 * TOOT_-3_ --_ .... 25_2-
I T(9) + T(1)) + CON(2) * 1.272 * (T(8) - T(9)) + 10.0 *CON(5)25_3
..... 2 * (TilO) _ T(9)) + TRY21 * (TS; - T(9) * T3(9_) ) 25_;
EHROR(ll) = T(14) * (10.0 * CON(5) * (T(9) - T(IO)) + 3.33 ,CON(5)2545
[;-'(_TI-i]_--_T(iOi)+_RM2-2-'* iTS; - T3(10) * T(IO)) ) 25_6
ERROR(12) = T(1;) * (3.33* CON(5) * (T(IO) - T(11))+ 2,0 * C0N(5)25_7
1 * (T(12) " T(11)) + TRM23-_(TS_-_ T3(11) * T(ll)) ) 25W8
............. ERR 0H(13)= T(!4) * (2.0 * CON(5) * (T(11) - T(12)) +1.428 *CON(5)25_9 .....
1 * (T(13) - T(12)) + TRM24 * (TS4 - T3(12) • T(12)) ) 2550
ERROR(14) = T(14) * (1.;28 * CON(5) * (T(12) - T(13)) + TRM25 * 2551
..........._=-{TS%;-'r3T13T-_-TFI3TT7
AI= TF * EKF * W45 / T(I_) * .001389 2553
DO 7012 I = 4,7 ........................................ 2-55_
A2 = I - 3 2555
A2A1 = A2 * A1 ......................... 2556
DERIV(Itl) = OERIV(I,I)- A2AI 2557
..... _E_IVlR-_67TT-_ - DE_9_(t+&,_) -+ _A--'2-_1 2558
DERIV(I+6,I+7) = DERIV(I+6,I+7) - A2A1 ....
DERIV(I,I+7) = DERIV(I,I÷7) ;-A2A1 .......
A3 = A2A1 1 T(14) * (T(1) - T(I+b))
DERIV(14,I) : DERIV(I_,I) + A3 ...........................
DERIV(14,I+7)= DERIV(1W,I+7) - A3
ERRO_(I-)-_ ERRoR(i)A3 .T__;] ............
7012 Ei{ROH(I+7) : ERROR(I+7) + A3 * T(1W)
A1 = (DOiN * DOIN - DIIN * DIIN) *EKTH
A2 = .00363 * Cl * A1
A3 = .00182 * C3 * A1
DEEIV(2,2) = DERIV(2,2) - A2
DEEIV(8,2] : DERIV(8-;-2} + A2 ..................
A_ = (T(2}- T(8)) * A2
DERIV(14,2) : DERIV{14,2) + A4 / F(14)
ERROR(2) = ERROR(2) - A4
DERIV(2,9) = DERIV(2,9) + A2
OERIV(8,9) : DERIV(8,9) - A2 2575
DERIV(14;9) DERiv(14,9) -A4 '7 Y{I-_) ............................... _-B--_K
2577Ei_ROR(9) : ERROR(9) + A4
DERIV(3,3) : DEEIV(3,3) - A3
DERIV(9,3) : DERIV(9,3) + A3




































DO 702 I = 1,N
702 UERiV(_+I,i) =-ERROR(I)
CALL CROUT
GO TO (28,7005) ,INDXS







DERIV(1;,3) : _ERIV(14,3} + A4/T(14)
- E_RoH(3) --E-E_ROR(3)_.--A_ ......................................
DERIV(3,10) : DERIV(3,10) + A3
DERIV(9,10) : DERIV(9,10) - A3
DERIV(I_,IO): DERIV(14,10) - AW / T(IW)
ERROI_(IO) : ERROR(IO) + A4
TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES




I 50HSUBCOOLER EQUATIONS NONCONVER6ENT AFTER 20 TRIES ) 2600
GO TO 89 2601
204 GO TO 22222
28 DO 207 I = 1,14
T(I) : T{I) + DELTA(I)
T3(1) = T(I) * T(1) * T(1)
DO 207 J :1,14
207 DERIV(J,I) = 0.0
IFFA-B-_ (DELTA(l_F)]3_l]_8_,204,204
802 DO 803 1 = lp13
................ --_-FT_{I))-l,)803p20_2o4
803 CONTINUE
ELTX = ELC + ELSCX
.......................
ENPG = 144. / (RHOL *ELSCX)* (ST?/g260.-DPLC)
IF(ELTMX)36,36t35
351 IF(ELTMX-ELTX) 352p36 t36














1 5X12HOUT OF RANGE )
GO TO 89
2063 TTX = TT * (ELTX * DOIN / (ELT * _IIN)) **0.25 - Z7 * C9 * IF / 2615
1 (RHOT- _ EME_H--*EMEYh-/--(RHOF-* E_EF • EMEF)] ** 0.1666 ....... 261----6.......
2064 DOINX = 2.0 * TTX + DIIN 2617
- ,@J_RIX-:-b_)533 • Zs-_-EN* (2.fi * WINA + DOINX] + 3.14 *--Z&_--DCMIN26i-8
WBREX : Z5 * WBRIX + 3.14 * Z6 * DCMAJ 2619
............ sYT_-- D/IN_ D-'I_N ...................................... 2620
EMT = 0.00545 * RHOT * (DOINX * DOINX - ST72) * (EN * ELTX+ WBREX)2621
_ _ _ _ _,i_ _ (.iD_V _ ......................................
ST79 = Z5 * WlNA 2623
WINXX = ST79-+ STSO * (_'7- DCMIN /EN - DOIN_ 262_
WOUXX = ST79 + ST80 * (37.7 * DC_AJ /EN - DOINX} 2625
......... EMF =-0.01385 *-I'3VO--;-RFTO-_. TF * CB * 5T73 + ELTX * EN * 2b26
1 0.5*(WINXX+WOUXX) • (1,0 - C8)) 2627
ENIF-=-0,0_I7 * RHOIF-;-TIF ; 51"73- 2628
DIINH = 1.414 * DIHA 2629
ST75 = DiHA + 2,0*TH ................................... 2b'-30-.....
EMIH : 0.00545 * RHOH * WBRIX * (ST75 * ST75 - DIHA * DIHA) 2631
.......... E_LI _.--0-05_5 • STT_-*_O_-* XEN-_E-EE._"C-X--_-WBREX)
EMCR = EMT + EMF + EMIF + EMIH + _MLI 2655
ACR =--ST73 / 2.0 ....................................................... _ ..........
_TOTS = ST81 * CL * (TC - TOUT) 2637
-- ENUE-= _ENU-E .................... 2-_ .........
ENPG = -ENPG 2639
wRITE (I]'P2 ;35"/_) ........... 26_0
3579 FORMAT(//) 2641



















8MIH12X3HMLI12X3HMCR12X3HAC_ ............ /6XgHNO OF 6pS12X3HLBS12X3HLBS265_
912X3HLBSI2X3HLB.S12X3_HL._BS12X3HLBSIUX5HSQ FT/SF15,5//) 2655
IF(WNMAX - WINA) 91t 91_ 90 2656
WINA = WINA + WNDEL ................................. i .................. 2657 ......
GO TO 38 2658
IF(ENMAX - EN) 93_ ..93. 92 ........................................... ........... 2659
EN = EN + ENDEL 2660
G0 TO 3 2661
•_IL"(O_AX--_-DTIR) gS-;-_jE;-_Sq. 2bb2
OlIN = OLIN.+ DQEL .......................................... 2_63 .
GO TO 2 266_
2665CONTINUE




DiMEkSIOk CCC(@,3) ,2Z_(Q,_) ,C(Q) I 7(Q),DERIV(]5,14)_DEL_A(14) ?_6A
I _E_IV. DELTA, C, Z. YI. Y2, V3, Y4 2k7_
_ " " C_Ea_I_T_-'P_R I_+POTT_TE ............................................................._ ..
C P_O_R_ CONSTANTS - SELECTION _7_
_4TA CCc,zzZf3_E,De_t_;O,I,;2a_-;_.l25,._,;7_,O, ;2_]_,;1F_--_];.,-_-5;'L_?3 .......
..... ]:I_'_D_IT'FI_/,_01'?2) f_J,_iE ................ P_77-
ln_ _RMATI/R_ PU_T IS ?X4lII)
CCC(4_ 0-,_ .......
_ _ l_ • 1,9
........__ • ....CCC(II,T} ...........
1 7(11) • ZZZII_,J)










? vi • l,
V?" O,
C_ TO 4 ..................
3 Yi = O,
4 TI:'IL - _.) 5 , 5 , 6
+--5 v_ = __',...................................................
Y4 = _,
.... _ET[IRE- ............................................... _'2_F97
6 v3 = O, _f,9_
..... v_r-E _ .................................... _q "
I_FTtIRN 27rl_
.......................................








































D_ ?2 JS:I,JSMX 2719
72 RUM=SUM_A(JS.I)mA(J.JS) 2720
25 A(3.1)=A(J.I)-SUM ...................... _72_ -
1_0 CONTIN_E 772?
I=K _---









GO TO 200 273_
------ 350-A-TJ.I}:(A(J,I)'_UM)_(I./A{I,I}} 2733
200 CONTINUE 2734
C H&VF COMPLETEO FINOIN_ TH_ DERIVED MATRIX 7735




O0 ?R0 KS=JSI_N 274n
I_(_S-N)2_O,2RO,]OO _741
_RO _IIM=SUM*A(KS,JS)e_(KS) 274_
3no N(JR}=A{k_,JB)-RU _ 2743
J55=J55_1 _744
302 IWALT : 99 274_
TNOXS = ? 7747
303 R_TURN 274R
ENO ........................................................................ _ ....
TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES I





om,tT I COMelNATfONDI OF



















C_PMC_ _ ,J_, IHALT, I_XS,_ERIV,_ELT_,C_ ,C2, C3, C=, C_, C6, C7, Cn, _9, 3ri;__
n&TA ':;TC_ / _.o.n , .t3n43_,.rtr}53._,.gn784,.'t3_,.17,.?44,4.33, x,_?-
'] =_-,33;7-,6_-,3 i_.2_._i_4,2,6S1')/ 3r_nX
ITP1 = S 3r'_77
.... l ........ --I_Fl_l_r_- _r l-Tl=-_ ;3- 0liI 3 _ TITLF 3"1 r_
'_-tTE--( | _P2, !n03) " Tt TLE 3"_:t_
-'tn h t3 &'nRN'AT ( 12/, ( 31:'In, a ) ) 3_,_4
_PAP, ( ITP1,1r_01) PC,TC,.F.',_I_T,X|_,,DPT_T,I_=iT,_,c.A,,'.,-;A,,,tI_, 3_'1 r-.
..... _-97S! _ _-_G-,_L, RHOL ,._UFT oEKC, RW0T, _nF, EKT_, FKF, nwr'w, T_, P._,, PT, EI_, 3._IA
?C_/, T IN, TAt', EL_PO, F MFF, EPETH, TTG, E_','UFG, TFI,',!I__TFv _y, F.LP _',.',ELP_'x, 3 r"! 7
3 !,_"'I_'_,W_A X, IF;, RI-_IFp ¢ L T,'IX,a LP_,_, 8LPNT 3n I }_
4 , r_INpL, I_I_..p__r_T__,'pr,F NL, F k.u, F NnEL ,:,,I','AI., 3mI_;
_,; T_.'AI_,_ I;_AD _ 3,'.>.,_
WRITE ( ITP2,8_37} PC,TC=EMOT,XI'_,RPTOT,T_IIT_R,Gt_"A,VI(_,uIqI.,HrzG,3.-._3
FIGURE D-6
TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES 1
6r_37 _r_R_AT(50_ PESIGr,_ PPO, GRAM I_O-PRI_'/,£EC r_TnECT R/C w/SC I !Br,25
T _'_:F-_-TF_I::"UT/T3Y2_TPCI 3X 71aTE-it2 Y3 _ _,rTT_:2Y 3 _ XT K;__Y_T4TTI=TPFT __ii-Y4_T_[TTT_3-_ _;T_...............
PX_MP_nXS_GAMMA/I _X4_4PSI alnXSNDES RBY7_4LBS/MI_,,27_(3_p,_ isn_(5NF)FC,_ tv3"27
34_4FT/n/nFt5.5//J I ×4vVISVI IX4_4V I-_L_.2W'3_4NFC, _ 3X2_CLI I Y,_4R_.4mL] C_r4_,£_ _'T3 n2 q
413XPFK'C_-lX4NRI'40T/?(SX'trlNL.rRS/FT _EC)1"tX4}4P,/LBg'_6NB/Lp 66YQ_I_P,_/C!,,P'3r_PG
=;t0XK, I,4!_BA/FT6XgRR/IqlR FT F(_YgNLB.RICl!_FT/TF_5;g_--6T_15-,-5 .......................... T'_3_ "
(, t/'I 1X4N_I-,OFSPX31.4KTt..413 X "_n3'_
............VT@-I41K_-I_X_FRIJON-'I.3XT2HTI412X3N_'SV$3X2H#TI3Y2HE_/BXgHLR_-/_LI,rTS_TN_ r3_3P .......
_T F6xgNR/_R FT F6YgNLRSICII,FTl. l'44t.4I,UCN/RF,tS,51 ) 3m_*
W_ITE (ITPP.,&[!3_)CV,TIN, TAIJ, El NmD,EMEF_FHFTI4iTT.r.,FNUFGiTI_:_TIk_ 3_-_,'I
TIZMA 'K _ELPMN_ELP_X,WM|K_.WMAX_TIF,R_4|#,ELTMY,ALP_£_ ALP_4T . 3r'3q
? nIKIPL,DINPH,r_If"PF_ENL ,EK'H , EK_DFL.WT_IAL,WIN^_4 , WI'_A_ 3_3A
6_3 R _h_AT(1-3y_:V12`_3NT_N_2X_WTA_i_(_y`_-W-LNp_/j_2X_N_E_1X4_-_w_.F-._'_12)t3uTT_`; _e'_7
ItiYa#_,IL.EC,/BXTNB/LBS F_tDYSNDEG IRI1Y414DAY.qI._XP('I2'/3_pF;I)_fy4NfK_CM_y 3m3 _
pC)t.4ki_ £3F (_SI4FIS,f,_2FIS,2_2F15,_,II.l._X_NTF_;I_,!1nX_,_TF_AX&mX_.pMI_.ln_p3o
_JY&NL PM.4 Yl_ X 4NWM f N_:I.1 V4NWMAXI2X_NT I F!. _ X4NPN f F/2 ( .1.1 X4 M f _',lr,I-I } 4 ( 1.xy _4FT '_3r' 4 "
,41 I XaN I KCk6XONLSS/CU, FT/aF't 5,5//!. _Yb_4L T_A)_:'I r')XS_ALP_SI PY _144L Pr.,TR)_7_P3r_ 41
5 I l N_ nBy71aD I I kp F_X7_D I Ik, Jp _1._X314k,i t_l_Y3{.4 _q F/1 3Y2_FT3rly3 ( I _LV_l"rI_'rCt-i3TT4"Jr
_)IRF:15._II12X3N _J ngx6NWINA t_gY6NwI_,,^ Fg_(_NWINA F_/'ISY._(_I,X4NINCN)/ 3r43
7 AF_IS,5//) ]r'44
_'I_,l_ I_ = _ I_,_-, OOn[Inl -$n4r-,
[) IlktPH--_ IIXPN', hOrlr _. 3_47
f_;L! .-r_ 3r. 4_
f F ( _Lplv _,,) 5'1 5,5.'1 n, b!.3 _4Q
51n f ¢' ( _,,t,' I _, ) 515,511., 5_. 3 {_Sr
511 f_'("rFYAY ) 515,512,513 3"_1
C,_ TO 514 .tr_b_
514 fqLl'l ]robe
#PWP=FN'P,T*DPTOT/ (2"i6,n*R_.lOL) :_"b7
_,,r_ITF (fTP#,lrlO?) pP_,,_# 3r_5;;
q.(:;C : 6q, * E"DT * CL * (TC - TmlJT) 3,_er_
OTOTP = Ei_[3T * (5'2+_ * YI *,_ * NFG + _L}. * £V * (TI"' - TC)) 3q_1
.......... QTC)TS = 7,5 i. E,vDT . yI,,, . 1.4Fr, 3_'t_
_IAt'IV = "t44. .It. PC, / (N * T('t,) "t",_X
_ISC = ,7F_2 , SC)_T (FUhT /r-414RL.) 3r,,._
fl='(TS(kl!lVN#) ) 55_ 56_ 5_ ._r_A7
T_;;4(f_,llM!ql_) -" 5,A3F_."_ * (QIq(N'[lJFIF,_q) * ALP#£ / ALP_T + qfT('\}l,:_O}) "_"f,?
C;"1 T(') 57 -_,_,-,n
5 A Tc;4(NIIW["['4) • TS(NIIPRR_.II. TS(N!h',I'_R)*TS( ,,.li'-!l_p)l. TS(ik:'.l;._,#) _mT'"
"I!:_)fTE (f'rP2_i764') ,,,F'F_TS .... 3 _ 7 D
8764 &nq_MAT(tTN T£ IS I::L_,1,6_ nE(; _ ///) _",7"x
.... 2 ....... _ f IK'P : P, TkPL - 3r'r-74
3 r.:_,_ = Flkl _p7 _,
4 _ f _'lA = _" I _'A [. 3r, TA
vfk_ ,- ._._, . F.'_lnT * '_I_,, / (P_nV . r_fl_.p . qfI\!P * F:i' ) 3'_77
IP(vI_' - IrRV * £OVV) 11._ .q,9 3'_7r




ll DIWA : ,5 * DIINP * SQRT (EN / 71} 3n,3
r_FNA = .?5 • rlIIN; :) . $QR'r (EN / Z_,) 3n_
_EVTK : PH_V * DI?NP * VIK' / (12, * VTSV) 3nM7
12 WRA_I = ._.83.3 * E_" * (2.0 * _IN= + ,75 * DIII_F') "_r_o
" - _OI_ _- ;_Pt3103 * RH(_V * VIK) 4o VTN* wB,_I I (ZImDT_^*I_FIWA**,?S} 3'_9n "
..r)pEN =,rlr}_I225 .R_OU . Vl N , VI_ * ,4BAR! I (Z_*I3E_A*RI_E_A**,2_) 3,_9!
T_(13PLCP) _.3, 13, 14 3t_93
- Y3 ......w_tY_ -( |Yl_2,20Ot } Ol INP,EN,WINA,13PLCP - _Q,_
_-f_fll FK)RMAT(_IwD I I_P, FitS, 5,5X, IWN, _ 4,5,5_(, 4HW Ik!A _ Fi%, 5,5Y, 3r'9_
G(") T(! @g 3_97
STOR (23 = ,75 3n90
•_TOR (4) = ,R54 31.r'_ 1
............ ,_TOI_-(5) = _;563 3!n?
STO_ ( 6 ) = , ?.72 3! IJ3
_V{ I } : _TOR( I ) * nEVI_, 31 [];
17 _(T) : _4, I REV(1) _1,"t
tn I_'(QEV(1) - 4noo,n) !=_,t6,1 _, 3!bo
!5 ¢_(75-= r_,Ofi?77 * RFV(I} ** n,3?2- " 3_.Ir "
_r) TC 19 3ili
I q ',,'_F(I} : cTO_(I+_} * f:Nff')T* VI_t * S_NT (RWOV / _L_ * (_.,,"I- 3_I'_
........ _-_Tt_R{l÷'_) * YIkl) / (SlJFT * _I!'_;P * F.K;) 3114
_;(f) : _TOR(I+9} * EHDT * (1,C1 - STOQ(I+3)*XII_)/(CII_,'P*E',_*V]¢I_} 3!I_
- t¢(';/F.r(1) - 3,03 70, Pc}, _ 3_! _
?n I_'{PF_(1) - ?c)m,D) 21, 21, 22 3_17
(FP(I} * RFV(1) * WIN * wI,.RV * R_OL}) 3.'110
......... __'(i_V(T) ,?r_nO.O} __3,_3,_4 312 c
_3 _wI(1) : (i.n ÷ [")_(|31 ** 4.n 3_!
24 _l{I} = ( ri,_ + ..¢;G_T ( 0,25 + nR(I}) ) ** 4,75 -_q23
(';,'_ "re 2_- - 312,_
2? P_l(I_ : FTO_(I+t_) I XIN ** ,75 31._
- --_-A ...... cr_,,T'rIF.]UF ..... 3 _ 2,,
_C_'.P. = YI * Y4 * 1,375" V!_! * _(;r_T (CI. * RH01_ * _HnV * EKC * "B_27
_--_(23 i V|_L) + ?OnO,O * Y3 * Vl + 5_n_,r_ • Y2 312 _-
I_LCP = 732C), * DPLCP * DIINP I (R_OV * VI I'_* _JI_1 * (PWI(1) * I_FR(I3312 ¢)
1_ 1_ + i,333 * P_I(2)* _'R(2) + I,o2 * PWl(3} * rR(3})} 3_3r'
|F(FL plVX ) 32,32, 79 _!3_
- - _- TF(F[CIP --ELPMN) 31,31, 3n 313"2
3n I_'(pLplvv - F_LCP) 31, "5.1,3_ 3_3-_
- 3_ _ _ _ YF ( IT?P_, ?nO? ) DI INP,FN,wi ,,A,F.LCP "_t34
2 n{_? I:rHRM_T ( _P[_ I I _'JP,FE_, 5,5X, INN _I-'_4,5,5Y _4ww I_'IA_FJ I..%, 5v, 315_
t;,m TC _9 3_ 37
--3-? ..... ___,=]_ = i.?,9E-Q4 * (r)II,_P * E_ I (VlRL-* E_'DT * _OL))** ,33"_3x 313_
. I * {R_CV*VlK,.VI,v / PEVIN*e,?5 + 6.t_*FM,")T*VIN/(I')IT,,,peFLCp.E_,=)} ;t13a
FICARE D-6 (oont'cl.)
TRW EQUIPMENT LABORA TORIES
33 lp(rlx:!lEr,,- ENilE) 35, 35 ,34 3141
? r_t'13 ¢:r_RmAT(_I'D I I'k'P_FIO t 5 J5X, II4NIF_I 4,5,.5X, 4NN IN!A jFI I o5,5X, 3143
'I 3NI_'UE,P'12,c)'-_X,112H(hUT_F IRAN_E ) ............ _444
_.n TO Aq 344_
3 r" r)._LCS" ,_. * DPLCP ................................... 3-14_-
ELCF;:574, C1*DPL.CS.IREV I Nit 0 , 25 iD I I KtS*E_.f*t C,, t25/( RwnViV I _ *V ! N ) 31 47
........ _l__C_ : _[C_-*- CL * TC • {TC*TC*TCT{TOIJTtTOEJT_TOIIT]._[, }/{,37E i_Nr:.C, T3_49 ....
I::L_.TF: : FLCS + EL.SCS 314_
EL? : EI_CP + FLTS ......... 315m
fI:"(_LTMY) 3R_ 3B,3P, 315'1
3_ flC(FLT.PX - FLT) 37, 37, 3 _ 3'15P
37 '_n ITE (ITP?J20[14) P I fKrP, F N, w I,,,l_,FLT 31bx
-- _FI4--q:-_RT_AT(_I_II_P,FtrT_m-_'_X_4N_I:'.I4,5;B_,414'xI_'A_FI_.,5,Sv, ......... 3154 ....
I _41T,FI3,5°SX,-12NOIIT OF" I_AN'GF ) 34b r-
r;,r_ TO ,_q 315_,
3,3 ATP = ,_1965 . E ,_ * r_IINP * ELCP . ZP L_lh7
ATS : ,lq_5 * DIIK_S * ELC_ ....... 3T5_-
_ : P,TP + AT,':::; _I 50
f I:' ( TTt';, ) 4P,40,30 "_I _r'
39 TT : TTG _lel
TTP : TT_, 34_*_
r,_ T_ 41 316'_
4 m TT : 3,_1 * (AP*T_U /FL_,ipn)**,25 / (R_4_T.FMFTI4.1z_._CT_}#.,I_,AAA 3'I/_4
4_ _nAVF = ,75 * DII_'_P + 2,0 * TT 31_
fNIC)FX = 1 _16/,
I#(I'IwAX ) 45,4_,42 31_7
I_(#TInF4F - _vllN) 44,44,4T _, _4 _,,'_
4_ [C(_,_.v^X - STC,_E) 44_44_45 - 317,_
44 ','nITE ( ITPP_2nO r,) OIINP,F,"J,'*f,,A_.RTONC 3_7_
p r_?_5 _'m#r"A T (='I'DI I"!P,FI n, =_,qY, 1 I-IN,¢'! 4,5,5Y, 4 H_,?I',IA,F 41 .5.5v, 3!7P
'I 'IHI_I,FI.4.r',_-Y,12NC)UT _F RANGE } 317"
P.h T0 Aq 3174
45 .qT(')PE = COAVP / _;|N_ -_7:"
QTI/_:n,PS¢..7P-P9 * Z_*F&'i[)r_AVP*EL. CP*c_\,*(TC*TC*TC*TC-TS4(,,qI'.lPJ#) ) _1 7A
" f_" (Cry) 47, 4f_, 47 3!7 n
4A Iz3SP : £CRT (,O_ t. qTC)RF + ,qnsr,) / (qTnq p + ,1} + 347q
I StaRT (1,95 * _Tr}RF + 3.A03} / (..gTnRF + "_,g) 51Am
C'4SP : .gCeT (1"1,? * _TOIRE + ,_74 ) / (qT_;4 p + ,4) + 31_,1
I SORT (1,A * STr)#E + ],24 } / (,¢TqlRE + 3,6) 34F_
crisp : SC#T (.45 * £TC)qE +,2R25) I (£TC'_F + ,q) + _,.x
.... I " ShiRT (1,5._ .STC_nE + 2.4n3) / (_TnRr- + 3,1 ) 3'1;_4
CASP : qCRT (ri,£ * qT_E + o64 ) I (gTr_[- + I .A) + 31_'4
I S_RT (1,2 * gTC_RF + t,44) / (ST'nRF + 2,4) 3i;_(
¢'1SP = m,_.3f_6 t (1,+(2,13/£TC_F) * (1,n-(:q#T (r_,R.qTt_lRIZ+1,m)) +,¢,i
I ,*_Tz_, (SC#T (A,nI,RT(hlRP" * (i.,0 * 2,CI I .C,Trh#E}) ) )
47 f¢'(t'5-1,(_) %q,4Fl,5[) _ .,c
" 4A- -IF(73} 4_,__'_,49 -- 31-_,
4 ° ¢'3SP : ( ,,n.5 * STO#E ÷ ,r'lCjPS) / (STOOGE . (ST(hR. + ,1) + ,q'nS) + "_1:.)1
1 (1, gr_ * F'ro I_; + "_,R_"_3) / (STqR1 _ * (STOPr: 4- 5.g] 4- 7,_04} 3_gP
F4SP = (._) * STtnl_r- ÷ ,04) / (STmRr: , (SI'OpF + ,4) + ,ha) + _i_'_
l (l.#l * ,¢TO_'E + 3,24) / (qT,'_RF * (STOr_F + 3,6) + f,,4_I} 34:)4
;:_SP : ( ,45 * STDPF_ + ,?025) I (STc'_L * (F_T,n_4F + ,9} * ,4rib} + _19 :_,
T--t-_, 5_ _ _TmR#- 4--_-, _ n3 '; 7 (_. TT'TR¢'- _ - TST'TTTE.- " ._- 3; '[3- -+ " a; _ [T.._) ............ 3-"[.9-A ........
CA,SP = (.A . .qTPRF + .64) / (STr"NF * ( STI"_r'_:, ÷ 'I_. _'_) "_" I °P_w_) ÷ _4 '_7




l=ISP : r!._'t_3 I (6T6nj ('L,r_., 4.0 / ST_E) + 0.214_,) 3_9o
5:_ 1=SSP = 1.0
_'4_P = 1.n
PlSm : 1.r _





54 II:'( ISL1 } 61,61., 5R 3_07
5_- " ¢;TO_.F-'C-_Tf.iB.I.(2;l_+'tl*EMDT*(O,BTS*XtN*HFG+CV*TIk,;£V.TC))) • ....... 3__n_
* 2,0 * _Ik'A * FLCP *(TCeTC*TCeTC-TR4t_II!_Q))*EF*72_I ( _N
-IP(_I;ORE- FEFF) _6}, 59, 59
1 4a_EFF,F_t,5,SY,_2N011T O_ RiN'GE )
q_ T_ RO
_,T'[_ : DIAVP
.............. hr_t[_ = oC/,_vP-
Yl.C : FL £P
C;TO_(I ) : Z_3
_TOI_(3) : Z?
C;TflPE :(TC- TOUT) I _,"1
I','_r, EX : I
#_gg0 TMS_=.I
Tt2)=T(_ )-5,
nr_ _2 T : 1,6
_ T_(T) = T{I) * i"(i) . t(I_
r,n TC (m!Pl,61021,I_S_
T'!SI_:?
- Cn _0 67_n-
674£t r')r:, _'21 I=_ ,7
STO_(_) = i'_| IN / (_.4./H{':..0klO + (_")I%- ")T I",!)tEKT_)
,_TtSr.-?(A) = C? * FKTt'., • (DC) TN- OTI "._) / (r_r) fl_, + DII")
-_c-_v_t------------_-,.!) =-1,3q,_ * C_ * $1'0_(_) * Xl_C - 1.,7 * gT_'(F,) . XLIC =
14.el ,'agSE-10.,.F1SP* C;T_(1) t C7 * i.)nI",, * yL£ i FT * T'_("I)






















mP_TV(R,1) = 1,394 * C1 e STO_(5) e XLC * (T(1)-Tr) - '1 7 *gTr_r_(_13"_4o
. .. I
- - _ *XI-Ci(T(?)"T( ) ) )-i, 4q;)E-IO*I:I SPI_TnR ( I.)i_,7*Or_! h'mYLCI_Ti :_Sr
..... r,_U)ti(_,2) = F'_EPIV(?,I) 1 2,0 3".-'5"
D',:_TV(3,.2) = _.A7 .m T(7) * XLC I YwTN .t EKF 325_
-_=_TV(2,2) = ,34P- * C3 * STOP(5} *XL_'-nE_IV(3,P) - OFRIV(I,;_'_ - 3;'54
,_ 4.r_ . .__3,RE-IO .i ST_R(?) • C =, • El:" * r'mt_.._ * XLC ,' T3(P) __=i_
ZZGU_E_-6 (oon_',:1)
TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES
! * (T(2) - T(:t)) - DERIV(3,2) * (T(3) - T(2)) -,23RF-lC) * STnR(?) 3?57
o_r_Iv(7,7) = 6,_7 . XLC / XWI_, . FKP . (Tt3) - T(?)) 30._e
,STORE : XLC I XWT _T * EWF .... 3_6n
_EfRIV(2,3) : 6,67 * STORE * T(7) 3762
n!rl_fv{4;3) = 2;?E * STORE--* TC7) ........................... 3-_
r)E_IV(7,3_ = £TnRF , (6,57 * (TI2)-T(3)) - 2,?_ * (T(3)-T(4})) 3_61
............ _,.L_qrf\TC3;3T _ ;-InE_IV(?,3) ' DFRfV(4;3)-"_,13 * ,9_E:11 _-_;T_I_-C3} ...... .3"7__4 ....
t * 02 * EF * XLC:, * YWlt',J * (C6 + 1:35 p) * T3(3) 3?0 _.
r_Ic_fV(R,3) :-DERI\t(7_3) * T(7) - .95E-11 * _;Tr'll_{3) * C2 * ;F _ " 3'26_
Y[..C _ Y_IN * (C6 + F3SP) * (TS4(NU'_Br4)- T3(3_*T(3) _ 3957
_EI_TV(3,4) = 13EPIV(a,3) - 376_
r')¢'r4fv(5,4) = _.334 * T(7) * STORE 3?Aq
...... T"r_TV(7,4) " STORe" * (2.2? * (T(_)-"r(4)) - 'I.._'3_4 *-[T(4'_..-T{_i}I} - _O?r" ....
r)Ft_fV(4,4) =-I?Et_IV(3,,4) .., OERIV(5,4) - 4.r! • 1.qE-11 . _1"mpf3} * 3371
I C? * F.F * XLC * _w|_,! * (C6 + F4SP) '_ T3{4) 3:_77
r')ERTV(_,4) =-PERIU(7,4) * T(7) - 1,9E-11 * ,£T_1_(3) * C? * EF * 377"_
'1 Y[.C * Y_lik * (C5 + F4_P) * (TS4(":IL,i_4B_) T3-(4) _ T(4)) ................ 3"FTZ-
r')ErRfV(4,5) = DEI_IV(5,4) _77_
r3_'_f\:i{6,5) = .9_2 * T(7) * _T_RF 3?7_
r)g_IV(7,5) = STO_F * (t,3"_4 . (T(4)-T(5)) -,9S2 * (T(_-T(a))_ 3?77
nE_fv(5,5) = -DFRIV(4,5) - _ERIV(_,,_) - 4,,'3 * 2.a_E-1.1 * ':;Trnr3) 3?7:,',
• C2 * EF * XLC * _wlk! • (C_ + FSSP) * T3(6) 327o
qF_fV(_l,5) = - DERIV(7,5} * T(7) - 2,,,'3=,_E'11 * £T_Rf3) * C? * FIr 3_'_
_1 * YL.C * Y_I" * (C6 + FSSP) * (TS4(',IUMR_) - T_(S) * 'r(5) ) "{?ht_
F)FRI\/{5,_) = F_E_I_,.'{_,5) 3_P,?
r_PRI_/(6,6) = - I]EPI_/(6,5) - 4,0 * :_,hF-11 * STOR(3) * C.? * _g * 3?_',3
I YL(" _ Y',IK * (£6 + FSSP) * T3(A) ._?Y_4
r_¢f4f\,(7,_) - ,952 * STO#E * (T(_) - T(6)) 3?Hq
PR#Iv(_,5):-T(7)#DERIV(7,6)-3,RF-!I. * £TC'}P(3) * C? " ;F 71, '_l_C.* 33SA
'I Y_,flk * (C5 + F_,£P) * (TS4(I_.Ij_P_) - T3(A) * T(6_) 37_7
_EI:_TV(1,7} = .6q7 * ST_r:'4(5) . XI.C * 2..n . C¶ 3P_ _r_
r"_l_!V(2,7) = ._07 , STOr;,(_,) * XLC * C'_ 37,,o




'_ + C'3 * {TC - T(2))}
f_-lr)_S = I
C^I_L C_t_t T




_,,'_'I TE (ItPR,?nOT) n I IrJ#,Ekl, _' f', ^
I=q N _'A T ( A I,,., P, I I kP , gg m5, =.y, I_N;._ _ _I 4 , 5,5y _ 4_i' [ _:A # F'I 1 . 5 , 5v ,
........... i _2taPPI_'APY-COkJD. EOb_TIOk_S NONC[')k_VFRGI:h'T AFTFR 2 n T_I#'_ )
q r', 13 ;hi, MAT( 6H D I I".'P,FQ ,r4_5X oI _k o_-'_4 ,5 ,5y _ 4_41._If'.'4,FI I ,h ,5y ,
Gh TP (4g
T(!) = T(I) ÷ L)FLT_(!)
7rr'4 Tt(f) = T(I} * T(f) * T(_}
rlrl 7pr1.l I = 1,6
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331 1
--_n_2----_LT_ t-7 _)---_--; r_TT'l"7/qTrr_;K'l rm'3- TTOff3 ................................................... -3_ .........
7nn'_ r._ TC 67at' 3x1"x
7_r)6 _(9 TO ( #,3 , 71 ),f_,Jr)_Fy 3x1.4-
FIGURED'6 (cont'd)
TRW eoule.eNr u, BOeATOmeS
63 TFP = T(71 3315
TI2"T(2) _ ..........
TF(TFMAX)87o 87 .64 3317
" &-4 ..... l_'-l_rlr_ ;--'r1_7-_. _5-i -85 ....................................................... _ ........
65 IPITFP- TFMIN) 65, 67, A7 331q
-- _ .... _rr'rE_ _8 } ............... _ lqp_ -,irl N ii _ ................................ _ ......
?_nR PORHAT( 6N D I I _IP, F9,5,5XI_.HN, F14,5,SX4HW I NA, FI1,5,5x
.......... _-_'3T-I-TFP-_-_F-f?;5-(SX, i_HOOT OF RANGE } .............................. 3327 .....
Gn TO 89 3323
--6?_--_IZS = 5.75 • _'._F_'TT_-_-;_r1_1_i_3_R-_%_*--.1_[[1_-E_-P-'--_--TT-I3_`_Z_ri_ _ ........
• FT * ELCS * (TC_TC*TCoTC,-TS4INUHPtR)) 532%
RTTP = DCI_i-_LC-P--• (4-;4t_5 * F'J.SP _* Z3 * C?-i' FT *(T_(_*T(]) ' ...............
II IS4) .I.I.,428eZ4 *C5 _EF •(T3(2)*T(P) - IS4)) . 1,E.,In • I:_
_¢'TP=qTOTP-QTTP ...................................................................................
T_4" (TO-( TO-'T12 }_( E.LCP_O ! I NP*EN/IF.LCS_D ! INS_7, O) ) )m_4,0 3327
IF(WINS) _.9,7r). 70 3320
_n_9 _(hRMAT ( 6N D I I NP, F9,5 _5Y'J HN_ F14, _, 5X4HW I _ll, Ft.1, ._, 5Y
_n TO 89 3333
STORE = DOaVS / _'INS
I_DFX -
Gn TO 6no0























I (RHOT. FMETH • FM_TH) •*,16666 - 77 t C9 * TFP /
7102 CONTINUE
_T(-7_ ..........
_6XP = ,75 * DIINP + 2,0 *TTP
.+_-Y_--+-,--;_/_i-DIIk+S-+ 2,0 * TIP










1 _LCS * _DCAXS.DOAXS-DtAV_*DI_VS)+ EI.SCS .(DnSC._nsC-nISC._IeC)) 3xsr "
_F = ,n0_94 • RHOF * (ELCP * TPP • (CR • WRRIX • I_, + 2,_ * E_' 3X6_
............. _""* (_._ ;-_ -wI_A) & ELTS *TFS * (Ca • (_.n * _,.I_;_ + DnAvS) + 3x8_
p _,n • (_,O - C_) * WINS)) 3x6_
E_IF = .n_33 * ELCP-.RNI_ * TiP . _BRIx " " 3364
_HH_ = ,0_545 • SHOw * WB_IX • ((DIwA+2.•THI•IDI_+P,•Tq) - Ol-_ 3_6_
I. * ?'rt3_-¥-(_E_A+P,•T_)•(nE_A +P,*TW)- DEH_ • hErA) .... 3x6_
_MLI = ,0_545 * DISC • DISC • NNOL * ELSCS 3_67
........... __C_-=-_Y + _F + FHIF + EM_S + _i.l 3_
ACRP = _'BRIX * ELCP 3X6 o
AC_S = ._33 • ELTS * (_-S-_ 2__-i-wi_S) ........ _Tn
YIGb_E D-6 (eont'_)
TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES
t]IIklH = 1,414 * D_HA 3'_71.
_F_P : !7,5E+_ * _FTP / (EN * ELCP * PF * Z2 * wl','.A * 337"_
t T_2*TI2*Tt2*Tt2" TS4(KiUMB]_) ) ) ............... 33T4
nfEp = ,354 * DIINP 3"_7_
_.'_ ! tE- (liP2. ;3339 ) .......................... &r_7?_ -
3332 _'_RMAT(//) 3377
............. _,_ITF--(I TP2,3tO r_ ) " DITNP,E_.,_4T_I_,vINTnlI_J_r,_.TR_IY,rrPT_4-, " 3_7"_ .......
! r_IFwF, OPFH _TTP, ELCP, DPLCP, D IEP, FEFP_ TFP, D [ TN._ sELCS J[]PLCS, ELSCS. 3379
? CLT,TF._,wI_S,DISC,_TOTP,_TOT_,t_SC,_MT,FM. ;EHIF,__ _4, ;¢'"Lls- 3"3_('_
"_ FMCR, ACI_P, AC_S, E_'UE 5381
5mn[1 _'n_'t(1_YSHD! IFJpI4YII4NI.!.W414W_Nal_X3Hv|,",ll. nXSN_|Tr._41, rIX_H_,q_P[Vi_4_4m33_?
! m ! _1 Q×5_4_ l ENE/, 1 lY4w I NCN26X4H ! NCHOXAHF T/SEC1. lY4H I f'_C_41 3_(#HF T'{ ?v3qP_33_3
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311X4PFEFP_SX3WTFP_t0YS_40| IK_S/_,ISY3HPSI11X4HINCW15XPHFT1. SW3NP_IIlW4_33 _'_'
4TK_Cw_6X4WINCHI 1X4_4I_,_CN/ , 8Et5,51 , i)X3NLCSi_XSHDPL.CS.I.IX4NI.,_C._.43YS_3 "Bn6
_I.Tl?X3NTFSiiX4HWI_,!S'I1X4N[')fSClf_XS_T_TP/,15_(?HFT!?Y3F4PSI._3YS_FT13_ 33_7
7t 3X?N:_FI 2X3HM IF_.2X3NMUSI2Y3NML I t 2X3_41'1CR/, 11X4NB/N_I'_ X4HP/_4R ,_6 (t?X 35Ro





@PT_VgHlkO OF G,5/ ,_P15.5//)
80 l_(vIUAU- wI_4) 91, 91 ,eO
9n WfNA : WI_,'A ÷ WINAD
r,n TO I?
IP{FK_4 - F,_} 93, 93, q?
¢-',! = EK + EKIDEL
_ TO 4
IP(r'I",.PN ,, DIINP)4Oq, 4_0, Q4
r)II_,_P = _IIK'P + nINC'D
r.n T_ 3
_ n*,jT I ',tL,E
Rh _0., i
...... _ IRl_¢[TI"TKE TARLF
q I v_F_N£ I C_K CCC(9,3)
" Ch4eOkl k; JS_, IH_LT, I_JDY_,
'I qF[PlV,. CEL,TA, C, Z, Y't, V2. V3,
? , TTPI_, ITP_
C CnE6TE r_AOIATOR I_,_Pt_T TASTE
-C " " " p_C_#_ 'V CnNSTANT,£ -,qELFCTInN






















mPAm tITPl,l(1OS) I,J,X,k 3414
w_ITE ( ITP?,tOnS)!,j,K,L 341A
lnn5 cnRvAT(/8_ P{J_IT I_ ?X4lt/) 3417
CCC(4,1 ) : _.6 341 _
nA I _ : 1,9 3410
C(I1 ) = CCC(I1,I) 342"
I 7(11) : 777(11,J) 3421
G_ T_ (_6_15,_6,1A_15),,I 342?
1 = 7(3) = C(4) 542_





IP[Km] } 2 } Z I _ _ _4_5
Vl = 1, 342_
V'#-_--n, ........ "............................. _ ---
342_
----_ V1 = D,
V_ = I.
.... 4 I_'{L --_I-V--T_ -_-i-- 6 ...............................................
5 v_ : 1,
- v4 = _ ............................................
_PTtIR_








S'}SROIJT I_ E CROUT
-- ._Tm_rk,._]-_R--i{ _;-7}, H(7)





....... ltI_'-#"-I._qF__' "4 "I[- 4-f9
ID IF(I-I )13,13,_I
' II- I r( I--J }! T;-I_-, ? I
I_7 IRMY=I-I
" n'_ i2 T,R_-_7;I"""_,-^
GO TIB In{ _
B__ _2 ,JS=3,JS'_X
- " 22 {{}"4,=SU!V-l-A{ JS, I )*AtJ=J ._)
2.3 A( j, I )--A(J, I )-SIpV..
...... _;_-- _co- .j__. i ,,,= _.
,qllM=O, O
.......... 1_( ]-1 }733,233,7311
731 l _Y= 1-I.








































...... 3e,5-= j_ 5÷ i-
I_ (_n-,JBS) 302,302_303
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TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES I
SOURCE DECK PRINTOO_2
FUEL CELL PERFORMANCE PROGRAM
1 TOI!(t_), AMDTI_I2_Ar,4r)G_'t_},_.Vl('12}, DPT_T('tP), 4n01
9- CN_ T ( 2 ]")'J _TS ( l_ ), QF£ I i 2 ), P9 A { ] } ,-E MF')V { 3 ), _N ( ] ), _(jv ( "_}, TRI4 (l ]t ' _t _ ( 3 ) 4 r109
3,RE(3 },WEF( 3),IRF(3 ), TSTnR(3),PN7 (3),FR(3), DR(3) , A_TC('I2), 4n(_3
4 kM_iE_);OE_RIV(22,?1),r3ELTA(_} ,-1"(Pt}, T3(?I),._Tn_(I_) 4nn4
5,YT,q(12,_ 2),X_I£(_ 2,12),Xr_IT(I 2, I_),T ITLE(t_), INTSX(IP) 4nn5
C,hl'_MOk! _,,, J55, INALT, IKtC)YS, nERIV, DELTA,C.I,C2,C3;C4,CS,C6,CT,C.B,4n_&
! C9,ZI,_72,73,74,ZS,76,Z7,7R,79, YI.,Y2,Y_,Y4,1TPl,ITP2 4P.()7
• ',' : _T 4nD_
ITP'I = 5 4nOq
TTP'_ ;" A.... 4n_.n
'*_r_I TF- (ITPP,t_02) 4_]I
Ir_h? CQ_AT(_OI_ PEnFORHAMCF &NALYSIS PRO_,RA,_,H? - N2_ rUPL C_-LI..-_F)IRrCT4tTtP
4 n/C _/) 4_13
1t1_5 F.')RM/_T( ]6A5 ) 4nlE
_tTE (ITP2,tO0_% TITLE 4n1_,
_FA n ( ITP_ ,9347) _!SFT£ 4n17
9347 P"ORv A]" (i2) 4 "' 1 _
_r) 934R J=I,NSETS 4_. c}
.... zT'_Ar" (-ITFI.,q347) TNTRY(J) 4n2n
K: I K'T£X( U ) 4n21
9_4A nPA_ (l-TP],e349} (XTS(l,d}, ×_l£(f, I), vQIT(I,J}, I=I,_) 4_2P
934q _RMAT(3F]CI,4) 4n23
_c_n (ITP_,tO00) EN_ S_ O I IH, r_OfN, _RAP_ ,W_APE, T_I _ ,T_hiJT, 4n24
TOI.T,_, pM,ALpNg,ALPNT,EKTN,E.KF,ET,EF,F._V,E[ C,F_OT_,,FvD_, 4m25
]ntlp _'C)RHAT[ RF_ Q, 4 ) 4e27
FIGURE D-8
TRW EQUIPAfENT LABORATORIES
WRITE (ITP2,1003} EN,S_DIIN,DOIN,WRARI,WBARE,TFI_,,TFOUT, 4n2q





3_3X_HEF/1_XSHDEG D11X4HPSIA36XgWBtHR FT F6XgHBtWR FT FIRF15,511 4n3_
41_X_HPSV]3X2HLCllX_NMUTGl_x_HMOGlOXSH_OVINIzX3hTI_l_X4HSHINI _ ......
5_RX?HFTMX7HLBS/MINSX7WLBS/MINRXTHLBS/MINlOXSHDEG R/7F_5,5// ) 4_37
_--_--_IT_F_E---_,--_-_-ETS 4n_
TNTS = I_TS_(ITIME} 4Q_q
TS(I) : XTStI,ITIME) 4_4!
_ 9350 QIT(I}: X_IT(I,ITTMF) 4_43
24 I_(E_DTG} 26 _5 _ 2_ 4_45
25---- WRITE (ITP2,2DO0)
_00 _ORMIT(P6_BOTH MOG AND MOTG A_E Z_R_)
26 _MDG : FYDTG / (1,0 + SHI_)
......... _V_-E_G : E_TDI; ......................................







IF(TIK!SA - TOUTM) 4,4,5 4n5]
---_ ........ w-lqTTE (ITP_,,2OD_)TTNRI ............
2002 _R_AT(6_ TINSA,F$5,R_I6H LESS THAN TOUTM )
5 _N_ : 1,_
Yr(TStI}) ?_, _I, 51
..... -_----?_6II-) =5,gSE+OR * (_IS(I} • ALPWS / ALP_T + QIT{I))
T_(I) : T$4(I} ** 0,?_
51 TS4(1) : TS(I} ** 4,0
_-: 0.5 *---1-¢2._-* WRiR_ I_ZN ; DOIN}
W_lJT : n._ . (12,0 * WBARE 1 6N - DnI_!}












.......................... _W71, t ....
w3 :.16_667. (WIN + 5,O * WOUT)
_3r_---=--_,_--_.-(-_2-.+-_-3- l ............








T_3 :.166_67. (TFIN + 5,0 * -T_OUT)
TF23 : _,5 * (TR2 + TF3)
I_(CS} 18_ _3, 16 .....
13 STQPE : DDIN / (WIN + WOUT)
P!SP : ATA_ (SQ_T (PLOP * FISP - 1,q}} I 2,_ 4n_i.
¢_S_ : h,63_6*(i,+(I,/STO=FE *(i,O " S_T (1,0 ÷ STh_E)) ÷-PISp)_
_3SP = SCRT (,1 * STORE + 0,_D25) / (_,n • STORE + n,l) + S_RT 4n_
I (3.g * STORE + 3,Bn3) I (2,O * STORE + _,9) 4nM_
P4SP : SGRT (.4 * STORE + O,O4} I [2,P * ST_RF + B,4) + S_RT 4_h5
1-I3;_ i .S'TCTRE • 3,24) 1 (_,-_ t-ST01:_ ÷ 3;_] ............ 4_R_;- ....
_umc _-_--(_o_-n_)-
TRW EQUIPMENT LABORA TORIES
1:5S_ = StaRT (_n,9 * STORE + 13,2025} / (2,0 * STORE + n,9) + _f_T 4n87
_f_SP = SgRT (t,6 * STORF + 0,64) / (2,0 * STORE ÷ 1,6I + $QPT 4Ih89
,J (_.4 . Si"O;E + _.,44) / (?,th* STbI_iE'_ + ;_,4) ............... ahgi_
16 Tl:'(CS-l.t_) 71,17 J21 4_91
_I7 TC(73) i_ , 22, IR ........ 4-_9_
1 F_ STORE : DOTN I WItu 4t_93
ciSP = _.31._3 * (ATAN (1,_ ÷ 4,0 / STORE) ÷ 0,2146} 4ngzl
• ._'3SP = (0,I"15 * STORF. ÷ D,nr'l?5) t (0,005 + 0,1 * STO_E +_TnRF.,gT_P4r_95
'_ ) + (:1,95 • STORf£ ,I. 3.B03) / (7._0#, + 3,g * STt'II_F + S-Tt_R_*.c;ThR_) 4_9#,
_'4Sp - (0.2 Q STORE + 0,04} / (I'I,FIB + 0.4 . STO_E ÷ STO_E • STODE)4n97
+ (I.B * STORE + 3,24) / (6,48 ÷ 3.6 * STOIRE + STOPI_ _ ST_RE) 4r19R
I=_Sp = (0,45 * STnRE + 0,2025) I (0,4_5 + 0,9 * STOPE+STORE_STOPE}4099
-_i -_-(-i.5_W STO_E + 2,403) / (4,BO6_3.1*STORE_STORE*ST_RE}
_6SP = (0,8 * STORE + 0.64) / (_,78 + 1.6*STORE + STORFeSTOPE)
+ (1.2" STORE ÷ _i44} I (2,8R + 2,4*_T_RE + STORE*_T_R_)
2t I_(C5-2._) 64, _2, 64
................_4SP = 1.0 --
_SP = _._
64 n_ _5 I:I,ImTS
6_ AM{}T(1) : (FmOG + E_DVN) I (E_ * _N_)
I_P = 0
AMDG(1) : AMDT(I} * EMDG I ( EMOG + EM_VN)
a"_VI(1) : AmOT(1) - AMDG(1)
_ : (776,D * AMDq(1) + a5,6 * _MVI(1) ) /
_R_M: _.44,0 * pM / (TIN *_Rm)
I qIl_ * Oll _ )
g_VV : 6.72 * S_RT (EPM* TIN)
TF(FVM-ESVtSOVV} Hg_BQ_99
90 _PITE (ITP2,2_D_}
?_I _RMAT(/IRN _ACN _0, TOn NIgH /)
..... _h TO6nl
_9 Cn_TINUE
- _ 40n KIUVGP = _, |NTS
i (AVDG(KL_BR) + A_VI(Nt!_BR})
EROM: 144,_ * PH t (TIN *FqM)
_V/_= 3,06 * (AMDG(NIJH_R) + AMVI(NLJM_R)) I (ERnM .




T'g!I(NI_IvR_ ):TOll( I )
AM\I_ z (NIL:M_R)=AMV_( _ )
r)pTnT(IkII_'[_RI:DPTOT( t )
_qlP (_ll.mr4,_) =EmUP ( f )
C,n TO 4no
ILOOP = Q














































#TGI_ D-8- (cont ' d) ..........
TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES
T(1) = TI_SA - 3,0 • AI
























3 -BrYAi+-- lln +-0,45 * (TIN - TINSA} I (TY_A++--6L_-;0} .......... 4._-6_h.......
6? _ETA2 : 2,?? • RETAt - _,72 4161
..... T_'F_-=--_ ....................... 4_6P
STOmIi} = BETA2•A_DC(K_UMH_)•],42 + aMVI(NUMBR)*BETAI 416_
.....C........T_'lIE--T;i+ IN-TNE_EXT _Q, IS-TNECORn, TO-TNE+THFOnET,INT-,KOS_ Em; .......
STORI?):_,15 * AMDG(_+IIMRR)*_O620D,/PM*11,_12
STO_(4) = (DOIN*DOIK,- nIIN•DIIN). EKT_ I ELC 4_++
_TI_+ (+0]_ . DII _} .-EKTW.+_EI._ /{O_IN + DITN+ ................. _TBT .......
qTOP(a) : 1,495F-ID * FISP * Z3 * C7 • DOIN * ELC * ET 4_b_
- " K_7)-_-'flri. FLC , FKF / _4 ......... _4_-o ........
STOP{_) : 0,238E-I0 * Z4 * C5 * EP * DOI_ * ELC 4_7P
STO_F = Z2 * C2 • EF • FLC * wl 4_77
......... STO_(_bT_-ST_RF • {C_ +_3SP}* 0-,95_'Ii ................................... _ .......
RTO_{ll) = STORE * (C6 + F4SP) * 1,9_-t_ 4_74
STOP(13) =STORF • (C6 + F6SP) * 3,RE-t_ 4!7A
ST0_(15} = W?3 . TF?3 *EKF / ELC 4,7_
S_OI_F_3_) : TF3 * ELC * FKF / W3 4<7z;F -
C_ST(3) : TS4(NI.IMBR) * STnR(a)
C_IST(S) : TS4(NtIHI_R} , ST'_(11_)
C_'_ST(7} : TS4(NIJHBR) * STOR(i*)
" -tTm_F{-_]- -+ rJ;-O..........
C_+ST(9) : C_,ST(2)
CK!ST(I_I )= C_ST(4 )
C_JST(12 )= CNST(5)
C..MST(_3) = C_ST(6)
- - - _F+m+ ........


























_ 20_ J = 1.22 4704
_E_IV(1,1) =-30.O*STOR(i) - STOR(2)*EF**{ .OilRS*(x(t )+T{B}-92n, )) 4206
_- * .011_5 - Ct , STaR(J) - C3 * STO_(3) t 2,0 " 4207
_ERtvt3jl _ = C) * STO_(3) / 2,0 4_'30
nPRIV{8,1 ] =-30.O*STOR(_.) - STOR(P)*EE**( .011_5.(T(I )+T(8)-g?t_. } } 471n
• .0i1_5 ..... 42ii
OF_IV(1,2) = Ct • STOR(3) 4217
eERfV(2,2} = - C1. * STOR(3) - ,rllr_9 * C_ * STC%R(4) - 1,7 * C? * 4?t3
I £TnN{5) - 4,0 * £T_R{6) * T3(2)
.... _¢_iv(3,2} = _.7 . C2 * STOR(5)
OERIV(9,_) = ,Ot_g * C1 * STOP{4}
_ERIV{I,3) : C3 * STO#(3) / 4,0
nFRIV(2,3) = N,R5 * C2 * £TnR(5)
O_hfv(ln,3)= ,00272_ * 63 * STO_(4)








.................. _PRfV{3,})i--DERIV(t,3) -DERIV(%_,3) - OF_IV(2,3}- _ERIV(4,3} 4221
1 - 4,0 * STOR(8) * T3(3) 4222
_ERIV(3,4) = DE_IV(4,_) 472_
qPRfV(11,4)= .002085 * ST_R(9) 4?24
_PRiV(5,4) = 2.22 * SThq{7) 4?2_
_FRIV(4,4) = -DERIV(3,4) -DFRIV(I_,4) -_FPIV(5_4) -4,n._TnR(tn} . 4226
........ _ T3(4} ..... 4?27
'_E_IV{4,5) = DE,IV(5,4) 422_
_ERTV(I?,5)= ,0n417 * STO_(9) 422Q
q_RIV{6,5) = 1,334 * STnR(7) 4?3n
QE_fV{5,5) = -DF_IV(4,5) -[)ER_V(i?,_) - O_QtV(6,5)'4.n*_T_(-11 _ * 4731
I T3(5) 473?
n_fV(13,_)= ,00624 * STO_{9) 4_34
_P#fk/(7,6} = ,952 * STh#(7} 4#3_
qF_fV(5,_) = -DERIV(5,6) -DFR/V(13,_) - O_IV(7,_) - 4.n *ST0P(I?_4236
I * T3(6) 4?37
qPRfV(6,7) = DE#I\I(706) 4?3 p
...... _PRfV{i4,7)= ,00R34 * ST_R(9) 473_
_FRIV(7,7) = -OERIV(6,7) -DERIV{$4°7} - 4,0 * STOP(13) * T3(7) 474f_
mFDfV(l,B) = 30. * STOR(i) + ST_R(2} * EE**(._IIBSW(T{I) ÷ T(A) - 474!
I 970. ) ) * ,_I_R5 474?
qF_TV{9,A) = nERlV(?°i) 4?4_
_ERI%/{I#,P)= _EnIV(3,1} 4?44
- _#fV{8,_)-=-_O. * _TO#(t} + STnR(2) *EF**{oDIiRS*CTCI)+T(_I-Q2n.}4_45
} * .011R5 - STOR(2)*EF**(,O_790*(P,_*T(B)+T(2%)-1_8_,]) *,OP7gq 4?4_
..... _E#tV(3,10) = DF_#fV(tO,3)
[)ERIV(_ 6,_ 0)-- DERIV(3,10)
OERIV(Q,I.0) = OERIV[2_) ........
? -DFNIV(g'°_) -DERIV(Jn,_) 4947
_FeIV(?I,£) =-2_, * STOR(_ ) - STOR(2)*FF**( .Oq7g[} *{2.*T(R) + 424_
I _(21) -13R0,}) * ,_07g_ 4_4_
DERIV(8,Q} = OE_IV{2°_) 425n
q_PfV(_,q) = _ERIV(9°_} 4751
r)P_fV{15,9)= OE_IV(2,g) 425p
OERIV(lfl,9)= DERIV(3,2) 4?53
nFRIV(g,9) = -DF_IV(8,9} -DERfV(2°9) - _E#fV(15,e) - nFplv(_8,9} 4254
I - 4,0 * _ThW(6) * T3(9) 425_




FIGURE- 51-8 (co_i cI) ........................
TRW EQUIPIfENT LABORATORIES
_E_TV(11,tO}= 6,67 * STOR(14) 476t_
_r)FRTV(I_.,tO}= -DER|V(I_,IO) ,, DERIV{3_lt)) " OE_IV(_6,1 n) - OE_IV(9,4_61
1 1_._ - DERIV(ll,IO) - 4.0 * STO_(FI) * T3(101 4?6:>
-- _3_EI_] V( t_;_I]_-_{ f1:; 10 T ................................ _ ..........
r)FRTV(4,11) = DERIV(11,4) 426a
........ OERIV(17,11)= t[3OZUR5 * STOR{tS] 476_
r)ERtV(12.11)= 2.22 * STf_R(X4} 4?66
1 11) - 4,0 * STOR(I_} * T3(_1) 476f4
.......... r}E R f V { _ 1, .! 2 )--_---13ER_W(_7_-_IT} ................... 4?69 ----
r_!V(13,12} : 1,314 * STt3R(14} 477n
........ _E_T-v ¢_,, _21 .... : DFI_rlV{_I-2 ;53 .................... 41173 ......
r)ERIV(18,_I2) : .004t7 * STOR(15) 4277
0ER I V C_ ? ,]2T -_--=DFRTV[ 1--t 71-23--_ EEET_r{t3, i_}-- ;;_Eml_r_.;f__"/ - -4_73- ..........
r_E#IV(lP,t2) - 4,O * 5T0#($1} * T.3(1_) 4774
OEl_1VU'I?,13} = Dg_IV(13,i"g_} ........... 4_75
r_ERIVf14,13} : ,952 * STOR(_4) 477A
....... _6 ,I_]- = ,_T0-62-_- _F_'Y_rtlr_ ......... 4;,'7
r_ERIV{19,13}: ,00624 * STtlRttS} 477_
............ t_1_Rl-v-T[-Y, T31--.-;-t'rE1_"tV-(I.2,I3}-OERIV(ll,131 - _E_v(_,131- - - - _7'_- - -
r_E_IV(_9,131 - 4,0 * ST0_(_2} * T3(131 478m
..... _E"_RIV_']_3-, _,;1 : Dg_vI 1zl ;I_:_j .............................. _2_tf"f ....
t_ERIV(7,14) : DEt_IV(14_7} 4789
UEq_Fv-{?rr,_4} = .DO83-4 ,. $1'U_(15} ................ 47_T3 ........
r)FRTV(14,14) :-DERIV(13,t4) -DERIV(7,14) -r_E_IV(2[3,14) - 47_4
............. _ -4,3"r--.-.vT131ali3)-,T3(_4) ...... zl_hB .....
13ERIVr:I5,15) : OE_IV(2,__ ) 47:,_,
13gR!_(_,15) = 413, * STO_(I ) ÷ STOB(P) * EE**(,r}f379i3 *(?,{3*T(R} + 4_P
....... _- T ( ?-1 T- _._O ; ) ) * ;0 _TqO -a.............................. 4_R_ ......
7 DERIV(15_1_.)I3,O - r3ERIV(16,_B)/3,_rl 479m
....... q_'l_tv{P_;_5_ :-4n,O * STn#(_) + gTrle(7) . rl=**(,r]nl_n.t_,n . T{_) 47_! -
I + T(2_) -1380, )) * ._0790 -
_-_Tn._r2) _ EE**{,n237 *( T{2_) -46n.})_._237
3 - ?.n / 3,_ * ( mE, IV(iS,15) + DERIV(I_,_5} }
" _F_]V(8,1$) : DERIV(2,t) / 3._-
_E_fV(21,16_= 2,0 * DERIv(8_16)
_7-_) : DF_IV(9;2} --
- -- _ER]_i5¥_61 :-_EPlVf_,_) - DERIVft6,t6} -DFRIVfO,IA) -
4,_ * STOR(6) * T](t5)






















_FeIV(1B,IB) : 2.92 * STOR(16)
I 4.n * STO_(IO) * T3(_7)
_EBTV(I?,_9} : DERIV(_B,I_}
_ERIV(tR,I9) : -DFRIV(!7,_9) -DFRIV(IQ,I@} -DFRIV(tP,_Q) -








TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES t
0ERTV(I_,?0) = DEPIV(19,_.9) 431_
_F_IV(13,?0_ = DEPIV(19,13) 432n
• nFRTV{19*?0} = _DERTV{_,20} -DFRTV(2_,?0} -OERTV{_3.?_} _ 432_
1 4._ * STOR(12) * T3(_9) 432?
_E_TV(19;21) : nERIV(?0,2_) - " 432_
_E_tV(_4,21,) = BE_IV(?_,14) 4_24
" _PRI_{2_,21} = -DERIV($9,21} -OERIV(14,?C) = 4,0 w _TnR(13]*T3(Sn_4325
bFRTV(??,9 ) = CK_T(1) + }n, • ST_R(_ ) *(-T(C)-T(8)) - _T_R(2] * 432_
' _ EE ** (,_%1.85 * (?(i) + T(B) . 970,)) -STOP(3) *(Ci*(T(1)-T(_)) 4327
+ C3 / 2,0 * (T(_) - T(}))) 432_
(T(2]-T(9)) - _,7 * C2 * S?OR(5) * (T(_)-T(3}} - S_On(_) * T3(P) 433_
............_---_-_-_) + CKF_T(? ) ...... 433_ .....
_ERIV(22.]) : CNST(3) + C_ * ST_R(]) / 4.0 * (T(1) - T(_)) 433?
? * (T(?) - T(3)) - _.$7 * STOR(7) * (T(3} - T(4)) - STOR(_) * 4334
_ERIV(22,4) : CNST(4) + b,67 * STOR(7) * (T(3)-T(4)) -,_SRR5 * 43_
....... _--_T_(g) * {T(4)-T((1)} -P,22 * STUn(7) *(T(4}-T(5)I - _TnR{I_)* 4337
? T}(4) * T(4) 4_3_
_rRIV{_.5) : CNST(B) + 2.22 * STOR(7) * (T(4}'T15)) -._0417 * 433q
_FRIV(2?._} = CNST(A) + STO_(7)* (_.334 *(T(5)-T(_)) -.95_ * 4349
? T3(_} i T(_) 4_44
hE_lV(?_.7) : CNST(7) + .95_ * ST_R(7) * (T(8)'T(7)}- .n_R]4 , 4_4_
ST_R{9) * (T(7)-T(_4_) - ST_(_3} * T3(7) * T{7} 434_
• _F_TV(_.B) : CNST(_) + ID, * STOn{_) * (3.i T(_] ; 2.*_(Pl} 4347
t IT(_) ) + STO_(?)*EF**(.Oil_5*(T($)_T(B)-92D.))-STO_(?)*E_** 414P
3 C3 I?, * (T(R)- T(_O) ) ) 435_
• (T(2) -2,*T(9) + T(15)) -I,7*C2*STO_(5)*(T(9)-T(I_}) -ST_n(_) 4_57
" ? i T3(O) * T(O) 435_
nE_T_(??,l_] = C3 /4,0 * _T_R(31 *(T(B)- T(tO}) +,0_27?_ * E3 * 4xb4
..... _ _Th_{4) * {T{3) - ?, * TriO) + T(I_)) + ,R5 * _ * ST_(5) * 435 _
? (T(O).TfI_}).6.67._T_R(14).(T(_).T(I%)).STO_(R)*T_(In_*T(_] + 4_5_
3 CK,_T(In} 4X57
nwRIV(??,]1} = CNST(11) + 6,67 * STnN(14) . (T(IO)-T(I_)) +,O02nH44XSP
I * ST_R(9) * {T(4)-T(II)) -,0D2_85 * ST_R(15)*IT(Ii}-T(17}} " 2,2_435_
? * _T_R(_4)* (T(I_ }-T(]?)} - STnR(I_) * T3(11) * T(_I_ 43_
I _T_R(14}* (T(I?)-T(13)) + ,0_4_7 * _TOn(9) * (T(_)-T(IP)] 4_h?
- qTn_(_) • T3(_.2}*T(_2} -,nO417,_ThP(15)*(T(12)-T(_)) 436X
_FPlV(2?,I3) : _,_4 . ST_R($4} * (T(I_I-T(_3_) -.952 * ST_(_4) 4%64
_. * (?(I_)-T(_4)) +,h_&_4 * STOR(9} * {T(61-T(ff3}) -,_674 * 436_
-r_RIV(2_,_4} = EN_T(14} + ,957 * _T_R{14} i (T(t3]-T{_4))÷,ff_B}4 4_67
• _T_(g) * (T(7}-T(_4)) -,OnR34 . ST_P(_) _ (T(14)-T(2_)) 4%bP
OFRTV(??,]5} = ST_R(1) * _0,0 * (T(R) - T(Si) ) + S_O_(?) * 4%7_
! FF,e(.n_Tgn * (2.*T(_) + T(_I) -_38_,})-STOn(?)*P_**(,_37* 437_
? (T(21) -460,))- C_ * STO_(3) / 3,0 * (2,*T(71) +7(R)- 437_
_.h*T(15)) - C_ * _T_P(]) 1 6._ * {2.*T(21) +T(R)-3.*T{_}} 4_7_
DERIV(??,_) = CNST(I_) + C_ * STOR(3) t 3,_*(2..T(?_)+T(R)-_. * 4_74
T(15)) +,0_00 * C1, STO_(-_}* (T(O}-T(15)) "i,7 * CP * _Th_(5) 4_75
TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES
? • (T(15)-T(16)) - STOR(5) • T](15) • T(_5) 4576
DERIV(27,17) = CNST{17) + C3 * STOR(_} /12. • (2.•T(2_) *T(R)4377
- 3,•T(15)} +,002722 • C3 • STOR(4) • (T(lO)'T(16)) *,B5 • C? 437R
_ ,-_Y-OR-(_Yi-TTT_5-}-T(18)) - $._7 • STOR(16) • (T(l_)-T(17)) 4379
3 - STOR(8) • T(16) • T3(16) 43R0
DFRIV(22,_8) = CNST(18) * 6,67 • sT_R(16) • {_(_6) o T[_7)) 43_
I +,hOP085 • STOP(15}• (T(11) - V(17)) - 2,2? • (T(17)-T(1R)) 43R?
_ERIV(22,tg) = C_ST(19) + 2.22 • STOR(16) • (T(t71-T(18_) q_l,314 43_4
2 - STOR(_._) • T3(]8) • T(I8) 438_
• _T_R(_6) • (T(_9) " T(?O)) +,0_6_4 • STOR(_5) * (T(_.3}-T(19)) 438_
_E_TV(2?,?I) = CNST(?_) + .95P • RTOR(16) • (T(Ig)-T(?O)) -.008_4 4_90
_0 _04 |=1,21 43g?
CALL. CROET 4394
_no _ITE (ITP?,2003) 439_
Gn TC _0_ 439P
OO ?03 ! = t,?1
2_7 T3(_) = T(1) • T(_) * T(I)







;_#TfC : 1,0 + 0.45 * (TiN - TINSA) / (T|NSA ,,' TOtJ(NI,M_R)) 44[_P
---_-AB_¢; ((FETIC _ET_I ) / BETIC_-,_5) 103, 103, 107 ........ 44_o .........
_n_ _¢m^l : BFTIC 441r
..... ILOhP = ILOOP + _ _l__ i-"
.... 1-- _ .... -_:FTb,TI;rE_-I.-t3]j-[NIJMBI_) ............... 4a13 .....
_TS(_! V_I_) = (3.42*F_ETA_e6MDG(NI MBR)*RET&_•AMk![(N!]MI_I_))•6¢I,•_I_'I_ 4414
......... _-*iiTt-K_'-_--_TCRE)+ _TP,_(_)-* FkJlS ...........
? * (EE•*(O.f1237*(TI_S_-46n,)) -EE•*fO.O?I7*(STOI_E - 4An. ))) 441f_
nO 6100 d=l,3
........ l_- e- - _--I--_-_- T i-4 ._- 1 .........
] TR4(kUVBR)) • ?, • FNtS
T¢;Tr_R(2) = T(R) 442n
TSTn_(3) = 0,667-t-_T-_-O-;_33--i-lT(R) ........................... (_-
1_5 _ !6_ I = 1,3 442_
IV(ILOOP) I06,107,1_7 4424
1_7 P_&(tl = 6,65_E-O7.FE*•(O,O?531 * T_TOR(I)) 4_2_
:_DV(1) = 9,06 • AM_G(NtIM_R) / (PM / PSA(1) - I,_) 4_2A
_n6 T_W(1) = lS)OR{l) + AI • (TI_ - TI_A) l _,h 4_P?
RM(1) : (77e, . _DG(NUMBR) + 8_,6 • FMDV(I)) / (AMDG(N_!MSR) + 442A
FIGURE D-8 (toni'd)
TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES
RC_.!(1) = ._44,1_ • pl_ / (RM(1) * TSI.4(1)) 443_
F IG_ -_)_ 8-8- (-Co_..i_i- a ) .................
_P(!) : 1t.AE+06 * ROM(I) * VM(1) * DIIN / (TS_(1) + 3_5,) 443?
'_EF(1) = ,11 * VM(1) * SQPT (ROMII))*(AMVIINL_Bn)-EPOV(T)F / _II_ 4_33
_P(I) = 2,83E+04 *(AHVI(NtIMBR)-EMDV(I})/((6_3,-TSTO_(1))*_I)N) 4434
IF(RE(1) w 20_0.) I_3, 153, t54 ......... 443_
153 ;R(f) = 64,n / RE(1) 443_
154 Tr(_@(1) . 40no,) 155, t55, 156 443 R
_$5 _(Y) • P,00277 * NF(1) ** (,32_} .... 443q
Gn T_ 157 444_
_56 _(I) = 0,316 / _E(1) .* (,25) -444_
157 IF(?F(1) - 20_,) _SR, 158, 1.60 4442
'_SA ...... TF(FJEF(I) 3,) _59, 159, _60 r 44_ "
ISq qTO_E : (_'VI(NU_BR) - EM_V(1) ) * (683, - TST_R(1)) * 4444
qOM(1) / (FR(1) *-RE(t) *(FMDV(I}÷AHDG(_ItJMRR})*(TS_(I}+3_5,a)) 444_
O_(I} = 12.Q3 * SQRT (STORE} 444_
- I_(PE(1) ' 2000.) i_9P, _9?, 1594 4447
1592 STOPE : _,0 + DR(1) 444_
................. _I(T) : STORE*_T_RF*ST_RC*_TOR_ 4_o
_q4 P;_I(1) = (O,5 + Sf)RT (Q,25 + DR(1))) ** 4,75 4451
_n TO 1_1 445?
1._ P_Itl) : (A_DT(NU_'!B_) / (^NDG(NE)NBR) + Ev,Pv(I})} ** 0,75 4_5x
IAI C_NTIKILF 4454
........ _C-__,_ 4_5_
1A2 _PC = _P£ +P_I(1)*PR(I)wno_(T)*V_(1)*V_(1) 4a57
_C = 4,3_E-_4 * ELC * _PC / _II_! 4_
I_(TL.O_P) _1,21_,2t_ .... 4_5q
2_n P_E • 6,65BE-07 * EE ** (0,07531 * TCLIfN)_NR)) 446n
21_ _PE_'T • _,OBE-04 * FROM * Ek/H * EV_ 446?
_tH_ = n,_ , DIlk,. _O_T (E_ ._I (ZI.* _)) 446_
n_MA = _l_A 4_54
TF(PEIFA = 4000,) 272, 2_, ?21 446_
• RFI_ ** D,25 ) 446_
- nn _e 27= 4459
??_ I_(REIMA - 7DO0,) 273, 72_, 2?4 447n
273 DPI_ : 7._8F-02 * EROM * _VM * FV_ * _'BA_I / (_ * _l_A * 2_ 447_
....... _ T_ 7_5 4473
224 _#IW = _,_99E-06 * EROM * EV_ * EVN * WBARI * REI_A ** 0,372 / 44'74
(S * _I_A * ZI) 4475
275 _E =(A_C(FJL,_MBR)*776,+AMVE(NUMBR)*_5.6)/(A_D_(kltJ_B_)+ 447_
A_V_{k _R} ) 4477
_hMF : _44. , P_ / (RME • T_H(NUMPR)) 447P
_T_E=3._*(__DG(_uHB_)+_VE(_UMBR)}/(RO_._IIN*DII _ ) 4479
RFEWA : 11,_E+06 * ROME * OEHA * VME / (TOU(_I_M_}+31_,n) 44M_
I_(REE_A - 4O_O,) 2_8', ?27, 727 44R1
777 n_EN = _,P?SE-04 * _OME * V_E * VME * WR_E / (S * (_E_A * Z_ * 446?
RFEHi ** ,25 ) 44R3
G_ _C 23_ 4484
??S I_(_EF_ - ?0_0,) 2_9, _20, 230 44_
779 OOEH = ?._BE-02 * ROMF * VME * VME • WBARF / (S * DF_A , 71*_FE_A14486










_50 OPEW = D.B99E-06 * ROME * VME * VME * WBARE * REEHA** 0.3_2
11 (5 * BEHA * Z11
23_ _PEX = _._8E-04 * ROME * VME * VME
OPTOT(NU_BR} = DPIM + DPENT + OPC + DPEX + DPEH - _PMOM
_EEN = _I,BE+_6 * RnME * _|IN_VME / [315, + TOU(_tUMRR})
STORE = (AMVI(NUMBR)-aMVE(NUM_R})*(683._-TOU(NUMBR}} +I.E-3_
E_LJF(_JUMfi_)=(OIIN/STIIREl_--_%333333--W--(O.OSZSe_OMEIVMEIV,E
I / nEEk **D,25 + O,1325*(AMVI(NUHRR}-AMVE(NUMBR))*V_E/(_IIN*ELC)) 449A
.... 4_ CONTIK_ 4497 --
_PTM = n.P 449_
_. _
0_7_F-47 v _]I_1'5 ..... 449Q ....
2_4 _=TM = _PTM + DPTOT(I) 450_
_PT _ = DPTM t STORE 4_07
r)O _63 I:_,INTS 4_04
_63 C_TI_CE 4_0_
.............._T_--I5_ .......................... _ .........
165 IP(IDP-6} ]_8,164.Z64 4_OR
---E ,_q_vC_- _ _O ....................................................... _r__,_'?_-..........
_n 166 I=_,INTS 4_I_
&_TC( I } _7_PTF*-__UT(I Y/ _PTOT{ _) .......................................... _ ........
16_ E_OTC : EM_TC + _HTC(1) 4517
............ _qO_.-_-__C _-E_ _ / _ .............. _-=;£'r---
_0 167 T = _,INTS 4_14
q_ T_ 77 4_
I_(TCU(I) - 492,) 1R9, _9. _B8 441_
_ TC 195 4_n
_----_-_-E_ _ S ................ _2-_--
W_IT_ (|TP_m2_06) EklSS 4_2_
10t EHS =EN$ ---_,0 2 S
I_TS = IkTS - 1
195 T_XI = 0,0
....... _-_ : _.-r_ .........
DM 196 ! :I,I_TS
TqW'_---_--TT_-_IMV_[3)-* Tnu{I}










=_MIX : 6.658E-_7 * EF ** (0.0253] m TOMI¥) 4_34
EmOVV = 9.06 *- _M -;1.) 4_3_
$_OUT : E_OV_ / EHD_ 4_3_
_T_T = D,D ................................................................................ _"-_-? ---
_TOT = _TOT + QTS(1)
-- PT4 -qmT = _FT + QFS(I1
qTT = _TOT - OFT
WWITE (ITP2,3333)
















?I_X4_I_gxSNOEC RliX3NPS|/ m?Ft4.5,FR.I_3F_4,2,FI4.5;_4,R 1 , 4B5_
_93XT_TS12Y3_GIt?Y3_MVI12Y3_MVE_2Y3_TOU_2Y3NNUE/,2_XS_[_G R_X 4_5_
_TMLB$/elkRX7NLBS/MIk_Sy)_LRSIMINtOYSNDEG _XqNNO OF _,R/ , (3Y,I_, 4_53
5 5X,6F_5.5}) 4554
I_(TO_IX_TOtJT_ ) 1,6n1,6# i " 4_5_
fkT£ = IKTS - i 4S5_




........... _Fr_OI_T_E?_RLF ........ 4S8_ .....
_IMFN£1nk CCC(9,3} ,777(q,5) ,C(O) , Z(9),_E_IV(22,21),DFLTA(21) 4552
Chp_*C_I k, J55, INAI..T, Ik!DYS, 4_6_-
I RFPIV, OELTA_ Cm Z, YI, Y2, Y3, Y4 _ fTP_, ITP2 4h5_
C m_OGRA_ CONSTANTS - SFLECTION 4_h_
............................. r/_TK-CCC; 7"Z7/3 _;t, ,n; _, rr, n;'[, __*0,0,1.1_5,, _,, 7_, n./2* 1.,. _._-, '[, T; _5,4=.-_ ,'7
:1.'/5,_ .,1.5,n,,2.,2*n,,1.,.5_5*l.,n.,l.,r_.,t,_.,._,n.,2_l.,_.,4., _4_-_p'
2_I ..t.5,3*,R66,_.,O.,:_. ,O.,_.,2.*3e.707,i.,f_.,_. ,r_.:,4.,I .... 5,m,,I.4_6_
3,n.,_.,4. *1,,1 ,/ 4_7n
Q_An (IT_On2} f,J,W,[ ............................... 4S7!
Inn2 ¢-tI_AT( 4 I 1. ) 4_77
, ............ --W-PI-'rE ..................... ( l TP_2-/_TTnSII-TJ,K;L .................................. 4 '_T'/'_ .....
lnn5 _nI_AT(II_I4 PUNT IS _X411./) 4_74
CCC(4,l) : 0,5 ................................ _-'/_-- --
_ 1 It : 1,9 4_7_
C(I_) = CCC(II,I) - 4577
7(I_) : Z77(I!,J) 4_7_




IF(_-%) 2 m 2 _ 3 45a?
2 ..... V_ = 1, " 4S_x
_h T_ 4 4_8_
3 YI = 0. 4_A
Y9 : _, 4_87
4 IF(L - !) 5 _ _ , 6 4_M_
6 V3 = n, 4_99
V4 = 1, 14_93
_TLINk' 4_94


































_ IeI,OW C1_J_I_Z-180/_'_l_g_, I_(I10]R!qg_fO_]P_Oa_AN


























I GI T , CALCULATE
DUAL J, kT TOMIX












? TS4X(I?)'. HCDX(12) .TOU(t2) .WW(g)+TF(Q).COZ(3). TITLE(16) 5_03




? {TI:_T;TI:-IT,(TF(2},TF2),ITF(]FI_3),(T_(4),TW4_,{T_I5)jTW5 1, 5_0_
3 (T_(_),TFI2).(TF(7).TF23),{TF(_),TF}4), (TF(Q},T_45) 5_Oq








2 _EAD (ITPI._ODD) TITLE 5n23
1_ -- _P-A__ .... 5_2_
_ITE (ITP_.InOn) TITLE 5_2_
_ _ I : 1,NSFTS 5n27
K = KTS(I) 5_29
I READ -- (I_P_,10O4) (TSI_(I,J),QQ(I,J._),Q_(I,J,P) 5_3n
i_? _nRMAT(_F18.4) 5_33




TFOUT,ELT,FLCG,HFG,EH,R,PlR, TtR,ZKC , RNOL,VISL,CL ,S_FT, CV, 5_3 o
............?---VI$9,_&,ALP_;ALPNT,ZKTN,ZK_,ET,EFoFSV,FNnS,p_p,EM_T,Ylk_,TCSo 5n4n
TCAP_ ,TI_TC ,TMIX_ 5n4_
B_B _#M_N-_EeFOR_ANCE ANALYSIS P_OGRAM .IS_TNER#AL _[_ECT R/C '._5_4_
/£CI12N FIXED INPHT/gXt_NqXtHS6X4_OIIN6X4HDOI_SX5_WBAmISXSHWRARE6YSn43
? 4 NTF _-k_xSl4 TFOUT R X 2NLT7 X 3HLC G7 X3NNFGq X_ wH/20_2 (6 X4 w IK_CN )P ( Q X?_aT )2 ( 5# 44
36_4NIK_CN)2(SX?HFT)6Y4_R/LR/12Ft_,4/QXtWPTX3WPIRTX]NTI_RY2WKC6Y4_R_Sn45
......... _L6X4_V[S_-RX2HCL6Y4wSUFTSY2_CV6Y4HVISVS_5_GAMMASX_H&LP_/_X4_T/R 5na_
56X4wPSIASXS_DEG R3Dw B/NR FT F LBS/CU.FT LB/FT SEC4X6HB/LR F4_L_Sn47
__B/L_SF_N LB/FT_E-C/_Frt_,7I_i_,7/SX_HALaNT7W3WKT'_BW_N_AS_4B
FIGUBE D-IO
TRW EQUIPMENT LABORA TORIES
7X?HPTmX2HEF7X_HFSVTX]HNOSTX3HPBPTX3HMOTTX3HXINTX3HTCGSXSHTCAP_/ 5n49
R _oy_BT_IT-F_f--F_F_3-X_PT_TOx--_-(-_X_I_"-t_--,_4,4T 5X_TIMT_ -----.............
tALE TABL_ ..........
T_L_ = 0
_V24 = DT;N /(24 *V_SV}
v314 m 4000, *Y3 * Yt + 10000, * Y2
Y1477 = 1,375 * Y_ * Y4
fP(PBP ) 551 550 551
55n TWETA : n,
_ TO 552
551 T_ET4 = 0,25
....__f_- = _ / FN .........
Y41_7 : 1,n7 * Y4
_kiD£ : EN/S
CWlN?7 : 4_, * ENOT _CI_ /E _
_ktN_l = 6_, *{CV * T]NTC + YI_' *HFG)
C3DW_ : C3 * Oll_
....... 7_R33 : _33 * Z5
755 : 5 * 75
7S1_7 : ._67 , 75
owI3nm : 3,_6 / OTI_i2 .....
TCGV4:TCG+Y4-_, 5m73
- _O_P : .5_3 * HFG * EM 5m7a
fJS:t 5_75
ntw_ : .5 * OlIN * _Q_T (_N / (Zl * S)) 5r7A
Q_M4 : _ * G4MM_ 5m77
vvl? : 12, * VISv 5m7_
CON13 : ,0001_] * WR_I /{D_H& * Zt * S] 5m70
........... (_Ni7 = ;_0395 / {SlJFT * _ITN * SQRT (RNOL)I 5nBn
C_k!@ : ,1275 / (DIIN * VTSL] 5n_.
_n_75 : t6, * VISL/(XT_ * VISV * _NOL) 5mB_
nN2_ = 2320, * _Ilk_ 5n83
C1C3P : 7, * CI / C3 5m_4
_1 432 : 432 tRNOL 5_5
............... Q[144 :I i44,/#W_L - 5mn_
?_C?F : 72 * C? * EF 5,_7
CN491 : Z3 *C7 * O0IN * ET 5_6_
C_151I : 74 * C5 * DOTN * EF 5_0
OPO = OOlh' ÷ mll_ 5_9l
................ C{_k,: C_ *DITN 6_97
C_2(1):11.5, * Y3 * 7KC/Olfkl 5n9_
C_Z(3}:Y4107 *ZKC/D|I_' *(V_SLiCL/ZK¢)**,4 / (VlgL * OlI_)**,_ 5_94
CmTt2I:(CL/(DII_ * 7KC)) **04 5_9 _
_v255 : .25B /(_If_ * VfSL_ 5_9_
_YA = 6_,*Y4 * ZKC/t]l I%! 5_97
5_9_WVN : _A_#I *EN6 - OOTN *,5
w_IJT :WBa;E *EN6 - DO|N *,b -
CLEN : CL *60, * EklDS
_NS13 = 13,_4 *FNDS * Z_F
CN41 • -1,495F-_0 * CN41f
CN4? = -,'7_E_-_'I----_-- T



















: -,3B7E-_O * _N51!





OI3D = C2 * ZKTH * DMDI DPD 5107
O _ D _ = 13_I13--*_I=q3--_ _ ................................ _ .......
r_nK = O_Ot ZKTN 5_0@
C_64 : .348 * C3DI_ 5111
W]MWO = -_lN ---_L-JT ................................ _ .....
DD017 -" t,7 * DDr_ 5_I,'_
........... .r_D-f_5--- _- ,85 i DO13 .............. 5_[4-
D?_D21 : .O:t09 * CI *O2D? 51:15
CON_ = WI_ _ + WOtlT 5117
3_ CO_;l = ?., * DOIN / CO_t6 5119
C0_,I) / (CONt + 3,9) 5!21
..... #4-SP= S(;r_T (,2 W-CON1 +,04 } t (COk_t +,4) + SC_RT (3,24 + 1.m .5127
I C0_%) I (CO_JI + 3,6) 5123
I Cn_,l) I (C0_,+I + 3,t) 5+25
]E'ASP = SG;PT---(,8 e C0_!1 +,64 ) / (COk+t +i,_'.)+ S¢RT (_,44 + 11,? *5__26
I COk_) / (CONZ + 2,4) 5127
.... CO,_ -= CCK6/ DOTN ...... 5-12_ r "
CON3 = 1., / (t, + 2,*C0_._2_ 5!2_
ATAN ( SGI_T (I, - CON3 * COkl3) / CON3 ) } 5_31
GO _-h +.................... 51 3?
35 IF(73) _51 ,39,35t 5_33
35_-- CnN1-, DOIN / .,,."+" " + -- 5134 .......
CON? : COlVl * CO_i 5!35
P4SP : F_SP (,2 iCOk+_,,_4 ) 4. FNSP (i,B *Cnk.1,3,24 )
F55_ = F_hl-' (,-45t_O_i,,20""}r_:_ " FKTS p {I,5 =- "_'_;-,.,...-t,_°,_x_..._,
F_SP = FKSP ( ,8 *COK_ , ,64 ) + Fk+SP (I_.2 iC_N'J.,I ,44 )
qn TO 4{!




PISP : 1, -.....
4n r)n 99_ I I I = _ _ NSETS
NNS : S +,OOr11
3.3-.... _-- = .... _--* --EN$





Tq4y(I} - 5,83E÷8 * ALP_S/ALPWT * QQ(III°T,I} + Q_(III,I,?)
RII','I: Sill v + TS4Y(i)
T4S : SUM I FN._S
TSAVG = T4S
fq " TS/_Vr, tt I _ S
.............. _e]T--_ ...... ( ITP2,9912]III,TS
9912 FORMAT(16N GROUPI3+_DN VALUE OF TS AVG, I£ F8,1,6_ PE_ ml]






























PC_P :PlP* EXP ((TCAP/TIlR "1,) * CONP /TCAP) 5'1_/}5
Rt3V6P" EM09 * PCAP /TCAP 5_5_
3 EMT!_ : EWDT *(I, " TNETA) /ENNS 5_67
Y,_w1 : I 51 69
.......... TI_Ep : I_ ......... 517I"1
7n5 VINAP = P,_,3t16 *FMTU / ROVAP 5471
t_]k"-.EIb_--UV 2 _I--_- -VI-t_ P _ R 0 V _ .................................................................... -5._r'2-. ........
II='(_EAP- 2nO0,) 7_ , 71 , 72 5173
7_ _'T_p = $4, / RFAP ................................................ -5T7_ .......
C,n TO R bl 75
7'2 IF(I:;'EAP - 4t'100, ) 73 -, 74 " , 74 ...................... -5_'/(_ .....
73 _AP : ,1'10277 * REAP ** ,3_2 5'177
74 I=RAP = ,31._ / REAP **,25 5't. 79
8tlrt wCAP .- Y1427 . VINAP iS_RT (NCAPC *ROVAP.FRAP) + Y314 5'181
....... | P-(-'FCG ) _ 1 ; _ _ , ---_-_ ................................................. 5"TI_P-- ......
2'I CC11_13 = ?, * ELT
................. CK!L'T --= w;TIvWO / C0_,13
CNL? = (TFIN - TFOUT) I Ct_N3
- CML3 = TFIKi * WIk _
CNL_, : CIO_l I (4R,IwICAP + {')OK)
CK_L.7 = ,5 * CKIL6 / C1C3P
C 7 $ImULT_!EOUS T -LCC -T**4 EQII/TIONS
_ "I 6 T_PPE_ATUI_E UNKhiOWN_ , i LCC
C CcIKSTRLCT DERIVITIVF MATRIX 0(8,7)
,J55 :n
Bn_ T(I) : X(_50-I6 *I
T(7)'5,
C(I) : T(1) * T(1) * T(1)
n.n AOB J : _.,7
Bn3 RII,j) = O,
T_2 = T(_) - T(2)
TP3 : T(?) - T(3}
...................?"_4 -_.... TT3)-= T(4}
T45 : T(_) - T(5]
T56 : T(5] - T(6)
C,M[.4 : T(7} *CNLI
Cmt_ : _,_iI_' - C_Jij.4





















.............. rl.jDl_--(£NL-3 - Cl_i_? *t(?}* (WI_,t+CNL5)) t (CM. 5 * C_JL_) * 71_' 5FO R,
F._DR ," (WIN - 2, * CNL4) * 72C2F 5Pq@
PLTPW :(T(7) *(TFYK: -T(7)* _NI_2} I CNLS} * 7KF" 5'_:[n
C_,ILB : T(7) * (WTM- T(7)* C_LI) * 72C2P 5PI_
COK_I : CKLR / ELRnR .................. 5_1_ " -
m(7,2) : - T?_ * 6,67 * FLDIR 5_I_
........ _'_.,TT, AT :--2,22 *FLOTR-_ T3_I .................. 5_!4
_(7,3} = " D(7,4) - D(7,2}
n(7,5) :1,334 * ELDTR * T45
n(7,4) : 0(7,4) - _(7,5)
n(7,6} : 0,952 * ELOIR * T56
n(7,5) : D(7_5) D(7,6)
_(_,_ = -_:_-_-_L-TR_









?3"G_ I)-'lO (_con'b'cl.) ..............................
TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES
D(3,4) " 2,22 * ELTRM .5?2:3
r_(5,4} = D(4,5)
r_(?,3) = 6,67 . ELTRM 5225
_(3,2) : D(2,.3 ) 5227
r)(2, t) -=_'J._ *- _) ............ 522R ----
{_(7,?) = D(7,?) +CNLll+,SoDDDIT*T_2 5?2q
CNL9 = -:3,RE-1t * CNL8 * (C6, FBSP) 52]I
CNLO = (T(6) * C{6) - T4S} * CNL9 5?33
D(7,6) : P.(-7,,_}-., ...............................................CNL9 / CONI 5?:34
0(8,6) : "CNLq _" T56 * B(_a6) 5235
CNLq = -?, K_;'_-_ _ * C_,iE_-• (C6- *-FS-_P-) ............................. _6 .............
t3{5,5) = 4, * C(5) * CNL 0 - D(4,5) - D(6_5) 5?37
Ck_Lq = (T(5) * C(r_) - T4R) * CNL9 " 573R
_(7,5) = C(7,5) + CNL9/ CON'I 573q
Ck_Lq = -I.0DE-I. 1 * C_L_ * (C6 '_ F4SP) 574_I.
"_{4-;-4-) :--4-,- * C(4)* CNL9 - D(5_4) ,, O(_4) 574P
C_._Lq = (T(4) * C(4} - T4R) * Ck!L9 5?43
r'J(R,4) = -CNLg - T34 * l')(3,4) + T45 * D(5,4) 574r_
r)(3,3) = 4, * C(3) * CNLg - D(4,3) - .P,(2_3) 5247
C',IL9 .... ;'-_T{-3-)* _ C.(3_ " T4S) * CNL'9 574_
0(7.3) = D(7_3) + CNL9 / CON_ 5o_q
..... _fR_.-_ = .... -.. CN!g ' T_:3 ' D(?,3) + T34 * h(4,-3_ _ _?Sn "
Ck!Lq = -,2:3RE-IO * CN511 * T(7) 5?51
n!2-'_)_'---_._- _'-C-(_. _--* -C-Kii..-_ -;; nt-_i_)--" 0t'.;-_'_ - tr?F, v-_,il__ ....... _,_¢,-_ .......
CNI.q = (T(2) * C(?) - T4S) * CNL.9 5?53
_{?;_-,_--_(7,2-) w. C,_.'L° / ?(?) " _._54
_(8,?) : -C_L9 + T?3 *_)(3,__) - T_2 * O(_.,2) - CNLI_ * T(7) _5__
p, _- # - . . _
R_4
8n4i
0(1,1) = 4. * C(_) * CNLQ - DC_q) -
CnN? = C_,L6 * (TCG - T(1))
_(8,I) : - CNL9 + T12 * _[2,t) - C_N_ * T(7)
D(_.,7} _---C_E6 * T(7)
_(?,7) = C_'L7 * T(7) * 2,
D(R,7) = -T(7) * D(7,7) - CN_31 *,3333333*EMTU
CEL-[_-ER_ET(_7) ......
G_ TO (n_5,804) ,TjR
WRITE ( iTPS,_041 )
F_R_AT(/_TWSO CYCLES--NOT CONVERGED-- LCC MATRIX/)
GO TO 2 l
Qn6 T(K) = T _)--_k(K) l"
Rn7 _ R06_ K:I,6 I--





27 ELC = ELCG
22111 EI_SC = ELT- ELC
5P5A




IF(ELSC) 22E , 23 , 73 5#81.
221 WqlTE ( I-'{r#_,,-tr'i-'h-_-)----EL--_-'C" 5#B9 ------
1_ _ORMAT(/tQHSTOP,NEGATIVE LSC ,F$0,5) 5_83
_n TD 9_8_ ..................... 5_4
23 CnNI = EMTU * DV255 5?85
52a_ ....
FML1 :,00545 * DIIN2 *RNOL/S *(EN * ELSC ÷ WBARE) 5?87
w4¢;C:CnZ(t )*COW!2*COZ(2)
" fl_(COkpt- _30n,) 230t , _3_1 ,
2_r_. 14_C = Hsc + DKY6
GO TO 23r_3
23n? H_C = H£C ÷ CON?*CON2*COZ(3)
.......-2X._FT--7=qSf-: ,_7 * _LC .......
¢1..? : ,5 *ELC
EL3 = .Q33 *ELC
EL4 = FLC ÷ ,25 * ELSC
..... AL5 = ELC + ,i5 *_I_SC
EI_T m ELC + E[.SC
....................l='[ _'_ = _,*ELC + 3,* ELSC
EMC)9 = ,0932 * FM
CON1. = FLT - EL'I
CON;_ = F[.T - EL2
CON3 : ELT - EL3
Cr_N?I = FLT - EL4
.... Cr_N?_= FLT - EL5
wt : ( WIl_, * CONI
" W_ : ( Wfb * CON?
W3 = ( _,_II_ * C(_N3
W4 = ( Wlr,_, COK!2I
W5 : ( _4[f,.' * CON22
..... ';'{2 : ,F, *(_I. + w?)
w_3 : ,5 *(w2 + W3)
_,_a5 : ,5 *(w4 + e_)
ELLC= (FLC I FLSC}* ,66_64687
w_4 : ( 'w3 + ELLC * W4) / ( I, + Ei.ILC}
T_I : ( TFI_,I * CO_'l ÷ TF_')EJT * ELi )
T#3 = ( TFIN * C01_!3 + TF_UT * EL3 )
Tl:4 = ( TFIK; * COf_,2_ + TFOUT * EL4 )
T¢'5 : ( TFI_; * C0_122 + TFmHT * EL5 }
"1"_"1_ : ,5 *(T!rt ÷ TIt2)
T_'23 : .5 *(TI:'2 + Tit3)
TF34 : ( TF3 + ELLC *TF4 ) 1 ( :t, + ELLC )
wIF = wf_, - wIMwO * ELC / ELT
WNPWF = WIN + WIF
CONY : Wl_,; / WNPW¢" ........







































÷ WOUT * EL_ ) I FL T
+ W_UT * EL_ ) / _LT
+ W_UT * _L_ ) / FLT
÷ WOUT * EL4 ) / FL?
+ WOUT * _L_ } I FLT
........................ ?-RR3--=- _5_33 +- 76 * {I_-; ' -l.,&_,6-*_- CONI + ,695 -* Ct_Q-_;) ................ 5"T3. n
7KK_ : 755 + 7h * (t. - CON'J. + .2R * CON_) 5"_371
7KK_ = 75167 + Z6 * (_, - ,333 i,-C_ + .h'_7q* CON-A} ..... 533'7
491 1.4COMD = YI.427 * 7k'K_ * VINAp , SC_RT (NCAPC *ROVApiFPAP] + Y3.'I? 5333
C CALC, RDC , B , EQCF " 5"_34
Ct_N1: Cf_t4/I. * FLC * FISP 5335
coN2- ct, J5_. _q_L_C _33e ....
CON3: Z?CRF* ELC 5337
CNN7 : EI.SC * ZKF .......... 5"_3R
FIGURE D-10 (cont'd)
TRW EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES
CNNn = ZKFI ELSC 5339
CN_I_ : C_9 *,OO_8_ IELSC 534_
_DI_S =t.272 * EL_C * D_O 5343
......... CNN_ -i ..... ;_OR_ _ Z_-*-?_'34 _-W_ /ET..2_J - ....................... 5344 ......
CNN12 = C_NI0 * C_C3P
_0 )010 I =i.13,6
d : i + 11_
_C(I) : C0k!1






QnC(l+_.) = -,95E-I:1 * CON_* (C0 ÷ F3BP) 535_
.......... -_I_-C_-F_ I--;--"-_-;9_,;i i -* _0N,_i '(C-6 _ F_,SP) ............. 535:' .........
.... __r)c(I+4) = -2.85E-l't* CON_* (C6 ÷ FSSP) 5"_53
3P_.n _nC(I*5} = -3,8nE--I_. COg_-* (C6 + I_6SP) 5354-
CON_= CN4? *ELSC 5355
CON?= Cl_57_ *ELSC ..................................................... -5--3-5&.......
CON3= 72C_F * ELSC 5_57
d = :1 + I/6 5._50
Cn_6=CO_3*ww(J) ................................ 53-6n
_nC(I ) = CON_ 5361
_rlc(I+2} = -,_4_SE-tt'l • CON6. (C6 • F3SP) 5363
RnC(I+3} = -,_BSE;1-n -* CnN-iii/-({t6 _ F4Sp) ..... 5_6-4
l_r_C(I+4) : -,428P-IQ * C_N6* (C6 + FSSP) 5_65
-3_i-£ .... _C(]+5_ = -,57nE-lt_ . Cr_N6*-(_.5-_--F_m) ..... 535-6
On 3020 I = 1,30 5367
13n 30P1 I = 3_,33 5_69
3m21 _( I} : _, 537_
CnN_ : L,z,_,2_ItELC 537?
_C9 : ELC / (?4,/HCON0 4, ,")OK) 5"_73
.... "._-" ...... ELSC 2 (;_4, iwSC - "_ -nOK ) ................. 5"_7_ -- "
CON?3 = CIDN * F_S1
CnN?_:CI_4 * He9
_.,-_N_2--_C_ -i_ C 9 .........
CnNI= ELC * ZKF
C_I_,__=- 2K_=---/--ET.C ...........
CN13 = ELC * DDD85
C_ 4 :-_-_TT_3 -/EL-C .......
nO _O_O I = 1,5
-- J-_--_5- _--i-
K = 6 + 113
t_( t--_-TY_3-O3h; 3_35 , 3035
3n3n CNI I : TF ( I }/WW ( I ) * CnNt
.......... -L'-N%_ ---_'P-(KY wWW(W_} • _0N_ -
EqC_'(J#t) = ,95?_ * CN11
F_CF(J,3) = ,00834*CN_ "
EQCF(J-I,_) = 1.334 * CNtl
_TQCI_-J---_-_3 ) - Er_FI ,J-,_.) .....
E_C_(J-_ ,4) =,0_n624 * CN'I2
_QC-_-CJ-?,-_-} = 2.2? * CNI1 ....
FQCI=(,I-?,3) : ERCFIJ-i,I)
























Et_CP(J-3,_) = 6,67 * CN!I1 5397
r_ c F ( j- 3,3 )--;--ESCVI-3-T, Yy ................................................................ TTgA--- ............
PqCF(J-3,4) = ,0020R5 • C_%2





19(1-2) 305_ , 3031 , 3Q33
3n31 D_ 3n37 L : 9,1_









.... _7,5)= E_CFT7;3) ........................................................ 5J-Err ...........
_qCF(R,_) = EQCF(R_4) 541_




































_qCV(14,6% = CNNII * FQCF(14,4)
EQC_(16,_) = P, * CMN_3
_CP(17,5) # 3, * CNN13
_QCF(18,4) = 4, * CK!N_3
Gn TC 305n
3n35 cKI_I = TF(1)/ww(I} .CN_I7
C-NIP : T_(K)*WW(K) *CNNB
_CF(J,_) = 1,42a * CNIt
;QCF(J-_,3) : E_CF(J,_)
E_CF(J-I,_) : E_CF(J-_,3) / ,714
FQC_(J-%,4) : ,nn41_ * C_12
_QCF(J-?,3) = EQCF(.J-I,I)
.....................#_C#(J-P,1) : E_t/(J-_,3) * t,665
E_CF(J-3,3) : E_CF(J-?,_)




..................#_R(J,3-)-= E_CF(J-I,4) * t,336-
P_CF(.J-?,4) = EQCF(J-_,4) _ ,6667
_qCF(J-3,4) = EeCF(.J-t,4) * 0,3333
_qCF(.I-4,4) : ,523 * C0_!24
...... _hCV(J-_]_)-= 1,048 * C_N?3
I_(f-_) 3n5n, 3n37, 3_50
3n37 P_C_(i9,_) = ,5 * E_C¢(_3,5)
F_CF(90,6) = E_C_(_4,6)
n_ _3_ L = 21,23
303_ _qCF(L.,5) : E_CF(L-6,5)
............-_'_CV(-74,_) = EQCF(IB;4_ - i-
3nsn CnNTI_,uF .,
_._['FI_"(P6,4) = ,3_333 * EhCV(_O,4_ -
PoC_(?6,6) = 2, * E_CP(_6_4)
FnCP(?5,5) : P, * 5_C_(P5,1)
On _ns1 1: t_3_ .............................................................. ------RrS-'r ........
;_C_(L,P)=-EQCF(L,I) 545_
_n 305_ ]: 3,6 - 5454
fl_ D-iO-(cO_t 'a} .............................
TRW eQUIPMENT LABORATORIES
3051 EOCF(L,?)= EQCF(LJ2} - EQCF(L,I) 5455
EQCI=(31,_.} = E@CF(19jl} * 2,0 545_ .....
EQCI:'(31,?) = EQCF(31,'I.) /C$CBP 5457
_? = L'_FN-'27-/Ir_Ts......................... _ .....
EQCF'(31,3) = 1,5 e CON2 5450
E_CP(31,5) • -CON? - EQCI=(]I,I.) - EQCF(31,2) 5461
......E_ P (-3-/'.,2 Y -= "EQCr" ( 5S.; _-1............ -5 _e'_.....
EqCF'(32,3) " EQCF{)'I,2} 5463
__ =_C_(32,1} = ,-,33333333 • C0*JI*CON2 546_
B(33) = EMTU * CNN31 5467
r_o 3052 L = t.,3 ...................................................................... _-46,_ ............
Er.}CP(33,L) " - EQCF(13,4) 5469
EQCF'(33,7) = -3, * (EQCF(33,'I} + EQCI=[33,4)] 547_
C C0k_STRI!CT DERIVITIVE MATRIX 0(34,33) 547_
fF ( _EP-Y3 _-9_-_3990,3097 " 5474
3990 TP(TCG )3991. 3993,39qI 5475
-3-9-93 ---IP (JC-_fY )3_}_-,399_, 3_ ............................. 54-7-&-
3991 O0 399 J : 1,33
399 T(J) = I_0_,
3992 J55 = 0
C(J) = T(d) * T(J) * T(J)









CONI=4, * RDC(K) * C(K)
_ 407 L_ = 1,7
tc(,_l} 4_ ,410,4_2
4n? Y_(__ J}- 406, 4_5 , 406
405 _(J,K) = E_CF(K_L$} + CON_
........ G-_-T_-a_? .........
4n6 O(j,K) : FOC; (K,LI)
4_0 CONTINUE
ISLI = n ......
CALL CROLT(33)
............._FO-{_5;_t2);IJS .........
4!? W_ITE ( lTP2,41_1 )
4!?_- l_6R_A-T]_?h2O CYCLES-=NOT COx_VERGE0-- T
_n TC 2
4_3 On 4_5 _ = _,_3
T(K) = T(K) + H(K)
]-_( A_ (_-K_-3_,) 4{5,414_ 4_ 4
4!4 T_LI :
415 CONT I_bE
IP( ISLI } 44_44,40_
44 TC = T(32)
T_[JT = T(33)
TC4=TC4*TC4



























5nR TCAVG = T(32) 5_13
T_(TCGY4) 52151',52 55t4
5_ t_(ABS (_., - TCAPr,/TC) `- ,02) 5? : 52 .........,51_.._ 55_._
511 JCNT: j_kT ÷I ...... 5-_-i_
_( jCNT -3_ 512 , 52 , 52 5_17
5_? "rc_p -_-_ _(; ............................................ _P
PCAP : PIR *EXP ((TCAPITI_-_.,) * C_NP ITCAP) 5519
ISWl :
r;,n TO 7t_5
5_9 Tr}t_(IREP) = TOUT
57 _C : PIR *_Xm ((TC/TI_ -1') * CONP )YC )
JCNT : tl
......... _--_-09 _- E_,_Q, _t-ITC ...............
Vlk_ = l')k30(_ * EMTU / RHO',/







_R(-FSV ' _CR) 54- , $5 " , 5_ ............................. 5-_c3_- -
54 w_ITE ( ITP2,B41.)AMAC_ 5_39
541. ...._R_T{I5_ MACR_I_,2,2X2DNIF TOD WI_N--_ARNIN_ )- " 5_37
5_ C_K'_ = _NOV * Vl_' 5533
CaN3 : CO_I * VI_ ........ 5_3a
CON2 : CON'_ / VV$2 553_
_PI_A = COK:2 * O_.H_ 5537
RrVI = ZKKI * C_N2_. 5530
_rV2 : ZKK2 * CON_I 5_4h
R_%/3 : ZKK3 * CON_I 5_41
.......... _h _0 62 5_4a
611 TC(_EVI- 40_0,) 612 , 613 , _13 5_4_
6t2 _1 : .00777 * nEVi **.322 554_
_n TC 62 5%47
62 T_(_EV2 - 2D0_,) 62_ ,621 ,a22 554e
---67i ......r_ _ '_4,I-_EV_ - 5_5_
_n T_ 63 555_
6?? IF(_EV2 - 4_0_.) &23 , A24 ,624 5_57
623 _W_ • ,00277 * PEr2 **,327 5_5_
_n TO 63 _g54
6?4 _q_ = ,31_ I_FV? **.2 _ 5_5_
63_ ¢R3 : 64. / _EV3 5_57
gn YO 64 5_5_
63P It(PEr3. - 4flO_, ) 633 , _34 , 634 5_5o..
qn TO 64 5_0!
..... A_ -_3'-T-;_6/WFV3_* ;?5 ........................ 5_8_ "
64 CnN?I = 1,- _KK1 * XI_ 5_83
CAN?? : I,- ZKK_ * YI_' .................... -5---K_-a
C0_73 : I,- ZKK3 * XI_
CON?4 = E_T[; * VI_' * S_RT (RHOV) * CON17
i_,EFI : 7KKI * C_N24 *CO_.!2i
W_F3 m ZKK3 * C_N?4 *CON_





TRW eOU,eeeNT U_OeA TORIES
_1:'3 = C01_t, CON23 5573
..... _hN_6--;,--CO_P 5- _ l_laOV ............................................................... _%----/;_........
I='K1 = FR1 • ZKK,I 5575
1:_'3 = FR3 • ZKK3 5.577
T#(gEl:'i:.-3,-) - 70 ; 7o, 702 =J_7-_-
70 II:'(RFI - ?00,) 701e 70]. 702 5570
7rI] r3ql : SORT (CON21-i--g_N26/(PKt--i-_EVI)) ..................................................._R-¢_ ....
f_(i_EVl - 2o00,) 7011 , 7n1_. , 70_2 558_
r,O TC 703 5_a_
_n TO 703
........ _
7n;t PNI. 1-'-- (ZI<Kt *XIN)*-*{-,75)
7n3 I_'(WEF2 - 3, ) 7_tO,710,7t2
7tO I_(I_F2 - ?00,) 711, -71-1,-'717 .....
711 _2 = SORT (CON22 * C0_261(FK2 *REV?))
-T_V2 - 2-0-0_,) 7111, 7it2 , 7112
7!11 PWI? = £1, + D_?) **( 4, )
7!17 PH_L_ = (,5 + SORT (,P5 + D_2))** 4,75
_n TO 71.3
712 PHi? = (ZI<K? *XT_}**(-.75_
-- -_3- - re-( u-rElY- :3,_ -77._ _7_ ; 777.
7;n T_It_F3 - 200.) 721 ,721,722
T#(PEW3 - 2_00,) 72_I,7711, 721_
C;.O TC 76
























7_ _PLC = EL£ * C0_3 *(PH_.I *ZKK1 *PK1 + PH12 *TKK2 *EK_
C_N_=CON]19269,
........... O#YBY--=-_-PEC 4 OPtH - COkl6
PPWR=EM_TtDPTOT/(236,*_HOL)
_k+P6 =-RL1.44 *fC_N_ - DOLC} 1 ELSC
_PTC = Ek£13 * ELC *( (T(?)-T(3})*T_I/.,1 + (T(R)- T(Oi)iTF2 /_x2 + 5mI_
_TI-'J.iIT-_-I_[i5)I i TP3/V3l
_TTC = OT_TC - OFTC
..... q_YS_--CLEw_ *EMTll * (T(37) - T(33})
C_TS = Eh'EL *((T(2_)- T(?i)) *T_4/t,'4 + (T(26}- T{27))eTFS/W5 ]
- - _TS_tOtS . OFtS
qT_T = CTCTC + OTOTS
R7 W=!TF ( ITP2i_7_II_EP
87_ _R_&T(/8_ SET _iO,l_)
TS = TS4 **,25
W_ITE ( ITP2,_7t)
I TC,PC,ELC+ELS_TOUT,DPT_T,E_4U_ ,E_'P_ , 5_2_
................... --?--_T_T_,;_-YOTg ,OYOT ,EMLI,EM_Si VIN , AMACH , T$ " 5_2_
__ 871 PnR_AT(13YRWTC13X?HPC_3X2_LC1?X3HLSCltX4HTOtlTiOXBWOPTn_42_3_N_ E_.2yS_27














2 _,,_6_gwkn OF GjS/ 5_2Q
41 _X3NV I k_ 11X4NMACH'I3X2HTSt3( I 1X4HBtNR) 12X3WLf'_S_XTHLB._/M | HgY562t'I
6Hr'Y/_FC?SX-SHDEG At3FiS_;SP'__5;571 ......................... 5-6-32 - --
R72 IF(IRFP) BR_RS,95 5_3"_
8_ !_'(,33333333 *(REVl * REV2 + _EV3)- 2000,1 _91 , 8Ol ,892 5635
__-]- .... _'4 = _,t'f ............................................................................................................ -5"E'3-_; ......
r,o TC 90 5A37
_g2 E_ = _..75 .......................... _5-63-R .......
9n C _ k,'l :TC4-TS4 5_3Q
EYPl=_ ,I(EX ÷I,) 5_41
......... _-IrCt-CIT, Yg_ _ , ¢}0 -::[';"9_ _ .......................................................................... S-_-4"_- .......
9t_1 TCM4=TC4 _64_
_I lMk_-" t'1, ........ 5._44
9n? r)n 903 I=i,NNS ............................ 5-K4K .........
COr',._6= "I.,-TS4X( I )tTCM4 5_47
........... C_gKI?4 =C Ok 5**EYP I .... 5_4R ....
¢;!tMD:SL_M0+CON?4 5(,40
gO3 SIIMkI:SUMk +CON?4/CC)N( _ ..................... =J?S_
TCM41 =COIk P*CONl*SllHik_/( SIIMr')_ENS } _65'I







.......... _ _nA l:t,_tNg
g_ £_Mn=SL_D÷( TCM4-T£4Y( I ) )**EXPE
t_T_ :nPT(_T.Ch_,_I* ( C0_',!2. S/SI IND. ) *, { EX
DPWP=FWDT*DPT _'I/( 236, *R_OL )
£11t,_k_:Cek!].I(TCM4,-TS4X( I ) )
................ g_TI iY(I ) =]_']_'T{J* ( DPTM/,qI.IMkl/nPTi_T ) _*FXPl
ELCY( I ) =S[IMN*EMTLJX( _ )*gLC/F._TU
Ti:(FLCX{ I )-ELT) 9rig', 91.0,9'tO
9n9 CtINT I_It:F
Gn TC gil.
9_m ',IRI TE ( ITP?,Q971 )
...... 9071 I_f_I_VAT(/'2t_W-0_'STA_LE,-,LC GT LT/)
r,m TO 9gR
g11 i_(Yc_)q2P,g2_g?2























TRW EOUlPMeNT I_iBORA TORIES
wCOK, D # _CDX(IREP} 5_7
-r) _-- _)&_-- -I--=- i;- _N_ ................................................................. 5K9-_ ......
g_1 Tr_MIX = TO, IX + TOU(I} o EMTUX(I} 569'J
G_ T_ 9R 5_9_
- -97..... Y_Mi X-,- Yt_L;T ......................................... _V-4 .........
TCM=_. 5_9_
OPTs--n, ............................. 5_9_ ...............
9_ II=(TF'IXG)g9,998,99 5A97
99 I_(-_P- 9Y9-9_4-_-._{}-I_i)-94..................... _/_9if
991 TMI_X=D, _99
.............T_-_M-ix = T_-i-X-G)b-9-_,Q-9__ 9-9_- ........................... 5-?-iI_ .........
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